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the founding vision ofofbyuBYU studies

clinton F larson

time is of little consequence when an event is near in a rush and
emphasis of time three of us stood in a field to the north of temple hill
darrell said 1I want to establish a language training center for mission-
aries of the church I1 want it to be part of the department of foreign
languages so that the beauties of the languages can be seen with the truth
that is in them As with portuguese as gerritgenit2ita had said it may be velvet
brown on emerald silken and lovely on which the truth may glisten as
in inflection down from the radiance of the past the color and image of
each languages meaning for us

and I1 thought of the possibility of a magazine for the university
as it might be drawing its breath from the influence of ages past from
literature and the books wherein it lies these images convey the source
of thinking and feeling from which the magazine began

BELOVED BOOKS

I1 met sir thomas in a shaded hall
where legend hung like tapestry silver gold
against a wall and beyond a silver lake
shimmering in a light of evening and brightening in a mist
of stars the hush was like a confidence
that rests unspoken in the hush of mind
arthur is there in glory he said silence

attended him forever like the legend
of the crests that shine against the glowing light
blue frost wavered into memory A lantern
gathered light from the drowsing sun and kept
the hall in light that remained above a clerestory
of the legend of colors the wash of eglantine
the purple of lancelot deep chrome vineyard
ivy roman gold shipwakeshipwake holly and the sangria

clinton F larson is a professor emeritus ofenglishofenglish at brigham young university he was editor ofbyu studies
from 1959 to 1967
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of stories retold in havens of the yellow gold
dim tones illumined them and swept into a panoply

nH
edmund sir the wondrous years have called
your platinum into magnificence in the holy
avenue of stories that shade and brighten declensions
of your weaving light britomart bends across
A stream before the bright and almond parsifal
he beckons as if to the atridaeattidaeAtridae come and know
the will of starlight in your eyes lohengrin
will brighten across the murmur of the lake
deep in the shadows the guest of vision moved
to show the scabbard of excalibur and hastened
into the ochreachre hall holinesseHolinesse is the emerald
star he holds before you the willows part
and he comes resplendent in the azure white
and fall of silver green she hesitates
and follows him A celtic rose wavers
into iridescence where stonehenge reveals
the evening sun and the morning where the shape
of air holds briefly in the sun

illIII111liiili
bookes solemnizedsolemnizer into books address the conscience
they began in his ecstasy that he could see
the threading weave into a history the messiah
nodded to him across the centuries across
the avon under lamps in london town
the english scriptures and in the far sunset
of the cordillera the rivers mount into a tide
in a seaward rush 0 ariel the crest
sweeps up and nearly falls before the rush
bequeathsbequeathes the milton of the bluing sky
alfred of the idyllsidyles robert of the drama
and suddenly the american

we stood together in the field talking and a cow stood near nodding
and lowing it seemed in assent we had a compact for a beginning not
too long but after the escalante accident in which darrel and many
others died 3 the language training mission became a reality the
magazine became a reality too I1 remember john bernhardsBemhards concern for
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its success I1 was able to allay it in my enthusiasm for what I1 called it
the wasatch review I1 remembered how my interest in literature began
from my book house a set of illustrated books in which the myths of old
became real in my imagination especially those of the arthurian legend
then reading in my college days and later became part of
my career as a teacher and a writer hence the poem beloved books
in which I1 use the antique spelling of book I1 hope that a reader of this
account can see in the poem the vistas of opportunities in writing for
writers and aficionados in the creation of a learned journal at the
university president wilkinson agreed with my vision although
I1 suppose with reservations

I1 made my presentation for the wasatch review in a luncheon of
administration and faculty to which the poet carl sandburg had been
invited because he was in town for a forum assembly I1 spoke president
wilkinson arose and in a loud voice said were not going to call it the
wasatch review that would be an insult to the mountains later he
named the magazine brigham young university studies wilkinson as a
student at the university in the world war I1 period had assembled some
papers of fellow students with his own and had dropped them in a manila
folder and called them that so the magazine had its inception I1 was the
first editor and sole staff member

because time varies according to intensity and motive I1 sought and
seek the correlativesrelativescor that will make both real one cannot particularize
items satisfactorily over a space of time unless he or she is willing to risk
disproof as they disappear into the past but the poem beloved books
comprises I1 think my attempt to make brigham young university
studies a threshold to opportunity for writers in the church to create a
meaningful literature for the church besides being a threshold for the
creative writer it could be a threshold for the scholarly or scientific
writers the emphasis of the magazine was originally upon writers in
order to attain a proper purview to achieve literary significance this is
also the purview for my anthology modern poetry of western america

how can I1 tell all the names of all those I1 always intended to include
within that purview I1 do not intend to consider fewer than I1 should
I1 think of alfred david levi eileen douglas ronald sally claudia
susan john edward marden franklin charles max randy and all
those who have contributed poems stories and articles to the magazine
at any rate the historical authors named in the poem have influenced
scores of writers implicitly named under the title american a title
which comprises hints of the american dream or the dream ofofzionzion all
writing is imagination from hieroglyphshieroglyphy and cuneiform to the present
especially when one considers those painted and pressed marks the
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history ofmortal man is comparatively the time of a wink in the duration
of the earth from its identifiable beginning all is imagination in the
lords gift of life

to some the mention of writers that arrive from myths and legends
of spiritual history may not or cannot be accepted such a disqualifica-
tion is arbitrary and for that reason cannot itself seriously qualify but
automatic disqualification is an anti intellectual pretext that must be seen
for what it is it is like jonathan edwards suspending a spider over the fires
of a nonacademic hell and implicitly saying roast roast

on the contrary to show that certain names supply meaningful
precedents for BBYUYU studies is to show what the writers are and what sort
of thing it is that they hope for names like mahonri moriancumerMoriancumer
nephi alma third nephi mormon and moroni are well accepted as
precedentalprecedentialprecedental and the notion of personal revelation which cannot be
denied by aestheticiansaesthetic ians is within the purview three theories ofreligious
language by truman G madsen4warnsmadsen4 warns of the dangers of acceptance
and nonacceptance open mindedness may therefore serve to include
serious inquiry even into what seems historically possible in the legend-
ary imagination into what I1 term atlantis of switzerland and switzer-
land of egypt mont blanc matterhommatterhornMattMatterhomerhorn and jungfrauJungfrau which an ancient
people imagisticallyimagistically transformed from the wish and memory of a more
ancient home into the three large pyramids of egypt therefore
zarahemlaZarahemla sherrizahSherrizah and the library of alexandria have nearly the
same hold on the mind and imagination at this distance as oxford
cambridge the university of london and harvard all people have a
basis in experience to create what each of them will

so it is and has been with BYU studies the magazine heralds
spiritual and intellectual opportunity according to personal revelation
nephi does not prescribe limitations for writers who are honest in heart
he said

now I1 nephi cannot write in an effective powerful way when a man
speaks the holy ghost can reach the hearts ofhis listeners butbecause men
harden their hearts they do not put great value upon writing but I1 have
written what I1 have written and I1 know my writing is of great value to my
people so I1 pray continually for my people by day and I1 weep for them by
night I1 cry to my god in faith and I1 know he will hear me 5

this is also the persuasion of the writers who have contributed to
BYU studies
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NOTES

the three were H darreldaneldaneidarreidan el taylor ernest J wilkins and clinton H darrel was
at that time chairman of the language department at brigham young university he
served the BYU campus from 1948 until his untimely death in 1963 ernest J wilkins
later became president of the language training mission he taught in the language
department at BYU from 1953 74

gerriternnterndterrit de jong jr founding dean of fine arts musical composer and professor
of modemmodern languages at brigham young university he served on campus from 1925 70

3 on june 10 1963 a group of boy scouts and their leaders were on their way to
hole in the rock the southern utah historic site where mormon pioneers blazed a
shortcut across the wilderness they intended to begin a river trip on the colorado the
two ton cattle truck in which the group was traveling stalled on a steep hill and rolled
backward off a thirty foot embankment six adults and seven youths were killed among
them was H darrel taylor

4 truman G madsen three theories of religious language BYU studies 2
spring summer 1960 227 also see revelation encyclopedia of mormonism ed

daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 31226 27
125 2 ne 331 3 paraphrased by the author





BYU studies in the 1970s

charles D tate jr

in my editorial in the first issue of BYU studies that I1 edited 1

I1 noted that from its inception the journal was to be a voice for the
community of LDS scholars since there are enough other scholarly
journals that will publish secular scholarly studies by LDS authors BYU
studies was distinctively to be the journal in which faithful latter day
saint scholars could publish articles that explored the correlation of their
secular studies and their religious convictions As most of the rest of the
world does not believe in modem revelation as a viable medium of
scholarly information none of the regular academic journals would
take the kinds of articles BYU studies was interested in publishing

I1 also noted that critical synthesis was more important than critical
analysis and that articles should strive to build the right thing in BYU
studies not just tear down the wrong thing professor charles malik a
world renowned diplomat and former president of the united nations
general assembly said essentially the same thing in a forum address
given on october 12 1967 at BYU nothing is more unworthy than
simply to analyze and stop there the pure analysts who analyze and stop
are the plague of this age 5121122

editing BYU studies for sixteen years was an interesting road to
travel it was lined with interesting challenges and decisions one of the
very first decisions that had to be made was when does good taste take
precedence over scholarship when does deciding for good taste border
on or even become censorship the specific situation was whether to
leave a widely known profane quote about god in an article or to replace
it with a statement that the person shook his fist at heaven and profaned
against god although it seems so simple and clear cut to me today it was
a difficult decision to make in 1967 when most of the scholars were
certain that BYU studies was totally controlled by the church and could
not publish anything not approved by the brethren actually the brethren
never did exercise any control over BYU studies while I1 was the editor

charles D tate jr is a professor of english and ancient scripture at brigham young university he was editor
of BYU studies from 1967 to 1983
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I1 can only assume it was the same with those editors before and after
me the question was less one of censorship it was more a question of
good taste the decision was made that to print profane references about
anybody was in bad taste even though such references may be in
widely known quotes that had been published elsewhere and we changed
the reference that decision made a huge difference through the years
that followed

in the fall of 1967 we were just getting ready to send our second
issue winter 1968 to press when the church announced it had been
given several pieces of papyri associated with joseph smith the most
famous fragment was what is left of the source for facsimile 2 in the
book of abraham in the pearl of great price the controversial parts
showing the head of the angel having been lost we held back printing
that issue until the church released pictures of those fragments for
scholarly publication BYU studies was able to print articles by hugh
nibley and james R clarkdarkmark about the papyri with excellent black and
white pictures of those fragments

the issue thatwasthat was most instrumental in establishing BYU studies as
a valuable scholarly historical journal was the spring 1969 issue on the
origins of the church in new york the articles in that issue showed that
when scholars do their homework they find that joseph smith was telling
the truth about what was happening around him historically no scholar-
ship can prove or disprove the truth of the first vision it remains the
domain of the spirit to reveal that truth but scholarship can study the
historical setting and test the accuracy of the prophets recorded state-
ments about other things that were happening to him such as the religious
revival and the presence of the methodist minister identified as george
lane by oliver cowdery in his 1834 history of the church articles in
that landmark issue showed that contrary to what people had assumed
and enemies of the church had demanded that we show the revival
joseph smith attended did not happen in the early spring of 1820 it had
taken place earlier in the summer of 1819 and after thinking about what
he had heard there the prophet decided to go pray in the early spring of
1820 which is exactly what the prophet said happened another article
showed that the reverend george lane indeed was at the revival in 1819
and in all logical likelihood passed through palmyra on his way to canada
early in the summer of 1820 so he could have seen joseph heard of his
vision and told him it was not of god as joseph said happened in
subsequent years we dedicated one issue in each annual volume to
research about the history of the church two years each in new york
ohio and missouri four years for nauvoo then on to the plains and into
salt lake city
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another significant contribution BYU studies made to scholarship
in the church during my tenure as editor was the publishing of the articles
by robert J matthews on the joseph smith translation of the bible
JST building on critical synthesis professormatthews showed thatthatthethattiethe

RLDS 1944 printed version of the JST was truer to the original manu-
scripts than the 1867 edition had been 3 these articles in BYU studies
and professor matthewssMatthewmattheissss publication of his fuller study A plainer
translation joseph smiths translation of the bible A history and
commentaryCommentaryay4 did much to make including short references from the JST
in the footnotes and reprinting larger selections in the appendix of the
1979 LDS edition of the king james version of the bible possible

one thing we learned about the readers of BYU studies however
is that they like variety in the articles in each issue we had thought they
wanted us to research a topic thoroughly and make all the articles pertain
to that single topic bringing special issues together takes a lot of work
to get the articles from different scholars and coordinating that effort is
a real struggle one time when the editorial staff had been working
especially hard to pull together an issue on ancient studies we finally
had to give up on getting enough articles in and ready for printing since
we were almost past the deadline for having the issue printed and in the
mail we pulled together all the other articles we had ready for publica-
tion and published a potpourri issue our reader response was so
favorable that we decided to print fewer special issues with the major
exception being our annual issues exploring the history of the church in
different times and places

in the 1970s BYU studies moved typesetting from hot metal
linotype to cold copy computer composition even though the move
made production more efficient it eliminated the many trips to the BYU
press building to take copy to be typeset to proofread and to approve
page makeup I1 personally missed the interaction with the people at the
press because they were as interested in getting ourjournalourjournal out as we were
and they wanted it to look good as much as we did they are professionals
in their work I1 thank them for helping BYU studies become what it
became while I1 was the editor

one of the frustrations ofediting BYU studies came from trying and
failing to get the number of subscriptions over five thousand we tried
every which way to advertise thejournalthejournal only to go out to talk about it and
have people say they had not heard of it before I1 hope jack can apply his
special touch to this challenge and show us how to get the church
members aware of what the journal does and get thousands more
subscribers he seems to have a kind of midas touch in such things and
I1 wish him and BYU studies well under his editorship
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NOTES

charles D tate jr brigham young university studies its purpose its
freedom its scope BYU studies 8 autumn 1967 1

I1charles malikmallk the struggle for peace 7 BYU studies 8 summer 1968 396
robert J matthews A study of the text of joseph smiths inspired version of

the bible BYU studies 9 autumn 1968 3 16 and robert J matthews some
significant texts of joseph smiths inspired version of the bible BYU studies 9
winter 1969 155

4 robert J matthews A plainer translation joseph smiths translation of
the bible A history and commentary provo utah brigham young university
press 1975



confessions of a chameleon

edward A geary

john keats coined the term negative capability to describe a poets
ability to present his or her material objectively and impersonally the
poet with negative capability keats declared has no character and takes
as much delight in conceiving an lago as an imogen what shocks the

virtuous philosopher delights the camelion poet 1 negative capability is
probably an optional quality for poets but it is almost essential for editors
except of course those few who deliberately make their publications a
sounding board for their own opinions for the most part an editors job
is to make other people look good to the extent that he or she succeeds
an editors contributions are virtually invisible only failure is obvious

As I1 look over the eight volumes and more than four thousand pages
ofbyustudies for which I1 served as editor I1 am struck both by how much
and how little of myself I1 find in them As an author I1 made only three
brief appearances a two page editors column in my first issue and two
book reviews this follows from my conviction that as a general rule
editors should not publish their own work 1I am writing the present self
serving essay not of my own volition but at the request of my successor
the contents of the journal do of course reflect for better or worse my
editorial judgments in selecting manuscripts for publication from among
those submitted but very few articles have appeared in BYU studies
merely because I1 wanted to see them there I1 have tried to respect the
process of peer review and I1 have depended very heavily on the counsel
of my associates david J whittaker richard L anderson ronald W
walker and paul H peterson all of them much better qualified than
I1 to judge work in most areas of mormon studies several issues have had
guest editors who assumed the primary responsibility for soliciting and
selecting manuscripts

nevertheless there is scarcely one among the thirty plus issues that
does not represent many many hours of my own labor I1 could point to
several articles on which I1 firmly believe I1 invested more time and more

edward A geary is an associate dean of humanities at brigham young university he was the editor of BYU

studies from 1984 to 1991199iggi1
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creative and scholarly effort than the listed author authors of course
see these matters somewhat differently it is a common complaint among
the editors of academic journals that their contributions are the least
appreciated of all scholarly activities if I1 had published four thousand
pages of my own work over the last eight years I1 would have a prodigious
reputation if I1 had edited eight separate volumes of scholarly work in
my field it would have impressed my colleagues and supervisors as avery
substantial achievement but because it was only a journal and an
unspecialized journal at that myeditorialmy editorial labors count for little in my
professional vita

the life of a chameleon is not without its rewards it is an interesting
challenge not to impose your own conception of the subject on a work but
to adapt to the texture and coloration of the authors ideas and in a sense
enable an article to become what it wanted to be but was not there is also
a certain satisfaction in wielding the editorial hidden hand knowing
that you played a larger part in determining the final form and effect of an
article than the reader and perhaps even the author will ever guess

being a chameleon can also be awkward on occasion I1 have spent
more time and emotional energy than I1 care to remember arguing for the
publication of views with which I1 did not agree but which I1 nevertheless
believed should notbenobbenotbe silenced I1 have sat in meetings ofBYU faculty and
smiled blandly while a colleague declared that no genuine scholar would
besmirch his or her reputation by appearing in the pages of BYU studies
I1 have written conciliatory letters to narrowmindednarrow minded readers whose
opinions I1 secretly despised and I1 endured we all endured the fiasco
of a thick issue devoted to mark hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns discoveries that appeared
just as those discoveries were being unmasked as a fraud

taken all in all my tenure at BYU studies has been an interesting
experience it is something I1 am happy to have done and happy now to
leave to someone else before I1 disappear altogether however I1 would
like to shed my protective coloration and express my real views on a few
matters pertaining to the journal

I1 believe scholarly journals in general are very important they are
among the few remaining bastions against the trivialization of thought in
the two column article and the twenty second sound bite that dominate
the popular media and perhaps a specializednonspecializednon scholarly journal such
as BYU studies has a special role since it still tries to speak with some
depth and thoroughness to serious inquiring general readers thejournalthejournal
suffers however under the burden of an unfortunate name brigham
young university studies sounds like the title of a rather ponderous
and dull monograph series it certainly does not suggest anything very
lively and it is a misnomer As the journal has evolved it is by no means
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a cross sectional representation of the scholarship being done at brigham
young university it has become primarily a journal of mormon history
and religious studies with occasional articles on other topics that is
how contributors think of the journal as indicated in the manuscripts
submitted and it is what most of the readers expect

BYUbyustudiesstudies is also an institutional journal for better or for worse
it is all very well for us to print a disclaimer in each issue to the effect that
contributors are expressing their own views and not necessarily those of
the editors the university or the church many readers persist nonethe-
less in assuming there is some kind of institutional endorsement of the
materials published and do not hesitate to protest when they encounter
ideas that do not agree with their own views ofwhat the church and BYU
should be promoting then too the editors cannot help but be influenced
by knowing that a copy of every issue of BYU studies goes to each
member of the first presidency the Quorquorumumofof the twelve the quorums
of the seventy and the presiding bishopric and at least some of those
copies get read as we have learned sometimes to our gratification and
sometimes to our consternation

the university leaders are also well aware of the tensions inherent
in publishing a noncorrelatedcorrelatednon academic jjournalournalburnal in a university sponsored
by a highly correlated church they must at times have held their col-
lective breath wondering whether something published in BYU studies
would create problems to their credit however they have given the
editors a rather free hand in eight years I1 can think of only three oc-
casions when representatives of the university administration expressed
concern about something we were thinking of publishing the first such
incident occurred early in my editorial tenure we had commissioned a
book review ofseveralof several works of so called scientific creationism the
review was moderate in tone and well reasoned in its arguments but
because it contained the E word evolution someone on the editorial
staff suggested that we ought to pass it by the academic vice presidents
office the official who read it recommended against stirring up the waters
of controversy and so we killed the review if I1 had known then what I1

know now I1 would simply have gone ahead and published the review
without asking anybodysanybodyd counsel

our second encounter with the administration came when a group
of BYU faculty proposed a special issue of BYU studies in the interest
of peace the call for contributions issued by the guest editors appar-
ently raised concerns in some quarters and I1 was asked to meet with the
academic vice president and his staff to consider whether peace was too
political an issue to be examined in a journal published by brigham
young university I1 remember this as one of the strangest meetings I1 ever
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attended the upshot however was that the administration decided to
leave the matter to the discretion of the editors we left it pretty much to
the discretion of the guest editors and the result was one of our finest
issues the third incident also involved a guest edited issue and brought
a member of the board of trustees into the discussion in addition to the
academic vice president once again however the officials eventually
decided to trust the judgment of the editors

the impression I1 gleaned from these encounters was that at least
some members of the board and the administration genuinely wanted
to see BYU studies engage substantial issues rather than always trying to
play it safe I1 think it is important to affirm this impression even though
I1 cannot substantiate it with any explicit license the leaders of the
church invested as they are with the heavy responsibility of advancing
the kingdom of god on the earth are understandably sensitive to public
image they do not enjoy any more than the rest of us would being
compelled to correct erroneous impressions or deal with unnecessary
controversy or dodge the bullets of critical snipers from within their own
ranks at the same time I1 believe that in general they hope the members
of the church will take responsibility for their own stewardshipsstewardships and
carry out their assigned tasks with energy and imagination even if that
means making occasional mistakes they want BYU to be a genuine
university and if the university is to sponsor a scholarly journal they
want it to be an instrument of serious and substantive inquiry in my view
those goals are not best realized when every decision is made in fear and
trembling over what the brethren might think of it

I1 dont wish to leave the impression that I1 have worked alone on
the contrary I1 have depended at every point on excellent and dedicated
associates I1 have mentioned those who have served as my associate
editors I1 already think back nostalgically to our freewheeling and
stimulating editorial meetings the professional staff have also made
very important contributions linda hunter adams has been an example
of unfailing devotion to BYU studies promoting the journal at every
opportunity always on the lookout for promising articles and a fine copy
editor M shayne bell played a vital role in putting the production of
thejournalthe journal on an efficient footing at a time when we were embarrassingly
behind schedule getting out six or seven issues a year on a budget
designed for four when shayne left to pursue other opportunities doris
dant stepped in with her fine insights and tough minded efficiency to
keep production on track additional contributions have come from a
series of student interns who provided invaluable help with copy editing
and typesetting checked articles for accuracy and served the subscribers
in a multitude of ways I1 can think ofno better way to sum up the pleasure
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of working with these good people than by quoting william butler
yeatssyeates lines

think where mans glory most begins and ends
and say my glory was I1 had such friends 2

NOTES

john keats letters to george and thomas keats december 21 1817 and to
richard woodhouse october 27181827 1818 reprinted in M H abrams ed the norton ant-

hology of englishofenglish literature 5thath ed new york W W norton 1986 2862 63 868
2 william butler yeats the municipal gallery revisited in collected poems

new york macmillan 1956 318





BYU studies into the 1990s

john W welch

forthirtyfor thirty two years BYU studies has published scholarly materials
by and for the LDS community As it moves to the final decade of the
twentieth century this journal plans to expand the variety of its articles
and the size of its reading audience As BYU studies together with its
sponsoring institution grows and matures I1 hope this channel can
provide readers around the world with more information and more well
articulated conclusions and insights while addressing significant sub-
jects and pressing issues relevant to the work of god on this earth BYU
studies can and should offer the world the best scholarly perspectives on
topics of academic interest to latter day saints

the purpose of BYU studies has long been stated on its masthead
brigham young university studies is a quarterlyjournalquarterlyjournal dedicated to the

correlation of revealed and discovered truth and to the conviction that
the spiritual and intellectual are complementary avenues of know-
ledge contributions from all fields of learningleaming are welcome articles
should reflect a latter day saint point of view while conforming to high
scholarly standards and should be written for the informed nonspecialist
while I1 see no need to change this mission statement how these
principles may apply in the 1990s will require ongoing reevaluation with
respect to what is said how it is said and why it is said

As the bulk of this volume consists of lengthy indexes of BYUBYU
studies from 1959 to 1991 one may wonder about the idea of addressing
more issues in the future than we have in the past over the years BYU
studies has published some 1585 items most are articles but also
included are almost 50 bibliographies 330bookreviews330 book reviews and 265 poems
A look at these items yields many interesting and sometimes surprising
results several areas and disciplines are well represented while others
are conspicuously absent lots of work still needs to be done

for example art has been moderately represented primarily in the
form of notes and comments on artistic works that have been generously

john W welch is a professor of law at the J ruben clarkdark law school at brigham young university he became
editor of BYU studies in december 1991
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published in BYU studies over the years fewer entries have dealt with
such subjects as drama film music architecture material culture and
symbolism awaiting development are such topics as the growing
contribution of international art in the church and thoughts about the
risks and rewards inherent in the artistic abstraction of sacred experiences
and emotions

A significant collection of articles about the book of mormon has
been published they tend to focus on literary and historical topics only
a few have dealt with the teachings of the bookofmormon interpretative
issues questions or the relevance of contemporary biblical studies to the
book of mormon little explicit effort has been given to thinking about
how we think about the book of mormon methodologies and assump-
tions usually have gone unstated in book of mormon studies these need
to be articulated and examined if scholars who read and write in this area
are to communicate effectively with readers in the future

conspicuously weak have been biblical studies aside from twelve
book reviews and a few items on the joseph smith translation or isaiah
hardly any entries have dealt directly with the bible none have addressed
the life or ministry of jesus christ in light of all that latter day saint
religion and doctrine have to do with the bible the need for future
attention here is obvious

several articles have been published about brigham young univer-
sity these articles should not give the impression that the scope of BYU

studies is local despite its name BYU studies is not a journal about
BYU nor is it written primarily to a BYU audience together with a
considerable collection of articles on education in general BYU studies
has offered many thoughtful pieces on the challenges and opportunities
ofcombining the best of academic scholarship with the truths and values
of the restored gospel of jesus christ but in the future more academic
departments should be involved in addition to its historians comer a
regular feature of BYU studies since 1971 1I would welcome an occa-
sional philosophers comer psychologists comer scriptoriansScriptorians
comer and so on more attention can also be given to doctoral disser-
tations and theses on LDS topics completed at various academic institu-
tions around the world

the vast majority of articles published by BYU studies have dealt
with church history numerous articles have appeared on joseph smith
or brigham young the new york ohio missouri illinois and pioneer
periods have been minutely detailed and the people places and events
ofthe nineteenth century church in lands around the world are vigorously
represented in recognition of this the mormon history association gave
a special letter of commendation to BYU studies in 1969 1 begging now
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for similar treatment are the accelerating developments of the more recent
past including the history ofofldsoflasLDS responses to the intellectual trends of
the times with continuing attention to how and why written and oral
history is kept and used by latter day saints

one of the most valuable contributions of BYU studies has been its
publication and analysis of hundreds of historical documents and bibli-
ographies As one of the richest repositories of church historical docu-
ments BYU studies has published more than a hundred valuable letters
diaries sermons memoranda andjournalsandjournals in many cases this is the only
place where these primary historical documents have been printed by
collaborating with the joseph fielding smith institute for church his-
tory at BYU we plan to publish at least one new document in each future
issue beginning in 1992 the annual mormon bibliography will also
include annotations giving subject information beyond that contained in
many titles

BYU studies began as a literary publication and the tradition of
publishing fine articles on literary criticism and the image of mormonism
in various artistic contexts has been admirably perpetuated poetry has
been especially strong and attractive A smattering ofpersonal essays and
short stories has been published evenly distributed over the years in the
future we hope that a greater number of essays dealing with the life of
the mind will deal with personal and spiritual responses to academic
experiences intellectual choices values responsibilities and methods

most of the articles on philosophy appeared in the first decade
while a bundle of later articles discuss issues in political science
psychology sociology and organizational behavior but the need is
evident for more LDS scholars to research and analyze contemporary
social concerns popular trends and academic orientations in relation to
gospel perspectives

in the sciences many of the distinguished faculty lectures delivered
annually at brigham young university have been published in this
journal BYU studies plans to continue its quasi official role as publisher
of the distinguished faculty lectures As the frontiers of science are
pushed back from molecular biology to intergalactic astronomy new
issues compel our attention from biomedical ethics to metaphysical
conceptualizations

in the areas of church doctrine religion and theology a fascinating
collection of articles has appeared several have dealt with the develop-
ment of doctrinal themes in specific decades of church history about a
dozen have focused principally on the doctrine and covenants much
useful scholarly work however remains to be done in gathering LDS
doctrinal sources placing them in their respective contexts reflecting on
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their logical and moral ramifications considering how they are intercon-
nected and interdependent and comparing them with their counterparts
in other christian and world religions

As BYU studies moves into the 1990s the encyclopedia ofofmorodmormor-
monismmonism2 may provide a useful springboard for many topics As we
organized and edited the encyclopedia my fellow editors and I1 became
acutely aware of the fact that many topics of great interest to latter day
saints still wait to be approached rigorously thoroughly and explicitly
in a scholarly publication we found that compared with many other
religions mormonism is relatively young it was not in the nature of
that publication to plow new ground and most of the topics listed in
the encyclopedia ofmormonismof mormonism still need to be given further attention
BYU studies is a place where scholarly perspectives can contribute to
that process

we also could think more about how we as latter day saints think
and how we use language we too are vulnerable to trends comparable
to the recent politically correct movement that tend to advance within
latter day saint speech certain language that is religiously correct
many such linguistic pressures are beneficial and promote the progress of
civilization and culture but not all of them are salutary

equally important to content is tone and purpose scholarship is like
any other tool it can be used either for good or for evil A hammer can
be used to build up or tear down to help or hinder A tool can even injure
the person using it if the person does not know how to use it correctly and
carefully knowledge confers a type of power that inevitably will be
exercised either righteously or unrighteously and indeed the natural
tendency is to misuse any power that is given dacd&c 12139 thus I1 would
think that all who venture to speak and write in church circles must
morally confront certain responsibilities that may be said to comprise a
sort of academic code of professional conduct some important compo-
nents of such a code would embrace at least the following precepts

1 unity the lord has clearly stated if ye are not one ye are not
mine dacd&c 3827 this principle stands as a beacon for all who strive
for the perfecting of the saints till we all come in the unity of the

faith and of the knowledge of the son of god eph 412 13 in a
shifting world that necessarily and fortunately features diversity indi-
vidualityvi heterodoxy and change the goal of unity with god and our
fellowbeingsfellowbeings must be continually cultivated and nourished 3 the goal of
unity does not imply that all scholarly methods or personal views must be
the same As paul explained we are many members yet but one body

1 cor 1220 indeed even those members which seem to be more
feeble turn out to be among the necessary 1 I1 cor 1222
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2 harmony BYU studies is committed to seeking truth by study
and also by faith dacd&c 88118 it itproceedsproceeds on the premise that faith and
reason revelation and scholarly learning obedience and creativity are
compatible and harmonious one of the great strengths of mormonism
in my opinion is its ability to harmonize and transcend in a spiritual
intellectual and practical unity elements of this mortal existence that
appear to most people to be incompatible contradictions traditional
dichotomies such as mind and body god and man spirit and matter time
and eternity are not viewed in the gospel of jesus christ as competing
opposites but as companions on a spectrum of degrees of refinement or
as opposites whose existence is unified in higher intents and purposes 4

the objective is to embrace both ancient and modem word and deed
intellectual and spiritual research and teaching reason and revelation
the ought and the is community and individuality male and female
nature and custom induction and deduction analysis and synthesis
rights and duties subjectivity and objectivity theory and practice even
mortality and godhood we can grow beyond issues over which is greater
the spirit or the intellect the liahona or the iron rod for lehi both
symbols were concurrent for purposes of the spirit the spirit is greater
and for purposes of the mind the mind is greater for latter day saint
study and faith the one is not without the other As elder boyd K packer
has stated each of us must accommodate the mixture of reason and
revelation in our lives the gospel not only permits but requires it 5151155

kierkegaard offered the world an eitherortherOrEi joseph smith a bothandbottandBothAnd
3 honesty As a primary trait of character we believe in being

honest A ofoffF 13 accuracy and reliably are of the essence of scholar-
ship all scholars worth their salt have wrestled long with the questions
of what can and cannot what should and should not what must or must
not be said they acknowledge and evaluate data both for and against
their ideas and theories they eschew all forms of plagiarism and
generously recognize their indebtedness to other scholars they guard on
all sides against the covert influences of unstated assumptions bias and
esoteric terminology they describe shades of grey where they exist
they identify clearly their personal opinions as such they avoid material
omissions for often what is not said can be as misleading as what is said

4 thoroughness if there is anything virtuous lovely or of good
report or praiseworhtypraiseworhty we seek after these things A of F 13 BYU
studies welcomes contributions from all disciplines addressing all
things that pertain unto the kingdom of god that are expedient for you to
understand of things both in heaven and in the earth and under the earth
things which have been things which are things which must shortly
come to pass things which are at home things which are abroad that
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ye may be prepared in all things when I1 shall send you again to magnify
the calling whereunto I1 have called you dacd&c 8878 80 this is a
fulfilling but sobering mandate

5 humility pride has been identified as the pervading sin of our
day As scholars we have more than our share of exposure to this
problem arrogance disdain overconfidence dogmatism and many
other manifestations of intellectual and spiritual pride may well be the
main occupational hazards of academia but the perspectives of scholar-
ship and the gospel can also provide the antidote first is the acknowledg-
ment that all people are at different stages in the eternal journey toward
the glory of god which is intelligence no person says or understands
everything perfectly and a variety of opinions on a shared scale of
progression are expected hence a persons direction is more important
than his or her present stance second is the humble awareness that
scholarship is not an end in itself research cannot create faith it can only
set the stage for greater light and knowledge As B H roberts once
wrote the clearer and more complete the statement is the better
opportunity will the holy spirit have for testifying to the souls ofmen that
the work is true 5161165566

6 charity in order for communication to occur there must be
charity for no statement exists including this one that cannot be
misconstrued if fellowship and goodwill does not exist especially in an
academic setting we will not communicate with each other pauls
confession comes to mind though I1 have the gift of prophecy and
understand all mysteries and all knowledge and have not charity
I1 am nothing 1 cor 132 emphasis added charity is essential to avoid
disputation left untempered by love scholarly debate and critical
inquiry will be divisive and unhealthy 7 charity is also necessary to avoid
offending even the weakest of the saints jesus said it is impossible but
that offences will come but woe unto him through whom they come it
were better for him that a millstone were hanged around his neck and he
cast into the sea than that he should offend one of these little ones luke
172 8 perhaps this is part of what jesus meant when he told his disciples
be ye therefore wise as serpents and harmless as doves matt 10101616

over the years I1 have followed BYU studies closely as a reader and
writer As a student at BYU in the 1960s I1 enthusiastically supported this
publication to the point of selling subscriptions to students as they
finished registering in the old smith fieldhouse I1 remember wondering
if its name wasnt really a sentence affirmatively asserting that BYU
studies As I1 look back on those years still today I1 consider myself very
fortunate to have studied at BYU under extraordinary teachers such as
historians george addy jim alienallenailen richard anderson marvin hill and
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ted warnerwamer philosophers truman madsen and terry warnerwamer linguists
reuben clarkdarkmark hugh nibley robert patch doug phillips and max
rogers ed morrell in political science don robinson in mathematics
and robert thomas in english and to have worked with versatile
colleagues like john sorenson stephen ricks noel reynolds and many
others because of this experience I1 wonder why at this time in history
we as apeople have learned certain things have made certain discoveries
have established contacts with engaging people and have had interesting
academic experiences I1 do not know the answer but I1 suspect that such
expericence was not intended simply for our amusement

more than ever before as BYUbyustudiesstudies goes into the 1990s I1 believe
that brigham young university has a vital mission to fulfill and that BYU
studies is an important vehicle to disseminate studious works to help
accomplish that mission we live in dynamic times the gospel gives
needed orientation as the world faces a steady stream of new challenges
brigham young university is uniquely poised to be an active contributor
in these developments offering insights that emerge from the interaction
of faith and scholarship joseph smith fully expected the gospel of jesus
christ to revolutionize and civilize the world and cause wars and
contentions to cease and to cause all people to become friends 9 BYU
studies hopes to fill a helpful supporting role in these eternal purposes

since its inception byustudiesbyhBYU studies has been in good hands section 89
of the doctrine and covenants the word of wisdom is usually thought
of as a physical health code but in the end it not only offers health but
wisdom it promises wisdom and great treasures of knowledge dacd&c
8919 clinton larson with a creative genius for sensing meaning
contributed the passion for finding treasures even hidden treasures
charles tate for sixteen years ran and was not weary and ed geary
when faced with hard choices did not faint I1 only hope that BYU

studies in the 1990s can continue to walk in wisdoms paths

NOTES
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gary ernest smith
invitation to the viewer

doris R dant

the rural images by gary ernest smith featured on our cover reflect
the artists upbringing on a cattle ranch and farm in northeastern oregon
an area that produces potatoes as well as cattle after obtaining an MFA
smith taught art at brigham young university from 1970 73 served as
art gallery director for two years and did commission work he decided
to leave the demands and the security of academia and commissioned
work because he wanted to go out and be an artist 51 to paint his own
ideas full time

depending on the same habits of hard work long hours and self
reliance he learned as a boy he evolved a style and a rural focus that
earned him further critical acclaim and the label of neo regionalist he
believes that the nostalgic appeal ofhis paintings arises from the fact that
americans generally know someone grandparents or uncles who
came from the farm or maybe still lives there 1I think thats part of what
touches people 2 below the nostalgic appeal he notes there are
layers that may be peeled off revealing information about the individual
artist and the psychology of his era 1 I3

he draws his rural subjects from childhood memories and from
observations made during visits to oregon one critic believes that
smiths style varies according to which of these sources is used subjects
from smiths childhood tend to be heroic and impressionistic more
recent subjects tend to be less rosy and surrealistic 4 commenting on
the paintings featured here smith noted that potato digger is in his
better known style and potato peeler is in a starker surrealistic style

emphasizing shape and color 5

when painting from observation smith makes sketches but avoids
painting on the spot because then im influenced by what I1 see rather
than what I1 feel I1 prefer to take from reality and recreatere create in my head I1

wind up with a more symbolic than graphic approach 1 I6 recreationre creation
often means simplification treating only one person in effect isolating
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the individual detailing body language but not facial expression and
using color to imply heat dust and sweat the fields and faces are painted
without distinctive features sometimes with no features at all evoking
the mystery of the earth and its people paradoxically a field is also
transfontransformedned into a field each ofus knows or thinks we know and a person
becomes an icon inviting us to recreatere create the subject and review our own
reactions challenges and meanings

thus we ofofbyustudiesBYU studies identify with the farmer on the front cover
we have in a sense unearthed the harvest and heaped it up we stand back
from it proudly with our pitchforks thrust forward and into the soil of a
field where more harvests are yet to come we are still wearing our work
clothes As the curved horizon announces this is our world to adapt a
gary smith comment on his works we view this issue as a moment in
time frozen to be observed and studied 7

those hundreds of you who have contributed to BYU studies are
also like the harvester As a group you have spent over thirty years in
intellectual and spiritual labors digging in archives raking through the
somewhat sparse and then burgeoning corpus of print about the world of
mormonism cultivating your insights and nourishing us with them in
this index your past works are gathered together but as in the painting
they are less significant than the type of people you are we have enjoyed
your company may you have many more harvests

you our readers can be like the woman on the back cover you can
take from the harvest what you need prepare it as you choose and put it
to your own uses As the painting reveals there is dignity strength and
serenity in such pursuits

that is how we view these paintings probably however you will
acceptgaryaccept Gary smiths invitation andre create these figures inyourownyour own image

NOTES

interview with gary ernest smith highland utah april 21 1992
lynnynn pyne gary ernest smith southwest art march 1991 63
pyne gary ernest smith 63

4 wynepynetyne gary ernest smith 64
5interview smith wrote earlier that he simplifies his subject and places emphasis

on shape and color seeseejourneyjourney in search oflostimagesof lost images neo regionalist gary ernest
smith apnp ray E johnson 1989 17

pyne gary ernest smith 65
journey in search of lost imalmaimages0oesges 22



book reviews

encyclopedia OF MORMONISM ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols
new york macmillan 1992 ixxxviilxxxvii 1848 ppap heavily illustrated with
photographs maps and charts in vols 1 4 LDS scriptures vol 5

vols 1 4 249 distributed through BYU bookstore vols 1 5 340
available from macmillan

reviewed by davis bitton professor of history university of utah

of the making ofencyclopedias there is no end and now mormon-
ism has one actually we have had our andrew jenson encyclopedias for
many years and ififbrucebruceimbruce R mcconkiesMcConkies mormon doctrine isnt a one
volume encyclopedia of its subject at least in intent I1 dont know what
it is but now we have a lavish multi volume semiofficial encyclopedia
intended for libraries for the general reader and for latter day saints if
its bulk and price tag assure that it will not go in the suitcases of
missionaries or be carried in little zippered leather tote bags to sunday
meetings we can nevertheless be sure that it will be much used and will
be around for a long time

soon I1 will indulge in the reviewers prerogative of grumbling just
a little although I1 hope not murmuring but first tribute must be paid to
daniel ludlow and his editorial board forjustlorjustfor just getting the job done when
macmillan indicated an interest and when brigham young university
and its board of trustees responded affirmatively the task remained of
planning the content finding contributors and riding herd on them to get
their contributions submitted according to guidelines and of course
there then had to be completed a mammoth work of assembling iillustra-
tions preparing maps editing and production it was enough to be more
than a little intimidating some of us winced as we thought of the many
ways such a work could go sour creating problems and failing in its
purpose yet the simple fact is that the job was done with thoroughness
and responsibility and on time it must say something about the accumu-
lated talents of brigham young university reinforced by other scholars
of the church that such an enterprise could be carried to a successful
conclusion one cannot imagine such a feat occurring in that distant year
of 1948 when I1 entered the Y as a freshman
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since encyclopedias are organized alphabetically according to an
irrational but convenient usage that has become standard since at least
pierre bayles seventeenth century work it is worth spending time with
the twenty three page synoptic outline at the beginning of volume 1

icvixv which groups all the articles according to general topics its five
major headings 1 I1 history of the church 2 scriptures 3 doctrines
4 organization and government of the church and 5 procedures and

practices of the church and its members as they relate to themselves and
to society in general are each subdivided the whole outline reveals an
admirable overarching conceptualization

it is of course manifestly impossible to be all things to all people
indeed the predictable adjective employed when reviewing any collec-
tive work is uneven so let us acknowledge a few problems for one
thing the choice of authors sometimes raises questions I1 have before me
a list of scholars who have established their competence and authority on
different topics relevant to the encyclopedia who are not represented
some of mormonismsMormonisms best scholars are included among the contribu-
tors however they are obviously far from a complete mustering of the
churchschurche best and brightest but then you cant include everyone and
as long as the articles are well done who cares who does them

in the early stages of the project a criticism of male domination led
to placing addie fuhriman and jeanne B inouye on the editorial board
over one hundred women had already been invited to contribute articles
this is still a minority of those designated to participate although their
articles are convincing evidence that latter day saint women are intelli-
gent and articulate which of course was never in question for anyone
having firsthandfirst hand experience with latter day saints in those trenches we
call wards As with the 738 contributors in general irivixiv the number of
women authors could have been multiplied several times over

the editors had the happy idea of inviting non mormon contribu-
tors thus we have the seasoning of such eminent authorities as james H
charlesworthchaniCharichannesworth frank moore cross jr W D davies john dillenberger
joseph rosenblatt huston smith timothy smith krister stendahl
annette hampshire and perhaps others jan shipps offers an indepen-
dent interpretation of mormonism as a new religion 2937 especially
important is the article on the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints by richard P howard RLDS church historian

the encyclopedia contains thirteen appendixes the biographical
register of general church officers in appendix I11 is handy but contains
only the barest of information position date of beginning the appoint-
ment birth date and place name of spouse number of children previous
occupational or church service background and death date and place
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no plural wives are named or dates of plural marriages given although
where applicable the phrase practiced plural marriage is included the
word seventy is used but to find out whether a general authority belongs
to the first or the second quorum or to that earlier and smaller group then
known as the first council of the seventy readers will need to consult
appendix 5

A chronology of church history appears as appendix 2 listing
about 250 events from the year 1771 the birth of joseph smith sr to
1991 As with all such listings the selection of events is arbitrary no

41 41significantsignificant events are listed between 1955 and 1961 in 1964 the
significant event was observance of family home evening reempha-
sized 41657 useful enough for a quick orientation such a chronology
is far from an adequate representation of mormon history year by year

appendix 4 reprints some doctrinal expositions of the first
presidency and appendix 8 has some letters of the first presidency
I1 wish that the introductory statement had acknowledged the existence of
james R clarksdarks valuable messages of the first presidency as the
encyclopedia lists this work in its abbreviations of frequently cited works

A glossary briefly defines several words or expressions common in
latter day saint usage one can quibble here and there great and
abominable church is all assemblies congregations or associations of
people not authorized by god and that fight against god andhis purposes
41768 A short definition of this nature is likely to be misunderstood

for most organizations such as the american historical association
and even the local sewing circle show no evidence of authorization
from god manifesto of 1890 is defined as the pronouncement that
the church had officially ended the practice of polygamy 41769
well at least pronouncement and officially suggest the possibility
of interpretation but did the manifesto purport to end the practice of
polygamy ie the continuation of marriage relationships already estab-
lished or only the solemnization ofnew plural marriages fortunately for
these and many other key terms in the glossary an asterisk signals the
presence of a longer more adequate article on the same topic in the body
of the work

in the area of church history one can turn to history of the
church 2598 which has separate lengthy articles on six successive
periods from 1820 to 1990 by historians of established reputation these
articles cumulatively comprise a very useful history of the church
closely related articles are those by douglas F tobler and S george
ellsworth history significance to latter day saints 2595 only
partially adequate to the subject and by howard C searle who wrote
excellent articles on church historians 2589 and joseph smiths his-
tory of the church 2647
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to derive the complete value of the encyclopedia for the study of
church history one needs also to examine the numerous more specialized
historical articles ranging from first vision 2515 through
seagulls miracle of 31287 and on to women roles of 41574

add to these the biographies and place references mountain meadows
massacre 2966 south bainbridge afton new york 31400
etc and one has a rather good resource for mormon history on the
introductory level

always of special interest is the subject of polygamy treated here
under plural marriage 31091 we read that plural marriage was
16 openly16openly practiced 31094 after the departure of the saints from
nauvoo although it was known by some people it was not publicly
announced or proclaimed until 1852 31094 we read that the exact
percentage of participation is unknown but that a maximum of from
20 to 25 of latter day saint adults were members of polygamous
households 31095 adults or married adults or should it as I1 think
be stated so as to include all family members since the degree of
participation varied from year to year and from place to place we are still
far from having a precise reading the article under history of the
church states more carefully that in some communities as much as
twenty to twentyfivetwenty five percent of the latter day saint population eventu-
ally lived in polygamous households with most men who practiced
polygamy having one to four plural wives 2617

it is childs play to come up with suggestions for articles not found
here especially in the biographies one can imagine the policy decisions
that ruled out many potential biographical sketches but I1 would argue
strenuously that B H roberts is far more important to understanding
mormon history than say david patten or junius F wells and where
is J golden kimball marvin 0 ashton legrand richards matthew
cowley or that great missionary ben E rich although much informa-
tion about these and many other figures can be found in the encyclopedia
by consulting the index for example roberts is discussed under intel-
lectual history 2685 J golden kimball underhumorunder humor 2664 and
legrand richards under presiding bishopric 31128 for anything
approaching an encyclopedia of mormon biography we will have to fall
back on andrew jensonsbensonsJensons old work 2 supplementing it with such newer
compilations as sister saints 1978 3 supporting saints 1985 4 and the
annual editions of the deseret news church almanac 5

if non mormon scholars are unimpressed with the articles on the
scriptures stephen E robinson explains in bible scholarship lilt11112112
some of the limitations within which mormonscormons work see also philip
barlowsmormonsB arlow s mormonscormons andthebibleand the biblebibie publishedpublishedbypublishedbyby oxford university press 6

mentioned in the bibliography at the end of the article on bible king
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james version likewise theologians and theology students who find
little of substance in articles of interest to them should read louis C
midgleysMidgleys article on theology 41475 which explains latter day
saint neglect of this area as it is traditionally understood within the
latter day saint frame of reference most readers should find the articles
on scripture and theology informative

the influence of the foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies FARMS is apparent in many of the articles on the book of
mormon in the article on archaeology 162 david J johnson offers
a carefully worded statement on the paucity of direct confirmation of
the book of mormon through the surviving remnants of material culture
nevertheless hugh W nibley unique polymath and inspiration to a
generation of younger scholars has written articles on the book of
mormonscormonsMormons near eastern background temples and the teachings of
brigham young in addition to judge from the number of citations to
CWHN collected works of hugh nibley7Nibley7 his influence is pervasive
throughout the encyclopedia

especially welcome are the articles on science and religion by
robert L miller and erich robert paul william E evensonsevensongEvensons article on
evolution 2478 explains the main tension well enough while john L

sorenson origin of man properly notes a range of opinions on the
actual creation process 31053 and reflects agreement among all
mormonscormons that god created the human race

A sampling of a few articles might lead one to characterize mor
mons as arrogant and triumphalisttriumph alist you know the sectarian world
thinks such and such but we know better actually I1 am glad that these
authors are forthright and are allowed their own voice no apologies here
no pusillanimous effort to curry favor with the world whatever happens
during the next century the encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism will stand as a
strong statement of mormonismsMormoni sms faith position one hundred and sixty
years after its origin

happily there is no triumphaltriumphalismism in the descriptive articles which
set forth with honesty and frankness the current state of affairs with
respect not to doctrine but to mormonscormons as they actually are for example
see perry H cunninghamscunninghamdCunning hams article on activity in the church 111313 or
lawrence A youngs on single adults 111313 most valuable are the
data supported by wonderfully clear graphs and tables in the articles on
vital statistics 41518 and social characteristics 31371 inac-

tivity sex and age distribution marital characteristics adults with college
experience women in the work force substance abuse it is all here not
the church as we would like it to be but as it is on the other hand the
article on dating and courtship 1357 sets forth only the ideal of
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behavior and one looks in vain on this occasion for a paragraph acknowl-
edging that as always there is a gap between the ideal and the reality

sometimes I1 detect an antihistorical or ahistorical bias on many
topics where there has been an evolution of thinking often the result of
what we might prefer to call continuous revelation the reader is
frequently left uninformed for example an article on dance 1354
fails to mention one of the most interesting and revealing facets of that
history the tension between church standards and some of the popular
dances of different eras including at one time the waltz truman G
madsensmaddensMadsens topical summary of the teachings of joseph smith has no
chronological grounding and for the adam god doctrine a cross
reference sends us to hugh nibleysbleysNi entry under young brigham
teachings ofbrigham young 41609 where practically nothing on the
subject is found the better cross reference is to the final paragraphs and
references in the article on adam 117.117 actually I1 like both the
madsen and nibley articles they are handy summaries but they and
many other articles ignore development and historical context diligent
readers can find some of the chronological background in the historical
articles as well as in such entries as ward 4154141541 or bishop history
of the office ilig11119119ilg

the attitude in much of the encyclopedia seems to be give us the
facts maam just the facts or more to the point just tell us what the
church teaches now not all the tortuous historical peregrinations
certainly this is what we get under race racism 31191 1I dont
quarrel with the emphasis but do call attention to it

there are many gems in these volumes they cannot all be men-
tioned but I1 wish to express appreciation for rex E lee on constitu-
tional law 1315 stephen R covey on discipleship 1384
howard M bahr on individuality 2680 bruce C hafen on grace
2560 and justice and mercy 2775 william G hartley on
organization organizational and administrative history 31035

william 0 nelson on anti mormon publications 145 C terry
warnerwamer on accountability 111313 agency 126 and truth
41489 mae blanch on prayer 31117 michael hicks on music
2793 karen lynn davidson on hymns and hymnody 2667

bruce B clarkdarkmark on blessings 1128 roger R keller on clergy
1288 keith E norman on deification early christian 1369 and

authors of the several articles on literature but as when from the pulpit
you begin to thank those who have assisted with a ward function it is
probably a mistake to start naming names each reader will have a
different list of favorites

there is far more here than just official mormondom far more than
a slick public relations presentation of the church the readers aware
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ness of the larger scope of mormon culture is enhanced by treatments of
art in mormonism 173 artists visual 170 folk art 2516
folklore 2518 KSL radio 2800 literature and music one can

look up garments 2534 and one can also read about missionary life
visitors centers and welfare services not to be overlooked is david J
cherrington on societies and organizations 31387 where one can
find a clear statement of six important functions that can be fulfilled by
unofficial organizations and publications

we are told that the work is intended for both the non mormon and
the LDS reader lixi1lxi1 lxiaxi that tells us something about the level at which
these generally brief articles had to be pitched along with the explanation
that the authors were instructed to assume readers who were high school
graduates or beginning college students of course so long as the work
is expensive and in english it will not be available to most converts or
even church members still it is a start and should do much good

there are some surprising omissions parley P pratts plural
marriages and the motivation behind his assassination and inconsisten-
cies and despite all the best efforts of the production staff a few
typographical errors slipped through wulf barsh 172 should be
barsch gilbert scharff 152 should be scharffs and if I1 am not
mistaken dennis bitton 31414 should be davis bitton

the fact remains that the encyclopedia ofmormonismof mormonism is a genuine
landmark in publication and scholarship about the church As a stan-
dard reference source for basic information and a point of departure for
further discussion and research it will serve us well all who participated
in its completion should be congratulated serious students of mormon-
ism members or non members might well wish to forego ballet tickets
for one season or find an alternative rationalization in order to pur-
chase it

NOTES
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encyclopedia ofmormonismMORMONISMOF thethehistoryhistory scripture doctrine
and procedure odtheoftheofthe church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 5 vols
2333 ppap

reviewed by craig W beard university of alabama at birmingham library this
review is reprinted by permission from the library journal 1I1 the reviewer gave a rating
of exceptional to the encyclopedia

although the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the
mormonscormonsMormons is one of the largest indigenous religious groups in the united
states many people know little more of the mormonscormons than their family
oriented television commercials the mormon tabernacle choir or
brigham young university they may have heard that mormonscormons prac-
tice polygamy which is not entirely accurate but most know little about
the beginning history or distinctive doctrines of the latter day saints
LDS this work is in part an attempt to fill this knowledge gap it is the

first large scale encyclopedia of mormonism the first four volumes
contain about 1500 articles on every aspect of mormonmonnon history doctrine
culture lifestyle and more the articles were written by over 730 men
and women from both inside and outside the LDS tradition those deal-
ing with the most distinctive tenets of the church were entrusted
primarily to LDS writers while non LDS writers contributed articles
treating mainly background topics finding aids include a synoptic
outline that organizes the entries under five major headings history
scriptures doctrines organization and government and procedures and
practices extensive cross referencing and a thorough subject index
thirteen appendixes include such interesting and informative items as a
chronology of significant events a selection of LDS hymns excerpts
from joseph smiths new translation of the bible and current through
january 1 1991 membership figures there is also a glossary of fre-
quently used words and phrases since most non LDS readers may not
have seminal works readily available volume 5 contains the complete
texts of the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants and the
pearl of great price all of which mormonscormons accept as inspired scripture
alongside the bible

A tremendous amount of material is presented here and one of
the outstanding strengths of the set is access to the material through the
combination of the outline cross references and index with this trio one
could hardly fail to find a fact or thoroughly research a related topic
another factor that makes this an important resource is that the vast
majority of the contributors are themselves latter day saints seeing the
mormonsmonnonsmormans and their tradition through their own eyes readers gain insight
into mormon self understanding which objective treatments often
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lack at times however the writers seem to be striking a defensive
posture or presenting an apologia particularly in articles dealing with
the early and often armed conflicts this criticism in no way negates the
overall value of the encyclopedia it is outstanding in form and substance
and demands a place in public and academic collections

NOTE

craig W beard book review library journal 117 february 15 1992 156 158
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anonymous the newly established asian research institute 1965 63121
arrington leonard J seven steps to greatness 1976 164459
bell elouise the implications of feminism for BYU 1976 164527
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felt paul E et al the institute of american indian studies at brigham young
university 1964 6152

geary edward A confessions of a chameleon 1991 31415
grow stewart L the institute of government service 1964 6155
hill douglas A photographic essay on the old lower BYU campus 1969

10117
hill marvin S review of ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen brigham

young university A school of destiny 1976 171124
kimball spencer W second century address 1976 164445
king arthur henry the idea of a mormon university 1973 132115
larson clinton F the founding vision of BYU studies 1991 3145
poll richard D review of gary james bergera and ronald priddis brigham

young university A house of faith 1986 26289
riddle chauncey C A BYU for zion 1976 164485
stark helen candland BYU student life in the twenties 1988 28217
tate charles D jr brigham young university studies its purpose its

freedom its scope 1967 88111 1

tate charles D jr BYU studies in the 1970s 1991 31411
welch john W BYU studies into the 1990s 1991 3142131421

christian theology
see also early christianity LDS religion and doctrine philosophy

and truth

backman milton V jr review of mark A noll et al eds eerdmans
handbook to christianity in america 1984 242252

backman milton V jr review of richard T hughes and C leonard alienallenailen
illusions of innocence protestant primitivism in america 1630 1875
1990 30479

backman milton V jr review of robert campbell ed spectrum of protestant
beliefs 1969 94503

backman milton V jr review ofofwinthropwinthrop S hudson religion in america
1966 73239

bell elouise review ofofcofaC S lewis christian reflections 1969 92221
Bennionbennion lowell L the uses of the mind in religion 1973 14147
griggs C wilfred early british christianity 1989 29147
horsley A burt review of walter M abbott and joseph gallagher eds

the documents of vatican 11II 1966 73246
kelling hans wilhelm martin luther the first forty years in remembrance

of the 5ooth anniversary of his Bbirthirth 19198383 232132321311

kimball william clayton the christian commitment C S lewis and the
defense of doctrine 1972 122185

king robert R religion and communism in the soviet union and eastern
europe 1975 153323

launius roger D the american home missionary society collection and
Monnonmormonismism 19832322011983 232201

lewis C S modem theology and biblical criticism reprint from christian
reflections ed walter hooper 1968 9133
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madsen truman G review of john B cobb jr A christian natural theology
1965631861965 63186

midgley louis C the search for love lessons from the catholic debate over
moral philosophy 1971 112188

midgley louis C review of robert campbell ed spectrum of catholic
attitudes 1969 94506

norman keith E review of C wilfred griggs early egyptian christianity
from its origins to 451 CE 1991 312184

porter larry C reverend george lane good gifts much grace and
marked usefulness 1969 93321

rich russell R review of henry W richards A reply to the church of the
firstbornFirstborn of the fulnessfalness of times 1965 7180

von wellnitz marcus the catholic liturgy and the monnonmormon temple 19811981

2113
walker ronald W cradling Monnonmormonismism the rise of the gospel in early

victorian england 1987 27125
yam david H jr wisdom philosophy in the holy bible 1972 1319113191

church administration
see also brigham young history of the church joseph smith

alexander thomas G between revivalism and the social gospel the latter
day saint social advisory committee 1916 1922 1983 23119

alienallenailen james B et al provoking the brethren to good works susa young
gates the relief society and genealogy 1991 312115

andrus hyrum L review of james R clarkdarkmark comp messages of the first
presidency vol 1 1965 63178

arrington leonard J et al origin of the welfare plan of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1962 5267

bentley joseph review of kent lloyd et al the church executive building the
kingdom through leadership development 1968 83350

cannon donald Q licensing in the early church 1982 22196
child paul C physical beginnings of the church welfare program 1974

143383
cowan richard 00. the priesthood auxiliary movement 1928 1938 1978

191106
dyer alvin R education moving toward and under the law of consecration

1969 1014
ehat andrew F it seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the

constitution of the kingdom of god 1980 203253
embry jessie L missionaries for the dead the story of the genealogical

missionaries of the nineteenth century 1977 173355
esplin ronald K joseph brigham and the twelve A succession of continuity

1981 213301
hartley william G ordained and acting teachers in the lesser priesthood

1851 1883 1976 163375
hartley william G the priesthood reform movement 1908 1922 1973

132137
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hartley william G the priesthood reorganization of 1877 brigham youngs
last achievement 1979 2013

humpherys A glen missionaries to the saints 1976 17174
hunter milton R review of james R clarkdark comp messages of the first

presidency vol 2 1966 72159
jeffrey duane E review of reed C durham jr and steven H heath succes-

sion in the church 1971 112207
jessee dean C review of james R clarkdarkoark comp messages of the first presi-

dency vol 3 1967 8195
kimball edward L spencer W kimball and the lamanite cause 1985

25473
lythgoe dennis L lengthening our stride the remarkable administration of

spencer W kimball 1985 2545
matthews robert J the new publications of the standard works 1979

1981 1982 224387
pace D gene changing patterns of mormon financial administration

traveling bishops regional bishops and bishops agents 1851 88
1983 232183

quinn D michael the council of fifty and its members 1844 to 1945
1980 202163

stringham joseph G the church and translation 1981 21169

dead sea scrolls
see also bible early christianity

anderson richard lloyd review of edmund wilson the dead sea scrolls
1947 1969 1969 101120

brown S kent the dead sea scrolls A mormon perspective 1983

23149
cross frank moore new directions in the study of the dead sea scrolls

1985 2533
nibley hugh W review of yigael yadinbadin bar kochbakachba the rediscovery of the

legendary hero of the last jewish revolt against imperial rome 1973

141115
rogers lewis M the dead sea scrolls qumranquaran calmly revisited 1960

22109
rogers lewis M review of 0 preston robinson the dead sea scrolls and

original christianity 19591959 ilg11681168

doctrine and covenants
see also history of the church joseph smith LDS religion and doctrine

arrington leonard J church leaders in liberty jail 1972 13120
arringtonarlington leonard J an economic interpretation of the word of wisdom

195911371959 1137
doxey roy W review of john A widtsoeWidtsoe the message of the doctrine and

covenants 1969 94510
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garrett H dean review of robert L millet and kent P jackson eds the
doctrine and covenants vol 1 of studies in scripture 1986 263119

matthews robert J A study of the text of joseph smiths inspired version of
the bible 1968 913

matthews robert J review of richard P howard restoration scriptures
A study of their textual development 1970 102245

olson earl E the chronology of the ohio revelations 1971 114329
walker steven C the voice of the prophet 1969 10195
whittaker david J substituted names in the published revelations of joseph

smith 1983 231103

drama and dancing
see also literature and film poetry short stories

culmsee carlton review of clinton F larson the mantle of the prophet and
other plays 1967 81108

decoo wilfried the image of MonnonMormonismism in french literature part 1I 1974

142157
decoo wilfried the image of mormonism in french literature part 11II

19761622651976 162265
ellsworth richard G pro mormon drama 1972 123336
england eugene review of thomas F rogers gods fools plays of mitigated

conscience 1986 263114
gledhill preston R JB successful theatre versus godless theology 1961

329
golightly max C proper names in plays by chance or design 1962

5133
harris john B trans the theater article by henrik ibsen 1961 41514151

holbrook leona dancing as an aspect of early mormon and utah culture
1975 161117

king arthur henry some notes on art and morality 1970 11137
larson clinton F the battle of gettysburg 1988 28465
larson clinton F before the sepulchre 1968 82158
larson clinton F the mantle of the prophet 1960 22193
schwartz thomas D bayard taylors the prophet mormonism as literary

taboo 1974 142235
toscano paul james measure for measure tragedy and redemption 1976

162277
waterstradt jean anne making the world a home the family portrait in

drama 19719799 19451945010 1

woodbury lael J directors foreword to the mantle of the prophet 1960
22189

woodbury lael J mormonism and the commercial theatre 1972 122234
woodbury lael J A new mormon theatre 1969 10185
woodbury lael J A new mormon theatre 1975 16165
youngreen buddy joseph and emma A slide film presentation 1974

142199
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early christianity
see also bible dead sea scrolls

brown S kent et al the apocalypse of peter introduction and translation
19751521311975 152131

nibley hugh W the early christian prayer circle 1978 1914119141

nibley hugh W the passing of the church forty variations on an unpopular
theme 1975 161131611399

norman keith E exexnihilonihilonichilo the development of the doctrines of god and
creation in early christianity 1977 173291173291

norman keith E review of C wilfred griggs early egyptian christianity
from its origins to 451 CE 1991 312184

ostler blake thomas clothed upon A unique aspect of christian antiquity
1982 22131

robinson stephen E the apocalypse of adam 1977 172131172131

welch john W the narrative ofofzosimuszosimus and the book of mormonmonnon 1982
223311

education
see also brigham young university

addy george M lessons from the past or how to succeed in the university
world without really trying 1968 82216

agnew spiro T some answers to campus dissent 1969 94433
andrus J roman study of the outcomes of college education in art in

selected colleges in twelve western states 1961 4153
bergin alienallenailen E bringing the restoration to the academic world clinical

psychology as a test case 1979 194449
butler eliot everybody Is ignorant only on different subjects 1977

173275
christiansen john R et al student protests A threat and an appeal 1969

94421
clarkdarkmark bruce B the challenge and responsibility of the LDS teacher

1964 6125
dyer alvin R education moving toward and under the law of consecration

1969 1014
dyer elaine D et al increasing the quality of patient care through perfor-

mance counseling and written goal setting 1975 16193
fielding R kent review of jacques barzun the house of intellect 1960

22268
flinders neil J review of joel A carpenter and kenneth W shipps making

higher education christian the history and mission of evangelical
colleges in america 1988 284107

gibson M carl spanish academies of the golden age 1964 53169
hardy B cannon excitement in the classroom 1969 10123
hobbs charles R balance in latter day saint teaching 1972 122209
jensen de lamar heveliushedeliusHevelius and the meaning of history 1972 13168
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jones sidney L economic policy national institutional and individual
issues 1970 11113

king arthur henry the idea of a mormonmonnon university 19719733 132115
madsen harold S A new direction in language testing concern for the

one 19812121891981 212189
nelson william 00. whither the aim of education today A symposium of

thought 1988 2835
nibley hugh W educating the saints A brigham young mosaic 1970

11161
nibley hugh W how to have a quiet campus antique style 1969

94440
packer boyd K the mantle Is far far greater than the intellect 1981

213259
peterson esther eggertsen roots and wings 1988 2845
tanner obert C platos trinity as problem and promise in university life

1961 4117
thomas robert K academic responsibility 1971 113293
tobler douglas F education moral values and democracy lessons from the

gennangerman experience 1988 28247
tyler S lyman the library and the availability of knowledge 1964

6148
watkins arthur R foreign languages too little too late 1961 4166
wilkins richard G one moment please private devotion in the public

schools 1987 273185
williams ray S emersons relevance today 19711132411971 113241
wright H curtis A sophie and a mantic people 1991 3135131351

god and jesus christ
see also book of mormon christian theology doctrine and covenants

LDS religion and doctrine pearl of great price

england eugene perfection and progression two complementary ways to
talk about god 1989 29331

hale van the doctrinal impact of the king follett discourse 1978
182209

harris james R eternal progression and the foreknowledge of god 1967
8137

heiner ronald A the necessity of a sinless messiah 1982 2215
jackson kent P never have I1 showed myself unto man A suggestion for

understanding ether 315a 1990 30371
larson stan the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text 1978

182193
mcconkie bruce R who shall declare his generation 1976 164553
madsen truman G are christians mormon 1974 15173
madsen truman G can god be pictured 1968 82113
madsen truman G the meaning of christ the truth the way the life an

analysis ofofblofbB H roberts unpublished masterwork 1975 153259
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madsen truman G review of john B cobb jr A christian natural theology
1965 63186

matthews robert J the doctrine of the resurrection as taught in the book of
mormon 1990303411990 30341

matthews robert J some significant texts of joseph smiths inspired version
of the bible 1969 92155

millet robert L review of bruce C hafen the broken heart applying the
atonement to lifes experiences 1990 30459

norman keith E ex nihilonichilo the development of the doctrines of god and
creation in early christianity 1977 173291

palmer spencer J did christ visit japan 1970 102135
reynolds noel B the gospel of jesus christ as taught by the nephite

prophets 1991 31331
rogers thomas F the gospel of john as literature 1988 28367
yam david H jr some metaphysical reflections on the gospel of john

1960 313

historical documents
where needed the subject and the year of the document are identified in

brackets see also biography brigham young history in general history
of the church joseph smith kirtland period missouri period nauvoo
period new york period utah history women

allenalienailen james B to the saints in england impressions of a mormon immigrant
1840 19781834751978 183475

alienallenailen james B we had a very hard voyage for the season john moons
account of the first emigrant company of british saints 1840 1977
173339

allenalienailen james B ed A letter from brigham young and daniel H wells 1857
19711133041971 113304

allenalienailen james B ed A letter to england 1842 by william clayton 19711971

121119
anderson richard lloyd david rice atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons letters and the causes of

mormon expulsion from missouri 1833 38 1986 2633
anderson richard lloyd the fraudulent archkoarchbo volume 1896 1974

15143
anonymous joseph smith egyptian papyri 1968 82179
arlingtonarrington leonard J james gordon bennetts 1831 report on the

monmormonitesMormononitesjonitesnites 19701033531970 103353
arrington leonard J oliver cowderysCowderys kirtland ohio sketch book 1836

1972 124410
ashworth brent martin harriss 1873 letter to walter conrad 1983

231112
backman milton V jr truman coes 1836 description ofofmormonismmormonism

1977 173347
barnettbamettbabett steven G the canes of the martyrdom 1897 19812122051981 212205
barnettbamettbabett steven G wilson law A sidelight on the expositor incident 1848

19791922441979 192244
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beecher maureen ursenbach all things move in order in the city
the nauvoo diary ofofzinaorzinazina diantha huntington jacobs 1844 1979
193285

beecher maureen ursenbach ed eliza R snows nauvoo journal 1975
154391

beecher maureen ursenbach ed the iowa journal oflorenzooflorenzo snow 18467184647
1984 243261

berrett lamar C an impressive letter from the pen of joseph smith 1832
19711145171971 114517

bitton davis Is not this of god an 1847 proposal for mormon settlement
19741511051974 151105

bitton davis N L nelson and the mormon point ofview 1904 1973
132157

campbell eugene E review of ray C canning and beverly beeton
the genteel gentile mettersbettersletters of elizabeth cumminggumming 1857 1858 1978
191127

cannon donald Q angus M cannon and david whitmer A comment on
history and historical method 1852 1980 203297

cannon donald Q licensing in the early church 1830 1859 1982
22196

cartwright james F john M bernhiselbemhiselBemhisel letter to brigham young 1850
1982 223358

christensen C C A the fine arts from the salt lake city Bikuben february
march 1892 trans richard L jensen 1983 234404

clarkdarkmark J reuben jr appendix the clarkdarkmark memorandum on the monroe
doctrine an extract 1930 1973 133453

cook lyndon W brother joseph Is truly a wonderful man he Is all we
could wish a prophet to be pre 1844 letters of william law 1980
202207

cook lyndon W isaac galland mormon benefactor 1830 1979
193261

cook lyndon W james arlington bennet and the mormonscormons 18601860 1979
192247

cooley everett L A brigham young letter to george Q cannon 1859
1985 253106

cooley everett L the frederick kesler collection 1837 189718971 1973
132223

crawley peter L two rare missouri documents 1834183418381838 1974
144502

dennis ronald D trans the martyrdom of joseph smith and his brother
hyrum 1847 by dan jones 1984 24178

ehat andrew F it seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the
constitution of the kingdom of god 1844 466 1980 203253

ehat andrew F they might have known that he was not a fallen
prophet the nauvoo journal of joseph fielding 1843 46 1979
192133

england eugene A modem acts of the apostles 1840 mormon literature in
the making 1987272791987 27279
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england eugene ed george laubs nauvoo journal 1845 46 1978
182151

esplin ronald K inside brigham young abrahamic tests as preparation for
leadership 1840 1980 203300

esplin ronald K life in nauvoo june 1844 vilate kimballsKimballs martyrdom
letters 1979 192231

esplin ronald K sickness and faith nauvoo letters 1830 1975
154425

evans max J the stephen post collection 1844 79 1973 141100
flake chad J the newell K whitney collection 1835 38 19711143221971 114322
flake lawrence R A shaker view of a mormonmonnon mission 1979 20194
godfrey kenneth W the zelph story 1834 1989 2923129231

grandstaff mark R review of leonard J arlingtonarrington ed with thomas G
alexander donald Q cannon richard H cracroft and neal A lambert
voicesvoicesfromfrom the past diaries journals and autobiographies 1983
234502

grandstaff mark R review of samuel W taylor and raymond W taylor
the john taylor papers records of the last utah pioneer vol 1118318366
1877 the apostle and vol 2 1877 1887 the president 1986 263120

hansen klaus review of the diary of james J strangstrong transcribed and anno-
tated by mark A strang 1962 42178

hart edward L john hyde jr an earlier view 18518522 19761976 162316230505
hartley william G in order to be in fashion I1 am called on a mission

wilford woodruffswoodruffe parting letter to emma as he joins the underground
1884 85 1974 151511101110ilioiilo

hickman josiah E the banishment of the mormon people 1895 1971

113311
hill marvin S review of dean C jessee comp and ed the personal writings

of joseph smith 1985 253117
jennings warren A ed two iowa postmasters view nauvoo anti mormon

letters to the governor of missouri 1842 43 1971 113275
jennings warren A ed what crime have I1 been guilty of edward

partridges letter to an estranged sister 1837 1978 184520
jessee dean C the early accounts of joseph smiths first vision 1831 39

1969 93275
jessee dean C howard coraysconrays recollection of joseph smith 1977

173341
jessee dean C joseph knights recollection of early mormon history

1976 17129
jessee dean C joseph smiths 19 july 1840 discourse 1979 193390
jessee dean C the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff 1833 37 1972

124365
jessee dean C the original book of mormon manuscript 1829 1970

103259
jessee dean C the writing of joseph smiths history 1839 46 1971

114439
jessee dean C ed the john taylor nauvoo journal january 1845 september

1845 1983 23323311
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jessee dean C et al eds the last months of mormonism in missouri the
albert perry rockwood journal 1838 39 1988 2815

johnson clarkdarkoark V missouri persecutions the petition of isaac leany 1838
1983 23194

kimball spencer W the mission experience of spencer W kimball 1914 17
1985 254109

kimball stanley B thomas L Bbamesarnes coroner of carthage 1844 19711971

112141
knight gregory R ed journal of thomas bullock 1816 1885 31 august

1845 to 5 july 1846 1991 31115
larson stan the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text 1844

19781821931978 182193
launius roger D joseph smith III111ili and the kirtland temple suit 1818818 1

1985 253110
layton stanford J review of dean C jessee ed letters ofbrigham young to

his sons 1975 153378
leonard glen M letters home the immigrant view from nauvoo 1841

1844 1991 31189
lund christopher C A letter regarding the acquisition of the book of

abraham 1835 1980 204402
matthews robert J notes on lehisgehis travels 1972 123312
mulder william review of james B alienallenailen and thomas B alexander

manchester mormonscormonsMormons the journal of william clayton 1976 162290
nibley hugh fragment found in salt lake city 1968 82191
palmer spencer J eliza R snows sketch of my life reminiscences of

joseph smiths plural wives 1885 1971 121125
peterson paul H review of stanley B kimball ed on the potters wheel

the diaries ofheber C kimball 1989 291125
pixton paul B play it again sam the remarkable prophecy of samuel

lutz alias christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus reconsidered 1985 25327
porter larry C william E mclellansmccellansMcLellans testimony of the book of mormon

1880 1970 104485
rhodes michael dennis A translation and commentary of the joseph smith

hypocephalus 1977 173259
rich russell R the dogberry papers and the book of mormon 1829 30

1970 103315
richards paul C missouri persecutions petitions for redress 1839 40

1973 134520
sampson D paul et al the kirtland safety society the stock ledger book

and the Bbankank failure 1818383 8 1972 124427
shipps jan A little known account of the murders of joseph and hyrum

smith 1844 1974 143389
slover robert H 11II A newly discovered 1838 wilford woodruff letter

19751533491975 153349
smith joseph jr political motto extract 1964 53192
smith joseph jr the wentworth letter 1842 1969 93295
snow eliza R eliza R snow letter from missouri 1838 39 transcription

19731345441973 134544
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tate charles D jr review of edward L hart mormon in motion the life and
journals of james H hart 1825 1906 in england france and america
19781911251978 191125

thorp malcolm R review of frederick stewart buchanan ed A good time
coming mormon letters to scotland 1989 293121

ursenbach maureen eliza R snows nauvoo journal 1842 44 1975
154391

van orden bruce A review of S george ellsworth ed the journals of
addison pratt 1991 312181

van wagoner richard et al the josephhyrumJoseph Hyrum smith funeral sermon
184411844 1983 2313

walker ronald W B H roberts and the woodruff manifesto 1893 1982
223363

walker ronald W the keep A pitchinin or the mormon pioneer was human
187118711 1974 14333114333 1

walker ronald W the willard richards and brigham young 5 september
1840 letter from england to nauvoo 1978 183466

watt ronald G A dialogue between wilford woodruff and lyman wight
1857 59159 19761711081976 171108

whittaker david J almanacs in the new england heritage of mormonism
1846 62162 1989294891989 29489

whittaker david J early mormon imprints in south africa 1853 1980
204404

williams david A president buchanan receives a proposal for an anti
mormonmonnon crusade 1857 1973 141103

wright H curtis metallic documents of antiquity 1970 104457

history in general
see also biography

albrecht stan L review ofofdavisdavis bitton and maureen ursenbach beecher eds
new views of mormon history essays in honor of leonard J arrington
19882811231988 281123

andrus hyrum L the second american revolution era of preparation
1959 2171

arrington leonard J historian as entrepreneur A personal essay 1977
172193

backman milton V jr review of richard L bushman from puritan to
yankee character and the social order in connecticut 1690 1765

1968 82237
bishop M guy review of ben bradlee jr and dale van atta prophet of

blood the untold story of ervil lebaron and the lambs of god 1983
232239

bjarnasonBj amason loftur the land of song and saga 1969 92209
blanke gustav H et al gods base of operations mormon variations on

the american sense of mission 1979 20183
bradford M E the best constitution in existence the influence of the british

example on the framers of our fundamental law 1987 2735273511
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britsch R lanier review of david E stannard shrinking history on freud
and the failure ofpsychohistoryofpsychohistoryPsychohistory 1983 232248

burgon glade review of geoffrey ashe camelot and the vision of albion
19731345921973 134592

cannon donald Q angus M cannon and david whitmer A comment on
history and historical method 1980 203297

clarkdarkoark marden J review of monroe C beardsley et al history as a tool in
critical interpretation A symposium ed thomas F rugh and erin R
silva 1979 192253

ellsworth S george review of richard D poll history and faith reflections
of a mormon historian 1990 30194

fielding R kent carl becker and the historian as priest and prophet 1959
1159

flake chad J review ofoffF mark mckiernanKiemanklemanMc alma R blair and paul M
edwards eds the restoration movement essays in mormon history
19751533721975 153372

gibson M carl background to the theory of arabic origins 1962 43219
hafen bruce C bicentennial reflections on the media and the first amend-

ment 1987 273171273171

hafen leroy R joys of discovery historical research and writing 1966

73171
hanks marion D thoughts on the 150th anniversary of the church in the

british isles 1987 2723
hansen klaus review of the diary of james J strangstrong transcribed and anno-

tated by mark A strang 1962 42178
honey david B et al advocacy and inquiry in the writing of latter day saint

history 1991 312139
jensen de lamar allied strategy in world war 11II the churchill era 1942

1943 1962 5149
jensen de lamar heveliushedeliusHevelius and the meaning of history 1972 13168
jensen de lamar the renaissance in recent thought fifteen years of

interpretation 1964 613
jensen de lamar review of edward hallett carr what Is history 1964

52133
king robert R religion and communism in the soviet union and eastern

europe 1975 153323
mcaffee thomas B constitutional interpretation and the american tradition

of individual rights 1987 273139
mcaffee thomas B perspectives on the constitution origins development

philosophy and contemporary applications 1987 2733
matheny ray T an analysis of the padilla gold plates 1979 1912119121

midgley louis C the brodie connection thomas jefferson and joseph
smith 1979 20159

monson diane the strategy of conflict joseph stalin and mao tse tung
1966721171966 72117

mormon history association special citation to BYU studies 1969 1013
novak gary F naturalistic assumptions and the book of monmormonmonnonnon 1990

30323
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olson eric C the perfect pattern the book of mormon as a model for the
writing of sacred history 1991 3127

rich russell R review ofoffF henry edwards history of the reorganized
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1970 104500

rich russell R review of henry W richards A reply to the church of the
firstbornFirst born of the fulnessfalness of times 1965 7180

tobler douglas F the past has made the present tense the influence of
russian history on the contemporary soviet union 1985 252511011 10 1

underwood grant early mormon perceptions of contemporary america
1830 1846 1986 26349

van orden bruce A review ofofdavisdavis bitton and leonard J arrington
cormonsmormons and their historians 19198989 292117

vetterli richard et al public virtue and the roots of american government
1987 27329

wardle lynn D the constitution as covenant 1987 27311
williams J D the summer of 1787 getting a constitution 1987 27367
wright H curtis metallic documents of antiquity 1970 104457

history of the church
see also biography book of mormon brigham young doctrine and

covenants historical documents international church history and
culture joseph smith kirtland period LDS religion and doctrine
nauvoo period new york period missouri period pioneer period
women

alexander thomas G review of edwin brown firmage and richard collin
mangrum zion in the courts A legal history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1830 1900 1989 293124

alienallenailen james B defenders of the faith three vignettes from mormon history
1970 11188

anderson A gary review of chad M orton more faith than fear the los
angeles stake story 1989 292109

anderson richard lloyd reuben miller recorder of oliver cowderysCowderys
Reaffirmations 1968 83277

arrington leonard J religion and economics in mormon history 1961

3315
beard craig W review of daniel H ludlow ed the encyclopedia of

mormonism ippi1991314381991 31438
bitton davis review of daniel H ludlow ed the encyclopedia of mormonism

iggi1991314311991 31431
bradford M gerald review of jan shipps mormonism the story of a new

religious tradition 1988 282113
buice david chattanoogaschattanoogan southern star mormon window on the south

1898 1900 1988 2825
durham reed C jr review of ivan J barrett joseph smith and the restoration

1968 83342
ellsworth S george review of james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story

of the latter day saints 1977 172241722411
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flake chad J review ofoffF mark mckiernanMcKiemankleman alma R blair and paul M
edwards eds the restoration movement essays in mormon history
19751533721975 153372

grandstaff mark R review of marvin S hill questquestforfor refuge the mormon
flightfromflight tromfrom american pluralism 1990 303011001 100loo

griggs C wilfred et al review of john C lefgren april sixth 1982
223375

hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon gentile
conflict 1960 22241

hartley william G saints and the san francisco earthquake 1983

234430
hickman josiah E the banishment of the mormon people 1971 113311
hicks michael minding business A note on the mormon creed 1986

264125
holzapfel richard neitzel review of douglas F tobler and nelson B

wadsworth the history of the mormonscormons in photographs and text 1830 to
the present 1990 30475

jacobsen florence S restorations belong to everyone 1978 183275
jesseelessee dean C the writing of joseph smiths history 1971 114439
launius roger D joseph smith III111ili and the kirtland temple suit 1985

253110
lythgoe dennis L review of church history in the fulnessfalness of times iggi19919911

311115
lythgoe dennis L review ofofdavisdavis bitton wit and whimsey in mormon

history 1975 154541
peterson paul H review of dean hughes the mormon church A basic history

1988 281125
peterson paul H review of gordon shepherd and gary shepherd A kingdom

transformed themes in the development ofofmormonismmormonism 1986 263122
peterson paul H review of stanley B kimball ed on the potters wheel

the diaries ofheber C kimball 1989 291125
porter larry C review of milton V backman jr eyewitness accounts of the

restoration 1984 242242
thayn florian H A little leavening 1981 212211

hofmann documents

bachman danel W sealed in a book preliminary observations on the newly
found anthon transcript 1980 204321

jessee dean C lucy mack smiths 1829 letter to mary smith pierce 1982
224455

jessee dean C new documents and mormon beginnings 1984 244397
kimball edward L the artist and the forger han van meeverenmeegerenMeegeren and mark

hofmann 1987 2745
whittaker david J the mark hofmann case A basic chronology 1989

29180
whittaker david J the mark hofmann case A bibliographical guide

1989 291103
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whittaker david J the hofmann maze review essay on linda sillitoe and
alienallenailen D roberts salamander the story of the mormon forgery murders
with a forensic analysis by george J throckmorton robert lindsey
A gathering of saints A true story of murder and deceit and steven
naifeh and gregory white smith the mormon murders A true story of
greed forgery deceit and death 1989 29167

youngreen buddy and yet another copy of the anthon manuscript 1980
204346

international church history and culture
see also biography brigham young history of the church women

allenalienailen james B when our enemies are also saints response to claudia W
harriss mormonscormonsMormons on the warfrontWarfront 1990 30421

alienallenailen james B et al the mission of the twelve to england 1840 41
mormon apostles and the working classes 1975 154499

anderson desmond L meeting the challenges of the latter day saints in

vietnam 1970 102186
arrington leonard J mormon women in nineteenth century britain 1987

27167
ashliman D L mormonism and the gertGerrgermansnans an annotated bibliography

1848 1966 1967 8173
beecher dale F rey L pratt and the mexican mission 1975 153293
brady frederick R two meiji scholars introduce the mormonscormons totd japan

1983 232167
bringhurst newell G review of rendell N mabey and gordon 1I allred

brother to brother the story of the latter day saint missionaries who
took the gospel to black africa 1988 283107

britsch R lanier church beginnings in china 1970 102161
britsch R lanier the closing of the early japan mission 1975 152171
britsch R lanier the founding of the samoan mission 1977 18112
britsch R lanier the latter day saint mission to india 1851 1856 1972

123262
britsch R lanier et al problems and opportunities of missionary work in

asia A symposium of former mission presidents 1971 12185
brown hugh B prophecies regarding japan 1970 102159
buchanan frederick S the ebb and flowrow of Monnonmormonismmonnonismism in scotland 1840

1900 1987 27227
cannon donald Q george Q cannon and the british mission 1987

27197
cannon kenneth L 11II A strange encounter the english courts and mormon

polygamy 1982 22173
christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications for a

worldwide church 1989 29135
conkling J christopher members without a church japanese mormonscormons in

japan from 1924 to 1948 1975 152191
cowan richard 00. mischa markow mormon missionary to the balkans

1970111921970 11192
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cracroft richard H liverpool 1856 nathaniel hawthorne meets orson pratt
1968 83270

cracroft richard H review ofofkarlofearlkarlkarikarlheinzheinz schnibbe with alan F keele and
douglas F tobler the price 1985 253132

cuthbert derek A church growth in the british isles 1937 1987 1987
27213

dennis ronald D the reverend W R davies vs captain dan jones 1987
27253

devitry smith john william james barratt the first mormon down under
1988 28353

devitry smith john the wreck of the julia ann 1989 2925
dredge C paul review of spencer J palmer the church encounters asia

1970 111104
england eugene A modem acts of the apostles 1840 mormon literature in

the making 1987 27279
godfrey kenneth W charles W penrose the english mission years 1987

271113
green arnold H A survey ofofldsoflasLDS proselyting efforts to the jewish people

1968 84427
grover mark L review of frederick S williams and frederick G williams

from acorn to oak tree A personal history of the establishment and
first quarter development of the south american missions 19881988
282119

hales robert D the british contribution to the restored gospel 1987
27113

hanks marion D thoughts on the 150th anniversary of the church inin the
british isles 1987 2723

harris claudia W mormonscormonsMormons on the warfrontWarfront the protestant mormonscormons and
catholic mormonsmonnonsmormans of northern ireland 1990 3047

harris jan G mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons in victorian manchester 1987 27147
hillam ray cole et al mormonscormonsMormons and foreign policy 1985 25157
hinckley gordon B A declaration to the world 1987 2715
homer michael W the churchechurchs image in italy from the 1840s to 1946

A bibliographic essay 1991 31283
hunter howard W unto all men 1971 12179
hyer paul V review of spencer J palmer ed the new religions of korea

1968 91109
jensen richard L review of ronald D dennis the call ofofzionzion the story of

the first welsh mormon emigration 1988 282124
katanumaKatanuma seiji the church in japan 1973 14116
madsen truman G review of spencer J palmer the expanding church 1979

192251
morris robert J some problems in translating mormonmonnon thought into

chinese 1970 102173
mulder william review of james B alienallenailen and thomas B alexander manchester

mormonscormonsMormons the journal of william clayton 1976 162290
newton marjorie the gathering of the australian saints in the 1850s 1987

27267
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slover robert H 11II resources in the church historians office relating to
asia 1971 121107

stagner ishmael review ofoffF lamond tullis ed mormonism A faith for all
cultures 1980 203311

tate charles D jr review of edward L hart mormon in motion the life and
journals ofjamesof james H hart 1825 1906 in england france and america
1978 191125

thomas gordon K the book of mormon in the english literary context of
1837 1987 27137

thomas madison H the influence of traditional british social patterns on
LDS church growth in southwest britain 1987 272107

tobler douglas F review of gilbert scharffs mormonism in germany
A history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in germany
1971 112213

tobler douglas F review of peter matheson ed the third reich and the
christian churches A documentary account of the christian resistance
and complicity during the nazi era 1982 222252

tullis F lamond early mormon exploration and missionary activities in
mexico 1982 223289

tullis F lamond mormonism and revolution in latin america 1976
162235

tullis F lamond politics and society anglo american mormonsmonnonsmormans in a
revolutionary land 1973 132126

tullis F lamond reopening the mexican mission in 1901 1982 224442244411

van orden bruce A the decline in convert baptisms and member emigra-
tion from the british mission after 1870 1987 27297

van orden bruce A review of S george ellsworth ed the journals of
addisonaddisonpratt99pratt iggi1991 312181

walker ronald W cradling mormonism the rise of the gospel in early
victorian england 1987 27125

walker rulon A the voyage of the ellen maria 1853 1987 27157
watt ronald G review of richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp eds

mormonscormons in early victorian britain 1990 30485
watt ronald G review of V ben bloxham james R moss and larry C

porter eds truthwill prevail the rise of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints in the british isles 1837 1987 1990 30482

whittaker david J early mormon imprints in south africa 1980 204404
young karl early mormon troubles in mexico 1964 53155

jesus christ see god and jesus christ

joseph smith
see also biography historical documents history of the church

kirtland period LDS religion and doctrine missouri period nauvoo
period new york period

anderson richard lloyd circumstantial confirmation of the first vision
through reminiscences 1969 93373
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anderson richard lloyd joseph smith and the millenarian time table
1961 3355

anderson richard lloyd joseph smiths new york reputation reappraised
1970 103283

anderson richard lloyd the mature joseph smith and treasure searching
1984 244489

anderson richard lloyd review of F L stewart exploding the myth about
joseph smith the mormon prophet 1968 8223822311

andrus hyrum L joseph smith and the west 1960 22129
andrus hyrum L joseph smith and world government 196011711960 1171
arlingtonarrington leonard J church leaders in liberty jail 1972 13120
arringtonarlington leonard J james gordon bennetts 1831 report on the

mormonitesMormo nites 1970 103351033533
bachman danel W et al review ofoflarrylarry C porter and susan easton black eds

the prophet joseph smith essays on the life and mission of joseph smith
1988 284103

backman milton V jr awakeningsAwaken ings in the burned over district new light on
the historical setting of the first vision 1969 93301

backman milton V jr et al membership of certain of joseph smiths
family in the western presbyterian church of palmyra 1970
104482

berrett lamar C an impressive letter from the pen of joseph smith 1971

114517
bitton davis review of donna hill joseph smith the first mormon 1977

173376
bunker gary L et al mesmerism and mormonism 1975 152146
cannon donald Q topsfieldtapsfieldTops field massachusetts ancestral home of the prophet

joseph smith 1973 14156
cannon donald Q review of richard lloyd anderson joseph smiths new

england heritage 1972 123327
cook lyndon W A more virtuous man never existed on the footstool of the

great jehovah george miller on joseph smith 1979 193402
dennis ronald D trans the martyrdom of joseph smith and his brother

hyrum by dan jones 1984 24178
durham reed C jr joseph smiths own story of a serious childhood

illness 19701044801970 104480
durham reed C jr review of ivan J barrett joseph smith and the restoration

1968833421968 83342
ehat andrew F it seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the

constitution of the kingdom of god 1980 203253
ellsworth paul D mobocracy and the rule of law american press reaction

to the murder of joseph smith 1979 20171
godfrey kenneth W A new look at the alleged little known discourse by

joseph smith 1968 9149
hill marvin S joseph smith and the 1826 trial new evidence and new

difficulties 1972 122223
hill marvin S joseph smith the man some reflections on a subject of

controversy 1981 212175
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hill marvin S money digging folklore and the beginnings of mormonism
an interpretive suggestion 1984 244473

hill marvin S review of dean C jesseelessee comp and ed the personal writings
of joseph smith 1985 253117

holbrook leona dancing as an aspect of early mormon and utah culture
19751611171975 161117

jessee dean C the early accounts of joseph smiths first vision 1969
93275

jesseelessee dean C howard coraysconrays recollection of joseph smith 1977
173341

jessee dean C joseph smiths 19 july 1840 discourse 1979 193390
jessee dean C priceless words and fallible memories joseph smith as seen

in the effort to preserve his discourses 1991 31219
jessee dean C review of andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook eds

the words of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo
discourses of the prophet joseph 1981 214529

leonard glen M review of truman madsen joseph smith the prophet 1990

30467
lyon thomas edgar recollections of old nauvooersNauvooers memories from oral

history 1978 182143
madsen gordon A joseph smiths 1826 trial the legal setting 1990

30291
melville J keith joseph smith the constitution and individual liberties

1988 28265
millet robert L joseph smith and modem mormonism orthodoxy

orthodoxyneoorthodoxyNeo tension and tradition 1989 29349
oaks dallin H et al joseph smith and legal process in the wake of the

steamboat nauvoo 1979 192167
paul robert joseph smith and the manchester new york library 1982

223333
pratt david H oh brother joseph 1987 271127
searle howard C authorship of the history of joseph smith A review

essay 1981 211101
shipps jan A little known account of the murders of joseph and hyrum

smith 19741433891974 143389
smith joseph jr political motto extract 1964 53192
smith joseph jr the wentworth letter reprint 1969 93295
van wagoner richard et al the josephhyrumJoseph Hyrum smith funeral sermon

1983 2313
walker ronald W joseph smith the palmyra seer 1984 244461
walker ronald W the persisting idea of american treasure hunting 1984

244429
walker steven C the voice of the prophet 1969 10195
wirthlin leroy S joseph smiths boyhood operation an 1813 surgical

success 1981 212131
wirthlin leroy S nathan smith 1762 1828 surgical consultant to joseph

smith 1977 173319
youngreen buddy joseph and emma A slide film presentation 1974 142199
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kirtland period
see also biography historical documents history of the church joseph

smith

adams dale W chartering the kirtland bank 1983 234467
anderson richard lloyd the impact of the first preaching in ohio 19711971

114474
anonymous 1970 research project the ohio period 1970 103320
arrington leonard J oliver cowderysCow derys kirtland ohio sketch book 1972

124410
backman milton V jr the quest for a restoration the birth of mormonism

in ohio 1972 124346
backman milton V jr ed A non mormon view of the birth of mormonism

in ohio 1972 123306
bitton davis kirtland as a center of missionary activity 1830 1838 1971

114497
bitton davis the waning of mormon kirtland 1972 124455
cook lyndon W the apostle peter and the kirtland temple 1975 154550
gentry leland H what of the lectures on faith1979Faith 1979 1915
grandstaff mark R et al the social origins of the kirtland mormonscormonsMormons

1990 30247
hill marvin S et al the kirtland economy revisited A market critique of

sectarian economics 1977 174391
irving gordon the mormonscormons and the bible in the 1830s 1973 134473
jessee dean C the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff 1972 124365
kimball stanley B sources on the history of the mormonscormons in ohio 1830 38

1971 114524
layton robert L kirtland A perspective on time and place 1971 114423
luce W ray building the kingdom of god mormon architecture before

1847 1990 30233
matthews robert J the new translation of the bible 1830 1833 doctrinal

development during the kirtland era 1971 114400
newell linda king et al sweet counsel and seas of tribulation the

religious life of the women in kirtland 19802021511980 202151
olson earl E the chronology of the ohio revelations 1971 114329
parkin max H mormonmonnon political involvement in ohio 1969 94484
partridge scott H the failure of the kirtland safety society 1972 124437
petersen lauritz G the kirtland temple 1972 124400
ricks stephen D the appearance of elijah and moses in the kirtland temple

and the jewish passover 1983 234483
sampson D paul et al the kirtland safety society the stock ledger book

and the bank failure 1972 124427
williams frederick G illIII111liiili frederick granger williams of the first presidency

of the church 1972 123243
yorgason laurence M preview on a study of the social and geographical

origins of early mormon converts 1830 1845 1970 103279
young brigham the wealth of knowledge reprint 1964 52114
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LDS religion and doctrine
see also bible book of mormon christian theology doctrine and

covenants joseph smith pearl of great price

allenalienailen A lester science and theology A search for the uncommon denomi-
nator 1989 29371

anderson richard lloyd review of walter R martin the maze ofmormonismof mormonism
196461571964 6157

beard craig W review of daniel H ludlow ed the encyclopedia of
mormonism 1991 3143314388

benz ernst mormonism and the secularization of religions in the modem
world 1976 164627

bergin alienallenailen E toward a theory of human agency 1975 161165
bishop M guy to overcome the last enemy early mormon perceptions of

death 1986 26363
bitton davis N L nelson and the mormon point of view 1973 132157
bitton davis review of daniel H ludlow ed the encyclopedia of mormonism

1991 31431
blanke gustav H et al gods base of operations mormon variations on

the american sense of mission 1979 20183
bradford M gerald on doing theology 1974 143345
bradshaw menillmerrillmen illlillii reflections on the nature of mormon art 1968 9125
broderick carlfredearlfredCarlfred review of stephen R covey and truman G madsen

marriage and family gospel insights 1985 253125
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and H kimball hansen review of john C

lefgren april sixth 1982 223375
brown victor L jr healing problems of intimacy by clients use of gospel

based values and role definitions 1986 2615
bushman richard L review of milton V backman jr american religions and

the rise of mormonism 1966 7216172161

cannon donald Q the king follett discourse joseph smiths greatest
sennonsermon in historical perspective 1978 182179

cannon donald Q review of hyrum M smith III111ili and scott G kenney from
prophet to son advice of ofjosephjoseph F smith to his missionary sons 1983

231126
christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications for a

worldwide church 1989 29135
clarkdarkoark harold glen review of stephen R covey spiritual roots of human

relations 1970 111108
cowan richard 00. advice from a prophet take time out 19719766 163415
dennis ronald D the reverend W R davies vs captain dan jones 1987

27253
dyer alvin R education moving toward and under the law of consecration

1969 1014
dyer william G review of neal A maxwell A more excellent way 1968

84463
england eugene perfection and progression two complementary ways to

talk about god 1989 2933129331
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england eugene hugh nibley as cassandra review essay on hugh W nibley
since cumorah approaching zion and warfare and the book of
mormon in warfarewarfiare in the book of mormon 1990 330410404104

epperson steven review of dan vogel ed the word of god essays on
mormon scripture 1991 31366

esplin ronald K brigham young and the priesthood denial to the blacks
an alternative view 1979 193394

firmage edwin brown violence and the gospel the teachings of the old
testament the new testament and the book of mormon 19198585 2513125131

geary edward A review of truman G madsen and charles D tate jr eds
to the glory of god mormon essays on great issues 1972 123321123321

godfrey kenneth W review of lowell L bennion the best ofoflowelllowell L

bennion selected writings 1928 1988 1988 284110
hale van the doctrinal impact of the king follett discourse 1978 182209
hales robert D the british contribution to the restored gospel 1987

27113
harrell charles R the development of the doctrine of preexistenceexistencePre 1830

1844 1988 28275
harrell charles R review of brent L top the life before 1990 301108
harris james R eternal progression and the foreknowledge of god 1967

8137
hart edward L the need beyond reason 1976 164517
heiner ronald A the necessity of a sinless messiah 1982 2215
hepworth joseph thomas watermelonswatennelonsWatermelons alma 32 and the experimental

method 1983 234497
hicks michael minding business A note on the mormonmonnon creed 1986

264125
holland jeffrey R of countries and of kingdoms 1977 1813
irving gordon the law of adoption one phase of the development of the

mormon concept of salvation 1830 1900 1974 143291
kenney scott review of truman G madsen ed reflections on mormonism

fudeojudeo christian parallels 1980 204433
knecht william L mysteries of the kingdom more or less 1964 5323532311

larson stan the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text 1978
182193

ludlow daniel H moral free agency 1975 153309
lyon thomas edgar doctrinal development of the church during the nauvoo

sojourn 1839 1846 1974 154435
mcconkie bruce R who shall declare his generation 1976 164553
madsen truman G are christians mormon 1974151731974 15173
madsen truman G B H roberts and the book of mormon 1979 194427
madsen truman G can god be pictured 1968 82113
madsen truman G the meaning of christ the truth the way the life

an analysis ofofblofbB H roberts unpublished masterwork 1975 153259
maloney H newton facilitating intimacy the process and the product

A response to victor L brown jr 1986 2613126131

mangrum R collin mormonism philosophical liberalism and the constitution
1987 273119
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matthews robert J the doctrine of the resurrection as taught in the book of
mormonmonnon 1990 3034130341

matthews robert J review of hyrum L andrus god man and the universe
19691011271969 101127

maxwell neal A some thoughts on the gospel and the behavioral sciences
19761645891976 164589

melville J keith brigham young on politics and priesthood 1970 104481044888
midgley louis C review of robert campbell ed spectrum of catholic

attitudes 1969 94506
millet robert L joseph smith and modem mormonism orthodoxy

neoorthodoxyorthodoxyNeo tension and tradition 1989 29349
millet robert L review ofofbrucebruce C hafen the broken heart applying the

atonement to lifes experiences 1990 30459
morris robert J some problems in translating mormon thought into

chinese 1970 102173
nibley hugh W the expanding gospel 1965 713
nibley hugh W scriptural perspectives on how to survive the calamities of

the last days 1985 2517
nielsen F kent review of russel J thomsen latter day saints and the sabbath

1971 121133
olsen steven L cosmic urban symbolism in the book of mormon 1983

23179
packer boyd K the mantle Is far far greater than the intellect 1919818 1

213259
palmer spencer J did christ visit japan 1970 102135
palmer spencer J mormon views of religious resemblances 1976 164660
poll richard D review of margaret and paul toscano strangers in paradox

explorations in mormon theology 1991 312188
reynolds noel B the gospel of jesus christ as taught by the nephite

prophets 1991 31331
riddle chauncey C review of truman G madsen eternal man 1968 83354
romney joseph B review of robert L millet by grace are we saved 1990

302113
skousen royal through a glass darkly trying to understand the scriptures

1986 2643
sorensen A don being equal in earthly and heavenly power the idea of

stewardship in the united order 1977 181811001 100loo
sorensen A don the shotgun marriage of psychological therapy and the

gospel of repentance 1981 213291
swinyard william R et al moral choices and their outcomes 1990

30217
taylor J lewis review of david W Bbarmsarrus the way to the sun 1974 143395
thorp malcolm R review ofofjofaJ F C harrison the second coming popular

millenarianism 1780 1850 1981 214534
thorp malcolm R review of leonard W levy treason against god A history

of the offense of blasphemy 1982 224497
underwood grant saved or damned tracing a persistent protestantism in

early mormon thought 1985 25385
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underwood grant review of dan vogel religious seekers and the advent of
mormonism 1990 301120

walker steven C the voice of the prophet 1969 10195
walker steven C review of joseph fielding mcconkie and donald W parry

A guide to scriptural symbols 1991 311117
wardle lynn D the constitution as covenant 1987 27311
von wellnitz marcus the catholic liturgy and the mormon temple 19811981

2113
wernick nissim man the pinnacle of creation 1969 1013101311
wilcox reed N review of alan gerald cherry its you and me lord and

stephen G taggart mormonismsMormonisms negro policy social and historical
origins 1971 112210

wright H curtis A sophicsophie and a mantic people 1991 3135131351

literature and film
see also drama and dancing poetry short stories

ball bertrand L jr estauniesEstaunies naturalistic period and spiritual period
1965 7168

ball bertrand L jr saint exuperyexupero and iele cuite du passe 1968 84444
bell elouise review of emma lou thayne spaces in the sage 1972 131108
bell elouise review of gale tampico boyd the lost the found 1972 131104
bennion lowell L review of emma lou thayne asforAs for me and my house

1990 302124
bernard kenneth the real thing in jamess the real thing 1962 51315131

bitton davis et al mischievous puck and the mormonscormonsMormons 1904 1907 1978
184504

bjarnasonBjamason loftur the land of song and saga 1969 92209
bradford mary L review of joyce eliason fresh meat I1 warm weather 1976

163432
brady marion B crabbe clutterbuck and co 1962 5119
brown thomas H the relationship between partonopeusPartonopeus de blois and the

cupid and psyche tradition 1964 53193
butler terrell M unarmed descent the achievement ofofrcofrR D laing 1977

172211
carlyle thomas stump orator 1964 53230
cheney thomas E imagination and the souls immensity 1969 94407
christensen P A A land unpromised and unearned 1975 1618116181

clarkdarkoark bruce B the spectrum of faith in victorian literature 1962 43183
clarkdarkoark bruce B thoughts on william wordsworth A commemorative essay

1970 102201
oarkdarkclark marden J religious implications in the novels of robert penn warren

196141671961 4167
clarkdarkoark marden J the wages of sin in hawthorne 19519599 11211121

collings michael R previsionspre visions of the restoration the poetry of henry
Vvaughanaughan 1982 223279

cornwall rebecca foster et al perpetuation of a myth mormon danitescanites in
five western novels 1840 90 1983 232147
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cracroft richard H distorting polygamy for fun and profit artemus ward
and mark twain among the mormonscormonsMormons 1974 142272

cracroft richard H the gentle blasphemer mark twain holy scripture and
the book of mormon 1971 112119

cracroft richard H liverpool 1856 nathaniel hawthorne meets orson pratt
1968 83270

cracroft richard H nephi seer of modem times the home literature
novels of nephi anderson 1985 2523

cracroft richard H review of gerald N lund pillar of light A historical
novel vol I11 of the work and the glory 1991 31377

cracroft richard H review of marilyn brown goodbye hello 1984
242243

cracroft richard H review of samuel W taylor heaven knows why 1979
201124

cronin gloria L the magic and mundanity eileen kumps bread and milk
and other stories 1984 242163

culmsee carlton poetry in the free world 1961 413
culmsee carlton satan on the hearth 1968 84383
dalton robert 00. snake A moment of consciousness 1962432431962 43243
darc james V darryl F zanucks brigham young A film in context

1989 2915
davis garold N den gottemg6ttemcottem gleich ich nicht the nature of faustsfaults

salvation 1985 25313
de jong gerrit jr an approach to modernity in art 1959 21332133

de jong gerrit jr review ofofbrucebruce B clarkdarkmark and robert K thomas out of the
best books vol I11 1965 7185

decoo wilfried the image of MonnonMormonismism in french literature part 1I 1974
142157

decoo wilfried the image of mormonism in french literature part 11II
19761622651976 162265

dunn richard J dickens and the mormonscormonsMormons 1968 83325
england eugene beyond jack fiction recent achievement in the mormon

novel review essay on levi S peterson the backslider linda sillitoe
sideways to the sun and orson scott card seventh son 1988 28297

england eugene the dawning of a brighter day mormon literature after
150 years 1982 222131222131

england eugene A modem acts of the apostles 1840 mormon literature in
the making 1987 27279

england eugene A small and piercing voice the sermons of spencer W
kimball 1985 25477

england eugene review of richard H cracroft and neal E lambert A believing
people literature of the latter day saints 1975 153365

evanoff alexander the pardoner as huckster A dissent from kittredge
1962 43209

farmerfanner gladys C review of paris anderson waitingwaltingwaitingforfortor the flash 1990
302116

fife austin E letter to thomas E cheney 1961 33105
flake chad J A note on reviewing books 19741511181974 151118
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gassman byron religious attitudes in the world of humphry clinker 1965
6265

geary edward A mormondomsMormondoms lost generation the novelists of the 1940s
1977 18189

geary edward A review of donald R marshall zinnie stokes zinnie stokes
1984 242249

geary edward A review of douglas H thayer summer fire 1984 242250
geary edward A review of orson scott card woman of destiny 1984

242246
green john A french reaction to shakespeare 1968 82147
green john A marcel schwob and the talking machine A tale a la poe

via thomas A edison 1964 61416141

hall douglas kent james joyce at 71 rue du cardinal lemoine 1961

3343
hall randall L review of larry E morris the edge of the reservoir 1989

292111
hanks marion D thoughts on the 150th anniversary of the church in the

british isles 1987 2723
hardy douglas influence of finnish kalevalaKalevala in the composition of

longfellowsLongfellows song of hiawatha 1962 42140
hart edward L japanese and english poetry some similarities and differ-

ences 1968 9117
hart edward L the transformations of love 1982 224467
hart edward L writing the most hazardous craft 1986 2638126381

heuston dustin theodore dreiser naturalist or theist 1961 3241
hill douglas the other presences in irish life and literature 1964 6135
hill douglas yeats and the invisible people of ireland 1965 7161
howell elmo william faulkner the substance of faith 1969 94453
jenson sid the compassionate seer wallace stegnerssteggersStegners literary artist

19741422481974 142248
kegel charles H carlyle and ruskin an influential friendship 1964

53219
kimball william clayton the christian commitment C S lewis and the

defense of doctrine 1972 122185
king arthur henry some notes on art and morality 1970 11137
kramer neal W review of wayne C booth the company we keep an ethics

ofoffictionfiction 1990 301112
lambert neal E freedom and the american cowboy 1967 81681611

landow george P tristram shandy and the comedy of context 1966
73208

lyon thomas edgar publishing a book of mormon poetry the harp ofofzionzion
1987 27185

mackay ruth M irish heathsdeaths and german cliffs A study of the foreign
sources of wutheringwitheringWuthering heights 1965 7128

mathews conan E art and the church 1961 323
mathews conan E what Is humanistic about modem art 19591959 11511151

midgley louis C dostoevsky on crime and revolution A study in russian
nihilism 1961 3255
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midgley louis C god and immortality in dostoevskys thought 1959

2155
moon harold kay death in the theatre of alejandro casona 1969

101107
moon harold kay gerard de nerval A reappraisal 1965 7140
moon harold kay humor in lazrilloLazrillo de tormestonnes 1964 53183
nelson jack A review of blaine M and brenton G yorgason the bishops

horse race and blaine M yorgason the windwalkerWindwalker 19802044381980 204438
nielsen veneta response 1961 4113
ostler blake thomas the throne theophany and prophetic commission in

I11 nephi A form critical analysis 1986 26467
peterson charles S review of kandace C kant zane greys arizona 1985

253126
ricks stephen D the narrative call pattern in the prophetic commission of

enoch moses 6 1986 26497
rogers R max the antichristiananti christian background of gennangerman literary natural-

ism 1964 53203
rogers thomas F the gospel of john as literature 1988 28367
schwartz thomas D bayard taylors the prophet mormonism as literary

taboo 1974 142231422355
skousen royal through a glass darkly trying to understand the scriptures

1986 2643
sondrup steven P the psalm of nephi A lyric reading 1981 213357
stevens A wilber fitzgeralds tender Is the night the idea as morality

196133951961 3395
stott graham st john zane grey and james simpson emmett 1978

184491
stout W bryan review of orson scott card seventh son red prophet and

prentice alvin 1989 293113
tanner john S making a mormon of milton 1984 242191242191

tanner stephen L the moral measure of literature 1981 213279
tate lucile C death the cradle of life 1968 83303
thomas gordon K the book of mormon in the english literary context

of 1837 1987 27137
thorp malcolm R the dynamics of terror in Orwells 1984 1984 2413
topping gary zane grey in zion an examination of his supposed anti

mormonismMonnonism 1978 184483
toscano paul james measure for measure tragedy and redemption 1976

162277
tvedtnes john A hebraisms in the book of mormon A preliminary survey

1970 11150
welch john W chiasmus in the book of mormon 1969101691969 10169
wilkins ernest J blanco fombona and hispanic cultural unity 1960

22177
williams ray S emersons relevance today 1971 113241
wilson william A in praise of ourselves stories to tell 1990 3015
wilson william A the paradox of mormon folklore 1976 17140
winzeler charlotte curse upon a god 1964 5287
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missouri period
see also biography historical documents history of the church joseph

smith kirtland period

anderson richard lloyd atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons letters and the causes of mormon
expulsion from missouri 1986 2633

anderson richard lloyd new data for revising the missouri documentary
history 1974 144488

arrington leonard J church leaders in liberty jail 1972 13120
bitton davis missouri thoughts april 15 1972 1972 1315
blair alma the hauns mill massacre 1972 13162
bushman richard L mormon persecutions in missouri 1833 1960

3111
crawley peter L two rare missouri documents 1974 144502
crawley peter L et al the political and social realities ofofzionszions camp

19741444061974 144406
durham reed C jr the election day battle at gallatin 1972 1313613136
gentry leland H adam ondi ahman A brief historical survey 1973

13455313553
gentry leland H the danite band of 1838 1974 144421
gentry leland H the land question at adam ondi ahman 1986

26245
jennings warren A ed two iowa postmasters view nauvoo antiantl mormonmonnon

letters to the governor of missouri 1971 113275
jessee dean C et al eds the last months of mormonism in missouri

the albert perry rockwood journal 1988 2815
johnson clarkdarkoark V missouri persecutions the petition of isaac leany 1983

23194
johnson clarkdarkmark V the missouri redress petitions A reappraisal of mormon

persecutions in missouri 1986 26231
kimball stanley B missouri mormonmonnon manuscripts sources in selected

societies 1974 144458
kimball stanley B the saints and st louis 1831 1857 an oasis of toler-

ance and security 1973 134489
lesueur stephen C high treason and murder the examination of mormon

prisoners at richmond missouri in november 1838 1986 2623
lyon thomas edgar independence missouri and the mormonscormonsMormons 1827 1833

1972131101972 13110
KiemanmckiemanmckeemanMc F mark sidney rigdonsRigdons missouri speeches 1970 11-619011190iligo6190
matthews robert J adam ondi ahman 1972 13127
maynard gregory alexander william doniphan man of justice 1973

134462
parkin max H the courthouse mentioned in the revelation on zion 1974

144451
richards paul C missouri persecutions petitions for redress 1973

134520
snow eliza R eliza R snow letter from missouri transcription 1973

134544
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music

bradshaw menillmerrillmen illiiilii the articles of faith composers commentary 1961

3373
cheney thomas E mormon folk song and the fife collection 1960

3157
cundick robert the gentle way lyrics by edward L hart 1970 102199
dahl paul E all Is well the story of the hymn that went around the

world 1981 214515
fuerstner carl valse from little dance suite opus 39 1961 3250
hicks michael minding business A note on the mormon creed 1986

264125
hicks michael strains which will not soon be allowed to die the

stranger and carthage jail 1983 234389
hicks michael review of karen lynn davidson our latter day hymns

the stories and the messages 1988 282120
hicks michael review of kenner casteel kartchner frontier fiddler the life

of a northern arizona pioneer 1990 30496
kelling hans wilhelm johann sebastian bach and george frederick handel

in remembrance of the three hundredth anniversary of their births
1985 25231

laycock harold music education in the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1962 42107

welch james review of michael hicks mormonism and music A history
1990 304100

woodbury lael J A new mormonmonnon theatre 1969 10185
woodbury lael J A new mormon theatre 1975 16165

nauvoo period
see also biography brigham young historical documents history of the

church joseph smith

arringtonarlington joseph earl william weeks architect of the nauvoo temple
1979 193337

barnett steven G wilson law A sidelight on the expositor incident 1979
192244

beecher maureen ursenbach all things move in order in the city the
nauvoo diary ofofzinaorzinazina diantha huntington jacobs 1979 193285

beecher maureen ursenbach ed eliza R snows nauvoo journal 1975
154391

beecher maureen ursenbach et al emma and eliza and the stairs 1982

22187
berge dale L the jonathan browning site an example of archaeology for

restoration in nauvoo illinois 1979 192201
berrett lamar C review of robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the

mississippi 1966 73242
brown lisle G the sacred departments for temple work in nauvoo

the assembly room and the council chamber 1979 193361193361
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cannon donald Q the king follett discourse joseph smiths greatest
sermon in historical perspective 1978 182179

cannon donald Q review of george W givens in old nauvoo everyday life
in the city of joseph and richard N holzapfel and T jeffery cottle old
mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and guide igil19919911

311113
cook lyndon W 1 I have sinned against heaven and am unworthy of your

confidence but I1 cannot live without a reconciliation thomas B
marsh returns to the church 1980 204389

cook lyndon W james arlington bennet and the mormonscormonsMormons 1979 192247
cook lyndon W william law nauvoo dissenter 1982 22147
ehat andrew F they might have known that he was not a fallen

prophet the nauvoo journal of joseph fielding 1979 192133
enders donald L A dam for nauvoo an attempt to industrialize the city

19781822461978 182246
enders donald L plotting the city beautiful A historical and archaeological

glimpse of nauvoo streets 1979 193409
enders donald L the steamboat maid of iowa mormon mistress of the

mississippi 1979 193321193321

england eugene ed george laubs nauvoo journal 1978 182151182151

esplin ronald K joseph brigham and the twelve A succession of continuity
1981 213301

esplin ronald K life in nauvoo june 1844 vilate kimballsKimballs martyrdom
letters 1979 192231

esplin ronald K sickness and faith nauvoo letters 1975 154425
godfrey kenneth W A note on the nauvoo library and literary institute

1974 143386
godfrey kenneth W the road to carthage led west 1968 82204
godfrey kenneth W some thoughts regarding an unwritten history of

nauvoo 1975 154417
grandstaff mark R review of kenneth H winn exiles in a land of liberty

mormonscormons in america 1830 1846 1990 303011001 100loo
hale van the doctrinal impact of the king follett discourse 1978

182209
hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon gentile

conflict 1960 22241
hansen klaus review ofofdallindallin H oaks and marvin S hill carthage conspiracy

the trial of the accused assassins of josephofjosephyoseph smith 1976 163431634388
jennings warren A ed two iowa postmasters view nauvoo anti mormon

letters to the governor of missouri 1971 113275
jensen richard L transplanted to zion the impact of british latter day saint

immigration upon nauvoo 1991 31177
jessee dean C ed the john taylor nauvoo journal january 1845 september

1845 1983 2331
jolley jerry C the sting of the wasp early nauvoo newspaper april 1842

to april 1843 1982 224487
kimball james L jr A wall to defend zion the nauvoo charter 1975

154491
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kimball stanley B heber C kimball and family the nauvoo years 1975
154447

kimball stanley B nauvoo west the mormonscormons of the iowa shore 1978
182132

kimball stanley B thomas L Bbamesarnes coroner of carthage 1971 112141112141

knight gregory R introduction to the 1845 1846 journal of thomas bullock
iggi199131151991 3115

knight gregory R ed journal of thomas bullock 1816 1885 31 august
1845 to 5 july 1846 1991 31115

lambert neal E review of samuel W taylor nightfall at nauvoo 1972
123331

larson stan the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text 1978
182193

leonard glen M letters home the immigrant view from nauvoo 1991

31189
leonard glen M review of david E and deliadelladeila S miller nauvoo the city of

joseph 1974 151125
luce W ray building the kingdom of god mormon architecture before

1847 1990 30233
lyon thomas edgar the account books of the amos davis store at com-

merce illinois 1979 192241192241

lyon thomas edgar doctrinal development of the church during the nauvoo
sojourn 1839 1846 19741544351974 154435

lyon thomas edgar recollections of old nauvooersNauvooers memories from oral
history 1978 182143

moody thurmon dean nauvoosNauvoos whistling and whittling brigade 1975
154480

oaks dallin H et al joseph smith and legal process in the wake of the
steamboat nauvoo 1979 192167

quinn D michael the mormon succession crisis of 1844 1976 162187
quinn D michael the practice of rebaptism at nauvoo 1978 182226
rowley dennis nauvoo A river town 1978 182255
searle howard C willard richards as historian 1991 31241
ursenbach maureen ed eliza R snows nauvoo journal 1975 154391
walker ronald W the willard richards and brigham young 5 september

1840 letter from england to nauvoo 1978 183466
watson elden J the nauvoo tabernacle 1979 193416
yorgason laurence M preview on a study of the social and geographical

origins of early mormon converts 1830 1845 1970 103279
youngreen buddy sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion 1860 1980

204351

new york period
see also biography historical documents history of the church

joseph smith

alienallenailen james B et al mormon origins in new york an introductory analysis
1969932411969 93241
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backman milton V jr awakeningsAwaken ings in the burned over district new light on
the historical setting of the first vision 1969 93301

berge dale L archaeology at the peter whitmer farm seneca county new
york 1973 132172

flake lawrence R A shaker view of a mormon mission 1979 20194
hill marvin S joseph smith and the 1826 trial new evidence and new

difficulties 1972 122223
hill marvin S the shaping of the mormon mind in new england and new

york 1969 93351
hill marvin S review of rodger 1I anderson joseph smiths new york

reputation reexamined 1990 30470
jesseelessee dean C joseph knights recollection of early mormon history

1976171291976 17129
kimball stanley B the anthon transcript people primary sources and

problems 1970 103325
lyon thomas edgar how authentic are mormon historic sites in vermont

and new york 19196969 9334193341

madsen gordon A joseph smiths 1826 trial the legal setting 1990
30291

porter larry C the Colesville branch and the coming forth of the book of
mormon 1970 103365

porter larry C reverend george lane good gifts much grace and
marked usefulness 1969 93321

rich russell R the dogberry papers and the book of mormonmonnon 1970
103315

rich russell R where were the moroni visits 1970 103255
robinson stephen E review ofofdoadD michael quinn early mormonism and the

magic world view 1987 2748827488

whittaker david J almanacs in the new england heritage of mormonism
1989 29489

whittle benson review of D michael quinn early mormonism and the magic
world view 19872741051987 274105

wilson william A review ofofdoadD michael quinn early mormonism and the
magic world view 1987 27496

pearl of great price
see also joseph smith kirtland period LDS religion and doctrine

nauvoo period

adams william james jr human sacrifice and the book of abraham 1969
94473

anonymous joseph smith egyptian papyri 1968 82179
athay R grant worlds without number the astronomy of enoch abraham

and moses 1968 83255
clarkdarkmark james R joseph smith and the lebolo egyptian papyri 1968

82195
clarkdarkoark james R review of george reynolds and janne M sjodahl commentary

on the pearl of great price 1965 71837183
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harris james R changes in the book of moses and their implications upon a
concept of revelation 1968 84361

harris james R review of jay M todd the saga of the book ofabrahamof abraham
19691011251969 101125

harris james R review of thomas A curtis and jeffrey hill the pearl of
great price comprehensive concordance 1975 153315338080

lund christopher C A letter regarding the acquisition of the book of
abraham 1980 204402

mackay thomas W abraham in egypt A collation of evidence for the case
of the missing wife 1970 104429

millet robert L joseph smith and the gospel of matthew 1985 25367
nibley hugh W As things stand at the moment 1968 9169
nibley hugh W getting ready to begin 1968 83245
nibley hugh W the meaning of the kirtland egyptian papers 1971

114350
nibley hugh W prolegomena to any study of the book of abraham 1968

82171
nibley hugh W what Is the book of breathingsBreathings 1971 112153
peterson H donl antonio lebolo excavator of the book of abraham 1991

3135
rasmussen ellis T review of hyrum L andrus doctrinal commentary on the

pearl of great price 1968 9911111111gilliililiiii
rhodes michael dennis A translation and commentary of the joseph smith

hypocephalus 1977 173259
ricks stephen D the narrative call pattern in the prophetic commission of

enoch moses 6 1986 26497
whipple walter L the st louis museum of the 1850s and the two egyptian

mummies and papyri 1969 10157

personal essays

allenalienailen A lester science and theology A search for the uncommon denomi-
nator 1989 29371

arlingtonarrington leonard J historian as entrepreneur A personal essay 1977
172193

athay R grant and god said let there be lights in the firmament of the
heaven 1990 30439

Bbitton davis missouri thoughts april 15 1972 1972 1315
browning gary L the four political faces of the intellectual in soviet russia

today A personal essay 1976 1712117121

bushman claudia review of eugene england dialogues with myself and why
the church Is As true as the gospel 1986 263111

bushman richard L my belief 1985252231985 25223
cox paul alan incommunicado 19881988 28143
durham G homer reminiscences of a trip to cedar breaks 1966 73200
hanks marion D thoughts on the 150th anniversary of the church in the

british isles 1987 2723
hinckley gordon B A declaration to the world 1987 2715
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howard john A outraged by silence 1976 164682
kimball stanley B uncle spencer 1944 1985 1985 25443
king arthur henry the child Is father of the man 1976 164603
king arthur henry final address to the british council 1975 16174
malik charles H forum address 1976 164541164541

rasmussen dennis an elder among the rabbis 1981 213343
rogers thomas F reflections from the ganges photographs by krista rogers

mortensen 1984 242173
tate charles D jr review ofofrcofrR paul cracroft A certain testimony A mormon

epic 1980 204431204431

thayne emma lou what time Is it 1985 251129
wilcox reed N review of alan gerald cherry its you and me lord 19711971

112210
wilson william A in praise of ourselves stories to tell 1990 3015
young karl winter feast at san ildefonso 1965 6293

philosophy and truth
see also christian theology LDS religion and doctrine

alley stephen L some aspects of truth in contemporary philosophy 1975
16123

bennion lowell L the uses of the mind in religion 1973 14147
bradshaw menillmerrillmen illlii toward a mormon aesthetic 1981 2119121191

burton robert P et al some thoughts on higher dimensional realms
1980 203281

dehoyos genevieve et al the search for virtus et veritas through an inspired
scientific method 1987 27439

genninogermino dante review of louis C midgley beyond human nature the contem-
porary debate over moral natural law 1969 101118

mcmurrin sterling M reply to professor madsensmaddensMadsens critique 1960 22261
madsen truman G the contribution of existentialism 1959 119
madsen truman G three theories of religious language 1960 22227
madsen truman G william james philosopher educator 196141811961 4181
madsen truman G review of sterling M mcmurrin the philosophical

foundations ofmormonof mormon theology 1959211011959 21101
madsen truman G review of sterling M mcmurrin the theological foundat-

ions of the mormon religion 19619688 91103
markova ivana comment on C terry warners what we are 1986

26165
midgley louis C the search for love lessons from the catholic debate over

moral philosophy 1971 112181121888
nielsen F kent review of frank B salisbury truth by reason and by revelation

1965 7187
riddle chauncey C symbols and salvation 1968 83311
swinyard william R et al moral choices and their outcomes 1990 30217
tanner obert C platos trinity as problem and promise in university life

1961 4117
wamerwarner C terry response to markova 19819866 26169
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warnerwamer C terry what we are 1986 26139
wright H curtis A sophicsophiesophle and a mantic people 1991 31351
yam david H jr wisdom philosophy in the holy bible 1972131911972 13191

photographs
excluding portraits

anonymous culpsgulps hill and stevens knoll from east cemetery hill gettysburg
pennsylvania 1988 28494

anonymous former washington DC chapel 1981 212220
anonymous general george gordon meades headquarters at gettysburg

pennsylvania 1988 28475
anonymous images of spencer W kimball 1985 2549125491

anonymous little round top from devils den gettysburg pennsylvania
1988 28490

anonymous nauvoo temple 1983 233102
anonymous partially completed washington monument 1981 212223
anonymous san francisco city hall 1983 234430
anonymous san franciscofromfrancisco tromfrom top offillofhillof hillheilheii on california street 19832344591983 234459
anonymous scene on howard street 1983 234443
anonymous seal of the territory of utah removed from house of representatives

chamber ceiling 1981 212214
anonymous thirteenth ward meetinghouse circa 1870 1984 242135
anonymous united states capitol 1846 1981 212212
anonymous view of main street nauvoo 1983 23397
anonymous view south down union line on cemetery ridge big round top

in the background 1988 28496
foster lucien temple on the hill 1983 233100

hill douglas A photographic essay on the old lower BYU campus 1969
10117

lane studios little round top looking toward devils den area gettysburg
pennsylvania 1988 28493

lane studios picketts charge area big round top in the distance gettysburg
pennsylvania 1988 28484

lane studios picketts charge area looking west toward virginia mountain
gettysburg pennsylvania 1988 28457

osullivan T H dead confederate soldiers killed on I11 july 1863 at gettysburg
pennsylvania collected near mcpherson woods 1988 28478

peterson gary B early mormon home in manti utah 1990 302fc302 fc
peterson gary B orson and mary ann hyde home 1990 302bc302 bc
rogers thomas F reflections from the ganges photographs by krista

rogers mortensen 1984 242173
savage charles temple square 1969 92147
short clarice review of john sterling harris and L douglas hill barbed wire

poetry and photographs of the west 1976 162293
snyder john karl G maeser building moving automobile 1989 293fc293 fc
stem madeleine B A rocky mountain book store savage and ottinger of

utah 1969 92144
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pioneer period
see also biography brigham young historical documents history of the

church utah history

arrington leonard J in honorable remembrance thomas L kanes
services to the mormonscormonsMormons 1981 214389

arrington leonard J review of william wise massacre at mountain meadows
an american legend and a monumental crime 1977 173382

beecher maureen ursenbach ed the iowa journal of lorenzo snow 1984
243261

bennett richard E finalizing plans for the trek west deliberations at winter
quarters 1846 1847 19842433011984 243301

berge dale L lower goshen archaeology of a mormon pioneer town
1990 30267

bishop M guy A great little saint A brief look at the life of henry william
bigler 1990 30427

bitton davis Is not this of god an 1847 proposal for mormon settlement
1974 151105

black susan W easton suffering and death on the plains of iowa 1981

214431
campbell eugene E authority conflicts in the mormon battalion 1968

82127
campbell eugene E the mormon gold mining mission of 1849 1959

2119
campbell eugene E the mormonscormons and the donner party 1971 113307
cannon donald Q thomas L kane meets the mormonscormonsMormons 1977 181126
cannon M hamlin review of P A M taylor expectations westward the

mormonscormons and the emigration of their british converts in the nineteenth
century 1966 73236

christian lewis clarkdarkoark mormon foreknowledge of the west 1981 214403
clarkdarkmark james R review ofofklausklauskiaus J hansen questquestforfor empire 1969 92225
coates lawrence G cultural conflict mormonscormons and indians in nebraska

1984 243275
coates lawrence G george catlin brigham young and the plains indians

19761711141976 171114
coates lawrence G refugees meet the mormonsmonnonsmormans and indians in iowa

1981 214491
cook lyndon W 1 I have sinned against heaven and am unworthy of your

confidence but I1 cannot live without a reconciliation thomas B

marsh returns to the church 1980 204389
cooley everett L the frederick kesler collection 1973 132223
crawley peter L the constitution of the state ofdeseretofdeseret 1989 2947
durham reed C jr the iowa experience A blessing in disguise 19811981

214463
ellemellerneliem ahoran zion in the far west 1977 181119
ellsworth richard G the dilemma of a pernicious zion 1968 84407
firmage edwin brown the judicial campaign against polygamy and the

enduring legal questions 1987 27391
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gentry leland H the mormon way stations garden grove and mt pisgah
19812144451981 214445

groberg joseph H the mormon disfranchisementsDisfranchisements of 1882 to 1892 1976
163399

hartley william G the great florence fitout of 1861 1984 243341
hartley william G the miller the bishop and the move south 1979

20199
hartley william G ordained and acting teachers in the lesser priesthood

1851 1883 1976 163375
hartley william G review of conway B sonne saints on the seas A maritime

history ofmormonof mormon migration 1985 25286
holbrook leona dancing as an aspect of early mormon and utah culture

19751611171975 161117
holmes gail geo review of richard E bennett mormonscormons at the missouri

1846 1852 and should we die 1988 283113
israelsen L dwight an economic analysis of the united order 1978

184536
kimball stanley B the mormon trail network in iowa 1838 1863 A new

look 1981 214417
kimball stanley B mormon trail network in nebraska 1846 1868 A new

look 1984 243321
knecht william L the bridge 1965 7153
kuhlman thomas A A landowner chides brigham young for not speaking

to him at buffalo canyon and receives an answer 1990 30125
lyman edward leo the rise and decline of mormon san bernardinomardinoBe 1989

29443
mauss armand L review of larry M logue A sermon in the desert belief

and behavior in early st george utah 1990 301116
melville J keith review of norman F fumisslumiss the mormon conflict 1961

3275
morris robert J review of alfonsaifons L kom newsfromnewstromnews from molokai 1977

173379
palmer spencer J eliza R snows sketch of my life reminiscences of

joseph smiths plural wives 1971 121125
pearson carol lynn nine children were bom A historical problem from

the sugar creek episode 1981 214441
pedersen lyman C jr review of helen hinckley jones over the mormon trail

1964521311964 52131
poll richard D the legislative antipolygamy campaign 1986 264107
poll richard D the move south 1989 29465
porter larry C review of stanley B kimball historic sites and markers along

the mormon and other great western trails 1989 292114
pratt stephen F parley P pratt in winter quarters and the trail west 1984

243373
snow edwina jo british travelers view the saints 1847 1877 1991 31263
taylor samuel W review ofofjofaJ kenneth davies mormon gold the story of

californiasCalifornias mormon argonauts 1985 253130
tyler S lyman review ofofleroyleroy R hafen handcartsHandcarts to zion 1960 2227222711
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walker ronald W the keep A pitchinin or the mormon pioneer was human
19741433311974 143331

walker ronald W review of eugene campbell establishing zion the mormon
church in the american west 1847 1869 1989 292126

williams david A president buchanan receives a proposal for an anti
mormon crusade 1857 1973 141103

youngreen buddy the death date of lucy mack smith 8 july 1775 14 may
1856 1972 123318

yurtinus john F here Is one man who will not go damumdadumDamum recruiting
the mormon battalion in iowa territory 19198181 214475

poetry
see also drama and dancing literature and film short stories

allenalienailen paul G gods apprentice 1983 232200
alley kathryn home iggi196141501961 4150
anderson carma de jong new address 1962 43208
anderson cannacarma de jong rose street 1964 53246
anderson carma de jong the words of saint peter 1974 143359
andrus R blain death and resurrection of a cat 1986 26172
andrus R blain fondest dream for bruce R mcconkie 1988 284122
andrus R blain A gathering stormstorin 1990 30246
ashworth kathryn R remembering the stop by a lake 1988 28456
ashworth kathryn R toward manti 1977 172217221010
ashworth kathryn R wyoming 1990 302126
asplund thomas looking at a utah road map 1986 26130
baker virginia E chiefs 1985 25476
baker virginia E hamlet at cairo 1986 264122
baker virginia E manifest 1987 273217
baker virginia E stele 19852511881985 251188
baker virginia E tracings in blue 1988 281122
beecher maureen ursenbach poetry and the private lives newspaper verse

on the mormon frontier 1985 25355
bell elouise diana company for gerties pigeons 1959 2170
bell elouise the prodigalsProdigals mother 1979 194522
bell elouise review ofofcharisofcharikcharischarls southwell collected poems of charischartscharls southwell

1972 131106
best rita ann nostalgia 1979 20138
best rita ann to my father 1974 151104
black dianna M hymn 1987 273170
black dianna M shadows 1988 283128
black dianna M subduction zone 1990 30290
bradford mary L poems 1969 94481
brady marion B crabbe clutterbuck and co 1962 5119
bullinger cara M death of a daughter 1989 294142
bullinger cara M elizabeth to zacharias 1984 242189
bullinger cara M emmaus 1988 28142
bullinger cara M forbidden glass 1986 26496
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bullinger cara M going to grandmothers 1987 273196
bullinger cara M prophet 1985 25442
bullinger cara M resurrection morning 1984 242190
burket cherie L cycle of mothers and daughters 1990 301127
card orson scott abel cain 1981 21136
card orson scott openings 1981 212187
christmas R A to joseph smith 1964 6124
christy howard A company commander at an trach 11II 1985 251114
clarkdarkmark bruce B thoughts on william wordsworth A commemorative essay

19701022011970 102201
clarkdarkmark dennis bread and water 1989 29134
clarkdarkmark dennis new name and blessing 1986 263110
clarkdarkmark marden J astronomy 1967 816
clarkdarkmark marden J black hole 1979 201106
clarkdarkmark marden J christmas voices 1982 224483
clarkdarkmark marden J for the earth 1985 251137
clarkdarkoark marden J in a word on easter 1974 143317
clarkdarkmark marden J late on fathers day 1965 63176
clarkdarkmark marden J late on mothers day 1962 42148
clarkdarkmark marden J liberating form 1974 15129
clarkdarkmark marden J sonnet to peace 1967 8160
clarkdarkmark marden J sunset 1964 52104
markdarkclark marden J too late on mothers day 1974 143315
clarkdarkoark marden J to the baby we didnt even know we werent going to

have 1974 143318
coles christie lund days end 1959 2132
coles christie lund years passing 1979 20137
collins bessie KF the climate of singing 1961 3350
corry iris parker another home 1975 153315330808
corry iris parker mormon shade 1975 153308
cracroft richard H review of eugene england and dennis clarkdarkoark eds harvest

contemporary mormon poems 1990 302119
culmsee carlton poetry in the free world 1961 413
dahl loislotslols gardner my childhood home 1985 253104
dalton robert 00. snake A moment of consciousness 1962 43243
davies john fires 1987 273138
davies john snow 1989 29166
davis harrison fisherman 1967 8136
ditsky john A scarcity 1983 234466
edwards paul the sweet singer of israel david hyrum smith 1972

122171
ellsworth richard G golgothas dawn comes ever slow 1982 222214
ellsworth richard G romaunt of the rose A tapestry of poems by clinton F

larson 1983 23167
england eugene kinsman 19812144881981 214488
england eugene making the porch 1983 232180
evans david on belay 1961 3314
freeman john P march1986march 1986 26164
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freeman john P my great aunts cemetery 1986 26362
golightly max C miss helen 1961 328
gunter patricia E judah 1982 221106
guymon wayne an old woman clipping her nails 19721232781972 123278
hall randall L the bells of malvern 1987 27266
hall randall L the bier of autumn 1982 224466
hall randall L fire in winter 1982 221108
hall randall L gadfield elm chapel 1987 27212
hall randall L laman struggles towards morning 1990 303110
hall randall L my body all in stars 1983 23140
hall randall L poem for thomas morgan after attending a temple session

19892941361989 294136
hall randall L the river sidon 1990 303143
hall randall L saints and dancers 1983 232166
hall randall L seeds of fire 1987 27296
hall randall L A stirring to remembrance 1990 3038303888
hall randall L the taciturntacitumtacitus phylactery 1983 234460
hall randall L to see thy face 1979 194446
hall randall L white birds 1981 214490
hamblin laura AM revelation 1988282281988 28228
hamblin laura unto tarshish 1990 30232
harris john B the ambivalantsAmbivalants 1978 202150
harris john B just for a moment 1964 53168
harris john B review of clinton F larson the lord of experience 1968

82240
harris john sterling the age of wonders 1990 30458
harris john sterling alkali 1984 243337
harris john sterling benjamin 1984 242150
harris john sterling excavation 1987 27390
harrishamshaes john sterling grasshoppers 1984 243340
harris john sterling hay derrick 1974 142270
harris john sterling hotblood 1989 29369
harris john sterling lombardy poplars 1988 28328
harris john sterling rattler 1990 30457
harris john sterling reversion 1985 25366
harris john sterling tag LDID 1965 62100
harris john sterling tracks 1984 243338
harris john sterling the world of men 1990 30420
hart edward L depletion 1981 214440
hart edward L the gentle way music by robert cundick 1970 102200
hart edward L home and office 19198282 224440
hart edward L japanese and english poetry some similarities and differences

1968 9117
hart edward L ode to isis 1986 264106
hart edward L on listening to jorge luis borges 1973 132135
hart edward L the transformations of love 1982 224467
hart edward L unconquerable 1989 292128
hart edward L the wasatch 1988 281131
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hart edward L when all has been given 1961 3254
hart edward L review of carol lynn pearson beginnings 1968 83346
hatch orrin G silver fish 1983 232198
hawkins lisa bolin from an english major teaching law 1987 2732731010

hein piet grooksbrooksGrooks 1970 11132
hill douglas the sun jewels 1959 2142
holbrook leona the comet 1977 18199
howe allie resurrection 1982 222212
howe allie times of refreshing 1820 1980 204350
howe susan elizabeth night jogging in the city 1991 31330
howe susan elizabeth the paleontologist with an ear infection 1989

29230
hume martha haskins the awakening and solstice 1968 82126
hume martha haskins grief 1971 112148
hume martha haskins rorschach blot 1961 3214
hunt mildred T fire 19721232611972 123261
hunter donnell stranger 1983 232179
hunter donnell welcome stranger 1990 30454
jackson fleda brown the route we take 1989 29328
johns cameron interim 1959 1158
jones alonzo H deliverance 1990 3046
jones helen walker accountable emily 1982 22146
jones helen walker desert woman 1983 232182
jorgensen bruce W thinking of the end in fire 1985 2516
keller karl manti temple 1959 2154
kimball edward L ed spencer W kimball and poetry 1985 254161254161

kimball spencer W As we came 1985 254166
kimball spencer W berlin 1985 25154
kimball spencer W dachaucachauDachau 1985 254163
kimball spencer W his work all done 1985 254164
kimball spencer W im home again 1985 254165
kimball spencer W when I1 look back 1985 254162
king arthur henry anthropomorphic but not mythical 1974 142227
king arthur henry before a journey 1987 272106
king arthur henry death Is the frame of love 1988 282128
king arthur henry entitlement 1985 25448
king arthur henry isis egypt bound 1986 26466
king arthur henry Is it the tree 1974 142230
king arthur henry nature and the bourgeois poet 1986 26380
king arthur henry president kimball at mestre 19198585 254160
king arthur henry snowdropsSnowdrops at ditchley park 1987 272118
king arthur henry they seek a country 1974 142232142232
krysl M they say caesar 1960 3156
larsen lance E 5 november 1985 300 AM 1985 254176
larsen lance E passing the sacrament at eastgate nursing home 1987

27454
larsen lance E waking to an empty house 1988 28216
larson clinton F alpha and omega at the end 1986 263109
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larson clinton F autumnal 1974 142156
larson clinton F bronze rubbing 1982 224454
larson clinton F camp floyd centennial 1967 8172
larson clinton F the civil war poems 1988 28457
larson clinton F columbia river 1977 172154
larson clinton F the coming of winter 1974 142154
larson clinton F creator 1983 234494
larson clinton F crematorium 1961 3274
larson clinton F deputysDeputys report 1974 142154
larson clinton F the egyptian poems 19819866 2642126421

larson clinton F an english graveyard 1964 6140
larson clinton F leaving sunday school 1982 222226
larson clinton F lincoln 1988 28229
larson clinton F nauvoo 1991 312180
larson clinton F nuclear winter 1985 25199
larson clinton F poems 1974 142154
larson clinton F the prophet 1985 25458
larson clinton F request 1983 234495
larson clinton F romaunt de la rose A tapestry 1983 23168
larson clinton F rue the scholar 1981 214462
larson clinton F the twentieth maine regiment at gettysburg 1990

30170
larson clinton F the unified field 1986 263108
larson clinton F waiting for a soldier 1917 1986 261130
larson clinton F war veteran at a clinic 1981 213378
larson clinton F trans theoremestheoremsTheoremes spiritualsspirituels poems by jean de la

ceppedecoppedeCeppede 1962 43218
liu timothy bittersweet 1987 274128
liu timothy her body 1987273501987 27350
liu timothy nanking 1989293481989 29348
lund thelma J mountain parable 1961 3222
lyon thomas edgar publishing a book of mormon poetry the harp ofofzionzion

1987 27185
mackey lynda jerusalem garrison 34 AD 1979 20168
malan ronald PF the plan 1974 143360
marshall jean S museum piece 1974 1514151411

marshall jean S romanesque 1974 15142
memmott roger L the neophyte 1975 153348
mikkelsen karen phoenix 1981 213290
mikkelsen karen A prayer for faith 1981 212182121888
moloney karen marguerite jonahsnahsjonassJo morning song 1979 201122
moloney karen marguerite A milesian tel in southern california A poem

series 1983 234417
moloney karen marguerite the stewards 1983 231120
moon harold kay conventional musings 1991 31282
moon harold kay peace be still 1985 251166
morrell jeannette along the old utah highway 91 1968 9154
morrell jeannette the fifth princess 1966 72116
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morrell jeannette mouse in a furrow 1964 5286
muhlestein jani sue constitution ben franklin 1987 273218
naomiruthnaomi ruth innocence 1967 8122
naomiruthnaomi ruth reality 1970 104452
naylor elaine ellsworth moses of michelangelo 1984 242207
nielsen veneta review of marilyn mcmeen miller rainlowersrainflowersRainlowensflowerslowers 19691011301969 101130
nielsen veneta review of may swenson monokonohonokonographsiconographsiconographymonographsgraphs 1970 111107
norris leslie islands of peace 1985 25128
partridge dixie imprint fragment from a childhood 1987 273118
partridge dixie ritual rising 1989 294114
peterson naomiruthnaomi ruth innocence 1967 8122
peterson naomiruthnaomi ruth reality 1970 104452

rees robert A the dancing beggar of london 1983 234496
rees robert A in st pauls cathedral 1982 22184
revius jacobus he bore our anguish 1974 151103
ridenhour ted sunday morning in march 1972 123291123291

robertson glen E an interview 1967 815
robertson glen E the squirrel 1966 73188
roghaar brad L couplets for an only son 1990 30456
rutter michael tent flaps 1981 21168
saderup dian one of the martin company 1980 204348
scott robert N jesus christ the son of god extract 1969 92175
shands michael F roland you idiot 1970 104478
sharp loretta M breathingsBreathings 1984 243372
sharp loretta M handwork for the lady of tatters 1988 2815128151

sharp loretta M utah valley metaphors 1984 242208
sharp loretta M walking provo canyon 1986 26138
sharp loretta M wintering 1985 25354
sheffield linda madsen A letter from phoebe carter woodruff to mama

19791922001979 192200
short clarice review of john sterling harris and L douglas hill barbed wire

poetry and photographs of the west 1976 162293
sillitoe linda letter to a four year old daughter 1976 162234
sillitoe linda the old philosopher 1977 172222
smith dennis emulsion 1980 202198
smith dennis glass blossom 1985 251112
smith dennis higher up 1970 104422
smith dennis the mantle 1972 123303
smith dennis strawberry canal 1980 203252
southwell charis reformation 1966 73229
spears irene trans correspondences by charles baudelaire 1964 53154
st cyr genevieve the nightingale 1960 3164
st cyr genevieve pictorial 1959 2118
stevens A wilber child before fire 1959 1150
stires david the marriage of tamura and miiko 1959 118
taylor H darrel trans october by ramon jimenez 1961 4180
taylor sally T As he has spoken 1985 254146
taylor sally T between wars 1985 251140
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taylor sally T his name 1990 303109
taylor sally T the irrigation turn 1980 202206
taylor sally T the mark of the lamb 1985 25418
taylor sally T the miracles that didnt come 1986 26348
taylor sally T on the north side of the platte 1984 243274
taylor sally T the pioneer dulcimer 1979 193336
taylor sally T pioneers the lacemakerlace maker 1979 192250
taylor sally T pioneer stoicism 1981 214528
taylor sally T thou hast made my mountain to stand strong 1984

242236
taylor stephen 00. looking beyond the solstice 1974 142176
thomas winona F frontier 1961196iggi1 1961 3394
todd karen the face of the deep before dawn 1987 274122
todd karen imprints 1988 28264
todd karen in london on sunday 1989 293128
walker jim alberta wheat pool 19198686 261122
walker jim anniversary 1981 213342
walker jim caponscamonsCapons 1989 29464
walker jim fathers garden 1983 232196
walker jim laie nights 1987 273184
walker jim old man 19198484 24118
walker jim pearl ships 1985 25192
walker jim rocky mountain runoff 1983 232197
walker jim wisps 19198181 214416
white philip seed 1987 27438
whitley colleen apple trees in winter 1968 83273
whitley colleen arthur 1968 83274
whitley colleen the dying leaves 1968 83273
whitley colleen the genealogist 1968 83276
whitley colleen merlin 1968 83275
whitley colleen the scripture scholar 1968 83324
whitley colleen to robert welch 1968 83276
woodbury lael J A new mormon theatre 1969 10185
woodbury lael J A new mormon theatre 1975 16165
worsley klea evans ingratitude 1961 3249
wright carol lynn exorcism 1961 3334

political science and law
see also war and peace

agnew spiro T some answers to campus dissent 1969 94433
alexander thomas G review of edwin brown firmage and richard collin

mangrum zion in the courts A legal history of the church ofjesusof jesus
christ of latter day saints 1830 1900 1989 293124

alienallenailen james B J reuben clarkdarkmark jr views on american sovereignty and
international organization 1973 133347

allenalienailen james B personal faith and public policy some timely observations
on the league of nations controversy in utah 1973 14177
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alienallenailen james B views on american sovereignty and international organization
19731333471973 133347

alienallenailen james B when our enemies are also saints response to claudia W
harriss mormonscormonsMormons on the warfrontWarfront 1990 30421

alienallenailen william B review of richard vetterli and gary bryner in search of the
republic 1990 30189

anderson desmond L review ofofrcofrR joseph monsen jr and mark W cannon
the makers ofpublicof publicbublic policy american power groups and their ideologies
1966732311966 73231

andrus hyrum L joseph smith and world government 1960 11711171

andrus hyrum L the second american revolution era of preparation
195921711959 2171

ault wayne et al student impact on the 1970 utah nominating conventions
19721221631972 122163

bernhard john T government in america master or servant 1968
83294

bernhard john T what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect
to the constitution 1962 4215142151

bialer seweryn the current revolution in russia 1990 3025
blakesley christopher L terrorism and the constitution 1987 273197
bohac rodney D review of alexander solzhenitsyn gulaggulab archipelago 1918

1956 an experiment in literary investigation bertram D wolfe three
who made a revolution donald W treadgold twentieth century russia
louis fischer the life ofleninof leuinlenin M K dziewanowski A history ofsovietof sovietsaviet
russia nicholas riasanovsky A history of russia nina tumarkin lenin
lives the lenin cult in soviet russia robert C tucker stalin as
revolutionary 1879 1929 A study in history and personality 1879 1929
roy medvedev let history judge the origins and consequences of
stalinism and W bruce lincoln the romanovsRomanoromanovavs autocrats of all the
russiasdussias 1985 251175

bradford M E the best constitution in existence the influence of the british
example on the framers of our fundamental law 1987 2735273511

browning gary L american and russian perceptions of freedom and
security 1985 251115

browning gary L review of david K shipler russia broken idols solemn
dreams elizabeth pond from the yaroslavsky station russia perceived
hedrick smith the russians james cracraft ed the soviet union
today an interpretive guide and robert G kaiser russia the people
and the power 1985 251178

burger warren E the role of the lawyer in modem society 1976
164501

burke lee H J reuben markdarkclark jr under secretary of state 1973 133396
bushman richard L what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with

respect to the constitution 1962 42158
cannon donald Q review of ray cole hillam ed by the hands of wise men

essays on the US constitution 1980 202219
cannon kenneth L 11II A strange encounter the english courts and mormon

polygamy 1982 22173
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cannon mark W the crusades against the masons catholics and mormonscormonsMormons
separate waves of a common current 1961 3223

cannon mark W what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect
to the constitution 1962 42157

christiansen john R et al student protests A threat and an appeal 1969
94421

davies J kenneth growing union power A subject revisited 1966
73193

davies J kenneth reaganomics and the supply side A rationale 1982
224425

durham G homer john jay and the judicial power 1976 163349
durham reed C jr the election day battle at gallatin 1972 1313613136
fairbank john K the peoples republic communist or chinese 19711971

12123
farnsworth lee W china and japan an analysis of conflict 1965 63139
farnsworth lee W the rift widens sino soviet competition in the under-

developed areas 1966 72129
firmage edwin brown et al J reuben clarkdarkmark jr law and international

order 1973 133273
flammerrammermammer philip M communist propaganda in south vietnam 1973 132206
friedman milton the fragility of freedom 1976 16451645616 1

frietzsche arthur H the impact of applied science upon the utopian ideal
1961 3335

grey alan H et al A geographic view of the sino soviet dispute 1966
72103

hafen bruce C bicentennial reflections on the media and the first amend-
ment 1987 273171

hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon gentile
conflict 1960 22241

hickman martin B the constitution and the great fundamentals 1973
133255

hickman martin B et al J reuben clarkdark jr political isolationism revisited
19731334261973 133426

hillam ray cole key issues in the development of the sino soviet dispute
196672951966 7295

hillam ray cole the postwar appeal of communism in malaya vietnam and
the philippines 1965 63153

hillam ray cole et al panel discussion on J reuben clarkdarkoark jr november 21
1972 1973 133373

hilsman roger american foreign policy focus on asia 1971 1219
hyer paul V cultural implications of the sino soviet conflict 1966

72109
hyer paul V politics and religion on chinascainas mongolian frontier 1965

63163
jones sidney L economic policy national institutional and individual

issues 1970 11113
kimball william clayton review of A lee fritschler smoking and politics

policymaking in the federal bureaucracy 1970 104493
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king robert R religion and communism in the soviet union and eastern
europe 1975 153323

lee chong sik north korea between dogmatism and revisionism 1971

12139
luce W ray review of dolores haydenhayden seven american utopias the architec-

ture of communitarian socialism 1978 184518458989
lythgoe dennis L the 1968 presidential decline of george romney

mormonism or politics 1971 113219
mcaffee thomas B constitutional interpretation and the american tradition

of individual rights 1987 273139
mcaffee thomas B perspectives on the constitution origins development

philosophy and contemporary applications 1987 2733
mckay quinn G what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect

to the constitution 1962 42164
madsen gordon A joseph smiths 1826 trial the legal setting 1990

30291
malik charles H the struggle for peace 1968 84396
mangrum R collin mormonism philosophical liberalism and the constitution

1987 273119
mangum garth L what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with respect

to the constitution 1962 42172
melville J keith brigham young on politics and priesthood 1970 104488
melville J keith brigham youngs ideal society the kingdom of god

1962 513
melville J keith colonel thomas L kane on mormon politics 1971

121123
melville J keith joseph smith the constitution and individual liberties

1988 28265
melville J keith the reflections of brigham young on the nature of man and

the state 1962 43255
melville J keith theory and practice of church and state during the brigham

young era 1960 3133
monson diane the strategy of conflict joseph stalin and mao tse tung

1966 72117
mulvay jill C eliza R snow and the woman question 1976 162250
nibley hugh W beyond politics 1974 1513
oaks dallin H ethics morality and professional responsibility 1976

164507
parkin max H mormon political involvement in ohio 1969 94484
perkins van L the war making power congress vs the president 1961

4125
reynolds noel B the doctrine of an inspired constitution 1976

163315
reynolds noel B the political dimension in nephis small plates 1987

27415
riggs robert E the united nations as a policy instrument 1960 22149
riggs robert E review of frank W fox J reuben clarkdark jr the public years

1982 221113
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riggs robert E review of hyrum L andrus joseph smith and world govern-
ment 1959 11711111

romney marion G the political thought of president clarkdark 1973
133245

shipps jan review of J keith melville conflict and compromise the mor
mons in mid nineteenth century american politics 1976 162301

taylor stan A J reuben clarkdarkmark jr and the united nations 1973 133415
taylor stan A power in washington congress versus the white house

1973 1413
taylor stan A et al image and generation A social psychological analysis

of the sino soviet dispute 1966 72143
taylor weldon J A new emphasis for the american dream 1962 43269
tobler douglas F the past has made the present tense the influence of

russian history on the contemporary soviet union 1985 252511011 101loi
tullis F lamond mormonism and revolution in latin america 1976

162235
tullis F lamond politics and society anglo american mormonscormons in a

revolutionary land 1973 132126
vetterli richard et al public virtue and the roots of american government

1987 27329
wardle lynn D the constitution as covenant 1987 27311
wilkins richard G one moment please private devotion in the public

schools 1987 273185
williams J D the summer of 17178787 getting a constitution 19198787 27367
wirthlin richard B the impact of inflation on the developing economy

the brazilian case 1965 6273
wirthlin richard B what Is the proper role of the latter day saint with

respect to the constitution 1962 42168
wood robert S et al J reuben clarkdarkoark jr and the american approach to

foreign policy 1973 133441

psychology
see also sociology and behavior

bergin allenalienailen E bringing the restoration to the academic world clinical
psychology as a test case 1979 194449

bergin alienallenailen E toward a theory of human agency 1975 161165
bradford mary L review of joyce eliason fresh meat I1 warm weather 1976

163432
britsch R lanier review of david E stannard shrinking history on freud

and the failure ofpsychohistoryofpsychohistoryPsychohistory 1983 232248
brown victor L jr healing problems of intimacy by clients use of gospel

based values and role definitions 1986 2615
brown victor L jr response to malony 1986 26137
christensen harold T the new morality research bases for decision in

todays world 1967 8123
clinedinemineminc victor B review ofofrollorollo may psychology and the human dilemma

1967 8198
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decoo wilfried mormonism in a european catholic region A contribution to
the social psychology ofofldsoflasLDS converts 1984 2416124161

dyer elaine D et al increasing the quality of patient care through perfor-
mance counseling and written goal setting 1975 16193

malony H newton facilitating intimacy the process and the product
A response to victor L brown jr 1986 2613126131

markova ivana comment on C terry warners what we are 1986
26165

sorensen A D the shotgun marriage of psychological therapy and the
gospel of repentance 1981 213291

tullis F lamond reopening the mexican mission in 1901 1982
224441

wamerwarner C terry response to markova 1986 26169
wamerwarner C terry what we are 1986261391986 26139
wood jodine J review of R lanier britsch and terrance D olson counseling

A guide to helping others 1986 261131261131

science

alienallenailen A lester science and theology A search for the uncommon denomi-
nator 1989 29371

athay R grant and god said let there be lights in the firmament of the
heaven 1990 30439

burton robert P et al some thoughts on higher dimensional realms
19802032811980 203281

bushman jess R huttonssuttonsHuttons uniformitarianism 1983 23141
christensen james J calorimetry and metal binding in biology 1970

104391
donaldson david M p lysin 1975 1615
evenson william E review of wilford M hess raymond T matheny and

donluconlu D thayer vol 2 eds science and religion toward a more
useful dialogue vols 1 and 2 1980 203313

farmer james L biological effects of nuclear war 1985 25193
frietzsche arthur H the impact of applied science upon the utopian ideal

iggi196133351961 3335
gardner john H review of henry eyring the faith of a scientist 1968

84468
hall H tracy polymorphism and high pressure 19196464 5313531399
hall H tracy sintered diamonds 1975 16143
izatt reed M metal binding in biology 1970 104404
johnson hollis R civilizations out in space 1970 1113
jones daniel J leonardo da vinci pioneer geologist 1962 42119
mcdonald james B statistical distributions how deviant can they be

1988 28183
mcnamara D H the origin structure and evolution of the stars 1967

817
ott J bevan its just a phase youre going through 1988 28427
rasband S neil black holes some facts and fancies 1976 163341
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robinson donald W from pebbles to commutatorsCommutators 1975 161107
sherlock richard review of neal gillespie charles darwin and the problem of

creationclarioncreatlon 1982 221119
smoot L douglas whats burning at BYU the role of combustion and our

work to understand it 1986 26385
stratton clifford J the xanthinesXanthines coffee cola cocoa and tea 1980

204371
tanner vasco M charles darwin after one hundred years 1959

2143
wittwer sylvan H food production people and the future 1976

164641

short stories
see also drama and dancing literature and film poetry

ballif arta boy on a bus 1962 42137
bell elouise review of donald R marshall the rummage sale 1974

151121
bell elouise review of neal chandler benediction A book of stories 1990

30488
bradford mary L review of douglas H thayer mr wahlquist in yellowstone

and other stories 1990 30192
cracroft richard H love at home and peace abroad A breakfast conversa-

tion between frieda and craig 1985 251159
cronin gloria L the magic and mundanity eileen kumps bread and milk

and other stories 1984 242163
davidson karen lynn review of eileen gibbons kump bread and milk and

other stories 1981 213379
england eugene review ofoflevilevi S peterson the canyons of grace 1983

231121
england karin anderson review of linda sillitoe windows on the sea and

other stories 1991 31382
geddes david D the sheriff of powder river 1964 5295
hart patricia at the heart of the labyrinth 1981 213373
kump eileen gibbons mission widow 1985 25217
kump eileen gibbons salt water sunday 1960 3121

kump eileen gibbons saysogayso or sense 1974 142263
marshall donald R christmas snows christmas winds 1974 15165
marshall donald R serenade 1977 172176
mortensen pauline rat reunion summer 1988 28419
mortensen pauline the window effect 1983 234461
myer marie L uncle heber kissed me 1973 132202
packard dennis jay the beginning of wisdom 1984 24153
robinson howard the birthday evening 1976 163362
thayer douglas H his wonders to perform 1965 626210110 1

thayer douglas H the rabbit hunt 1969 92198
thayer douglas H zarahemlaZarahemla 19741421791974 142179
thomas winona F broken ice 1962 43235
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smith joseph see joseph smith

sociology and behavior
see also psychology

albrecht stan L the consequential dimension of mormon religiosity
1989292571989 29257

alston jon P A response to bahr and forste 1986 261123
appleton marianne et al reading habits of church active LDS women

1985253471985 25347
arrington leonard J mormonism views from without and within 1974

142140
bahr howard M the declining distinctiveness of utahs working women

19791945251979 194525
bahr howard M et al reply to alston 1986 261127
bahr howard M et al toward a social science of contemporary

mormondom 1986261731986 26173
barton betty L mormon poor relief A social welfare interlude 1977

18166
britsch todd A review of james A warnerwamer and styne M slade the mormon

way 1976 171121
broderick earlfredcarlfredCarl fred review of stephen R covey and truman G madsen

marriage and family gospel insights 19198585 253125
buchanan frederick S the ebb and flow of mormonism in scotland 1840

1900 1987 27227
derrdendew C brooklyn managing conflict in the restored church 1972

123279
dyer william G congruence and control 1975 16112
empey lamar T review of thomas F odea the mormonscormons 1959 1169
fife austin E folk elements in the formation of the mormon personality

19592111959 211
flinders neil J review of william G dyer the sensitive manipulator 1973

134587
gardner john H review of howard M bahr bruce A chadwick and darwin L

thomas eds population resources and the future non malthusian
perspective 1973 134594

gassman byron religious attitudes in the world of humphry clinker 1965
6265

grandstaff mark R et al the social origins of the kirtland mormonscormonsMormons
1990 30247

green arnold H A survey of LDS proselyting efforts to the jewish people
1968844271968 84427

hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormonmonnon gentile
conflict 1960222411960 22241

harrison J A review of spencer J palmer ed and comp korean american
relations vol 2 1964 52129

heaton tim B et al the making of british saints in historical perspective
1987 272119
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hughes J R T review of leonard J arlingtonarrington feramorz Y fox and dean L
may building the city of god community and cooperation among the
mormonscormons 1977 172246

israelsen L dwight an economic analysis of the united order 1978
184536

jackson richard H the mormon village genesis and antecedents of the city
ofofzionzion plan 1977 172223

jones sidney L economic policy national institutional and individual
issues 1970 11113

kimball stanley B mormon culture A letter to the editor 1964 52125
kunz phillip R et al does family size affect academic achievement

19781845291978 184529
markova ivana comment on C terry warners what we are 1986261651986 26165
maxwell neal A some thoughts on the gospel and the behavioral sciences

19761645891976 164589
mehr kahlilekahlineKahlile review of jessie L embry mormon polygamous families life in

the principrinclprincipleple 1988 283117
moench louis G review of graham B blaine jr youth and the hazards of

affluence the high school and college years 1966 73248
olsen steven L review of lawrence foster religion and sexuality three

american communal experiments of the nineteenth century and louis
kemankern an ordered love sex roles and sexuality in victorian utopias
the shakers the mormonscormonsMormons and the oneida community 1982 221109

palmer spencer J review of robert S ellwood jr alternative altars uncon-
ventionalventional and eastern spirituality in america 1981 212250

porter blaine R american teenagersteen agers of the 1960s our despair or hope
1975161481975 16148

pratte paul alfred review of george hueu sanford kanahele ku kanaka
stand tall A search for hawaiian values 19198686 263125

rasmussen dennis review of robert M seltzer jewish people jewish
thought the jewish experience in history 1982 221125

riggs robert E review of lee W farnsworth and richard B gray eds
security in a world of change 1970 104491104491

rockwood fred W et al review of spencer J palmer ed studies in asian
genealogy 1972 13131110illoilio1110

rohde norma review ofofneilorneilneilnellneli J flinders leadership and human relations
1970 104498

smart lyman review of william mulder and A russell mortensen among the
mormonscormons 1959 1173

smith robert J review of quinn G mckay and william A tillman money
matters in your marriage 1971 121140

smith virgil B ideals of mormonscormons and gentiles in utah and other states
19701044251970 104425

smith wilford E some positive functions of war 1969 10143
stott gerald effects of college education on the religious involvement of

latter day saints 1984 24143
swinyard william R et al moral choices and their outcomes 1990

30217
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thomas madison H the influence of traditional british social patterns on
LDS church growth in southwest britain 1987 272107

walker ronald W brigham young on the social order 1988 28337
wamerwarner C terry response to markova 1986 26169
warnerwamer C terry what we are 1986261391986 26139
waterstradt jean anne making the world a home the family portrait in

drama 1979 194501
wimmer larry T the silver connection A review of how to prepareorprepareforPrepare foror the

coming crash 1974 143319
yam david H jr review of william J whalen the latter day saints in the

modern day world 1964 53247
yorgason laurence M preview on a study of the social and geographical

origins of early mormon converts 1830 1845 1970 103279

temple
see also book of mormon doctrine and covenants LDS religion and

doctrine pearl of great price

arringtonarlington joseph earl william weeks architect of the nauvoo temple
19791933371979 193337

brown lisle G the sacred departments for temple work in nauvoo
the assembly room and the council chamber 1979 193361193361

cook lyndon W the apostle peter and the kirtland temple 1975

154550
green jon D review of laurel B andrew the early temples of the mormonscormons

19791934221979 193422
matthews robert J adam ondi ahman 1972 13127
nibley hugh W the early christian prayer circle 19781978 1914119141

ostler blake thomas clothed upon A unique aspect of christian antiquity
1982221311982 22131

petersen lauritz G the kirtland temple 1972 124400
quinn D michael latter day saint prayer circles 1978 19179
vonvonwellnitzwellnitz marcus the catholic liturgy and the mormonmonnon temple 19811981

2113

utah history
see also biography brigham young historical documents history in

general history of the church

alexander thomas G review of A J simmonds the gentile comes to cache
valley A study of the logan apostasiesApostasies of 1874 and the establishment of
non mormon churches in cache valley 1873 1913 1977 172252

alexander thomas G review of raymond W taylor and samuel W taylor
uranium fever or no talk under 1 million 1970 111114

allenalienailen james B personal faith and public policy some timely observations
on the league of nations controversy in utah 1973 14177

allenalienailen james B ed A letter from brigham young and daniel H wells 1857

19711133041971 113304
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arringtonarlington leonard J review of ward J roylance utah A guide to the state
1982 224502

ault wayne et al student impact on the 1970 utah nominating conventions
19721221631972 122163

bahr howard M the declining distinctiveness of utahs working women
19791945251979 194525

bennion sherilyn cox lula greene richards utahs first woman editor
1981 212155

berge dale L lower goshen archaeology of a mormon pioneer town
1990 30267

bitton davis N L nelson and the mormon point of view 1973 132157
campbell eugene E review ofofebofedE B long the saints and the union utah

territory during the civil war 1982 224500
campbell eugene E review of elizabeth wood kane twelve mormon homes

visited in succession on a journey through utah to arizona 1975
154543

campbell eugene E review of 0 N malmquist the first 100 years A history
of the salt lake tribune 1871 1971 1971 121142

coates lawrence G brigham young and mormon indian policies the
formative period 1836 1851 1978 183428

crawley peter L the constitution of the state ofofdeseretdeseret 1989 2947
dees harry C george W bean early mormon explorer 1972 122147
geary edward A review of gary B peterson and lowell C bennion sanpete

scenes A guide to utahs heart 1988 282116
godfrey kenneth W review ofofwofaW earl merrill one hundred steps down

mesas past 1973 134513459797
grandstaff mark R review of samuel W taylor and raymond W taylor the

john taylor papers records of the last utah pioneer vol 1 1836 1877
the apostle and vol 2 1877 1887 the president 1986 263120

groberg joseph H the mormon disfranchisementsDisfranchisements of 1882 to 1892 1976
163399

hansen george H review of utah geological survey new geologic map of
utah 1964 5325532511

hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon gentile
conflict 1960 2224222411

larson gustive 00. federal government efforts to americanize utah before
admission to statehood 1970 102218

larson gustive 00. uintah dream the ute treaty spanish fork 1865
19741433611974 143361

lyon thomas edgar review of gustive 0 larson the americanization of
utahutahforjorfor statehood 1971 121138

may dean L review of J kenneth davies despretsdeseretsDeserets sons of toil A history of
the worker movements in territorial utah 1852 1896 1978 184598

melville J keith review of william L roper and leonard J arrington william
spry man of firmness governor of utah 1972 123325

mulvay jill C eliza R snow and the woman question 1976 162250
pedersen lyman C jr fort douglas and the soldiers of the wasatch A final

salute 1968 84449
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poll richard D the legislative antipolygamy campaign 1986 264107
poll richard D review of harold D langley ed to utah with the dragoons and

glimpses ollifeoflifeof lipelife in arizona and california 1858 1859 1976 162295
poll richard D review of leonard J arrington beet sugar in the west

A history of the utah idaho sugar company 1891 1966 1967 81106
poll richard D review of leonard J arrington great basin kingdom

an economic history of the latter day saints 1930 1900 1960 3165
quinn D michael the flag of the kingdom of god 1973 141105
rich russell R review of gustive 0 larson outline of history of utah and the

mormonscormons 1959 21106
scamehom lee review of leonard J arrington david eccles pioneer western

industrialist 197619761916 171119
stem madeleine B A rocky mountain book store savage and ottinger of

utah 1969 92144
strebel george L review of thomas E cheney austin fife and juanita brooks

edsloreedeloreeds lore of faith and folly 1973 141126
walker ronald W toward a reconstruction of mormon and indian relations

1847 1877 1989 29423
wamerwarner ted J B H roberts on a non mormon topic an exercise in

historiography 1976 163409

war and peace
see also history in general political science and law

allenalienailen james B when our enemies are also saints response to claudia W
harriss mormonscormonsMormons on the warfrontWarfront 1990304211990 30421

anderson desmond L meeting the challenges of the latter day saints in
vietnam 1970 102186

beecher dale F rey L pratt and the mexican mission 1975 153293
blair alma the hauns mill massacre 1972 13162
campbell douglas nuclear war and computer generated nuclear alerts

1985 25177
durham reed C jr the election day battle at gallatin 1972 13136
england eugene fasting and food not weapons A mormonmonnon response to

conflict 1985 251141
england eugene review of hugh nibley since cumorah approaching zion

and warfare and the book of monmormonmonnonnon in warfare in the book of
mormon 1990 304104

evenson william E review of freeman dyson weapons and hope 1985
and leon wieseltier nuclear war nuclear peace 19198585 251182

farmerfanner james L biological effects of nuclear war 1985 25193
farnsworth lee W china and japan an analysis of conflict 1965 63139
farnsworth lee W the rift widens sino soviet competition in the under-

developed areas 1966 72129
firmage edwin brown violence and the gospel the teachings of the old

testament the new testament and the book of mormon 1985 2513125131

firmage edwin brown et al J reuben clarkdarkmark jr law and international order
1973 133273
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flammer philip M communist propaganda in south vietnam 1973
132206

grey alan H et al A geographic view of the sino soviet dispute 1966
72103

harris claudia W mormonscormonsMormons on the warfrontWarfront the protestant mormonsmonnonsmormans and
catholic mormonscormons of northern ireland 1990 3047

hildreth steven A the first presidency statement on MX in perspective
1982 222215

hillam ray cole the gadiantonGadianton robbers and protracted war 1975
152215

hillam ray cole key issues in the development of the sino soviet dispute
1966 7295

hillam ray cole what guns bombs and lives have not purchased
the frustration of vietnam 1967 8147

hillam ray cole review of gordon C thomasson ed war conscription
conscience and mormonism 1971 121131121131

hillam ray cole et al mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons and foreign policy 1985 25157
hollist W ladd war peace and arms control A review essay 1985

251167
hyer paul V cultural implications of the sino soviet conflict 1966

72109
ludlow daniel H israel in conflict 1969 92119
malik charles H the struggle for peace 1968 84396
monson diane the strategy of conflict joseph stalin and mao tse tung

1966 72117
perkins van L the war making power congress vs the president 1961

4125
poll richard D america and the rational road to peace 1961 333
smith wilford E some positive functions of war 1969 10143
taylor stan A et al image and generation A social psychological analysis

of the sino soviet dispute 1966 72143

women
see also biography brigham young historical documents history in

general history of the church joseph smith kirtland period missouri
period nauvoo period new york period utah history

alexander thomas G review of agnes reid letters of long ago 1978 and
S george ellsworth dear ellen two mormon women and their letters
19751533751975 153375

alienallenailen james B et al provoking the brethren to good works susa young
gates the relief society and genealogy 1991 312115

appleton marianne et al reading habits of church active LDS women
1985 25347

arrington leonard J mormon women in nineteenth century britain 1987
27167

arrington leonard J persons for all seasons women in mormon history
1979 20139
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avery valeen tippetts et al lewis C bidamon stepchild of mormondom
19791933751979 193375

beecher maureen ursenbach all things move in order in the city the
nauvoo diary ofofzinaorzinazina diantha huntington jacobs 1979 193285

beecher maureen ursenbach ededelizaelizaellzaeilza R snows nauvoo journal 1975
154391

beecher maureen ursenbach poetry and the private lives newspaper verse
on the mormon frontier 1985 25355

beecher maureen ursenbach under the sunbonnetsSunbonnets mormon women with
faces 1976 164471164471

beecher maureen ursenbach review ofoflevilevi S peterson juanita brooks
mormon woman historian 1989 294123

beecher maureen ursenbach et al emma and eliza and the stairs 1982
22187

bell elouise the implications of feminism for BYU 1976 164527
bell elouise review of melissa menillmerrillmen illiiilii pseudpseudo polygamists wife the true

story of one womanscomans struggle with modern day polygamy 1976
163435

bringhurst newell G review ofoflevilevi S peterson juanita brooks mormon
woman historian 1989 294117

cracroft richard H review of kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey and
jill mulvay derr eds womens voices an untold history of the latter
day saints 1830 1900 1983 232241

derr jill mulvay womanscomansWomans place in brigham youngs world 1978
183377

embry jessie L review of A womanscomans choices the relief society legacy
lectures 1986 26296

esplin ronald K life in nauvoo june 1844 vilate kimballsKimballs martyrdom
letters 1979 192231

harris john B review of annie clark tanner A mormon mother an autobiog-
raphy 1974 143396

jessee dean C brigham youngs family the wilderness years 1979
194474

launius roger D review of kenneth L holmes ed and comp covered
wagon women diaries and lettersfromletterstromletters from the western trails 1840 1890
vol 1118401840 1849 1986 26294

madsen carol cornwall emmeline B wells am I1 not a woman and a

sister 1982 222161
midgley louis C review ofoflevilevi S peterson juanita brooks mormon woman

historian 1989 294127
mulvay jill C eliza R snow and the woman question 1976 162250
newell linda king et al sweet counsel and seas of tribulation the reli-

gious life of the women in kirtland 1980 202151202151

pearson carol lynn nine children were bomborn A historical problem from
the sugar creek episode 1981 214441

peterson esther eggertsen roots and wings 1988 2845
richards mary stovall review of janet peterson and larene gaunt elect ladies

1991 311103
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smith ida et al review of carol cornwall madsen and susan staker oman
sisters and little saints one hundred years of primaryprimarprimany 1981 212245

Surnsumsionsionslon sondra review of mary lythgoe bradford mormon women speak
1984 241111

williams camille S review of mary lythgoe bradford mormon women speak
19842411141984 241114

youngreen buddy joseph and emma A slide film presentation 1974
142199

young brigham see brigham young
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abbott walter M and joseph gallagher eds the documents of vatican II11

reviewed by horsley A burt 1966 73246
alienallenailen james B trials of Discipleship the story of william clayton a mormon

reviewed by hardy B cannon 1988 283110
alienallenailen james B and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints

reviewed by ellsworth S george 1977 172241
allenalienailen james B and thomas B alexander manchester cormonsmormonsMormons the journal

of william clayton reviewed by mulder william 1976 162290
alienallenailen joseph L exploring the lands of the book of mormon reviewed by

palmer david A 1990 303136
anderson paris waitingwaltingwaitingforjorfor the flash reviewed by farmer gladys C 1990

302116
anderson richard lloyd joseph smiths new england heritage reviewed by

cannon donald Q 1972 123327
anderson richard lloyd understanding paul reviewed by jackson kent P

1984 242239
anderson rodger I1 joseph smiths new york reputation reexamined reviewed

by hill marvin S 1990 30470
andrew laurel B the early temples of the mormonscormonsMormons reviewed by green jon D

19791934221979 193422
andrus hyrum L doctrinal commentary on the pearl of great price reviewed

by rasmussen ellis T 1968 991111gilli1111illiiiii
andrus hyrum L god man and the universe reviewed by matthews robert J

19691011271969 101127
andrus hyrum L joseph smith and world government reviewed by riggs

robert E 1959 11711171

anonymous A comanswomans choices the relief society legacy lectures reviewed
by embry jessie L 1986 26296

arringtonarlington leonard J beet sugar in the west A history of the utah idaho sugar
company 1891 1966 reviewed by poll richard D 1967 81106

arrington leonard J charles C rich mormon general and western frontiers-
man reviewed by paul rodman W 1975 154537

arrington leonard J david eccles pioneer western industrialist reviewed by
scamehorn lee 1976 171119

arrington leonard J ed with thomas G alexander donald Q cannon
richard H cracroft and neal A lambert voicesvoicesfromtromfrom the past diaries
journals and autobiographies reviewed by grandstaff mark R 1983

234502
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arrington leonard J feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city of
god community and cooperation among the cormonsmormonsMormons reviewed by
hughes J R T 1977 172246
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144447 48 first LDS missionaries in hong kong
chase eli in nauvoo 31137 102161 72
chase willard 103295 97 historical relationconflictrelation conflict with japan

on joseph smith and the gold plates 63141 4214842 148 52
244478 79481 historical relation with major powers

chasles philaretephilar6tePhilarete scholar interested in 63140 147 151 52
mormonism 142164 65 map 72158

chateaubriandChateaubriand precursor of romanticism and mongolian frontier 63163 69
disliked shakespeare 82154 nationalism 631445314414763144147147

chatterton thomas chaucer manuscripts reception of communism 63154 56
27140 41 relations with united states 84397

chaucer geoffrey 43209 17 27141 401
cheatham thomas difference between threat of communism 4126 35 37

british and american language chin dynasty 63130 31

usage 2725 chinese communist party 12134
chakovchekov anton 234496 see also chinese historiography 312144

literature chinese language
chemistry 28427 54 translating book of mormonmonnon into

and entropy 28446 51 102175 85
and mathematics 28443 translating mormon thought into
and thermodynamics 2844128441434643 46 102173 85
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chinese people mormonism 15175
self sufficiency 12128 practical 29135
tradition of the ruling class 12128 31 primitive godhead 173291

chinese revolution 12126 28 protestant artists 324
choe yong gon as head of state 12144 and rabbinic judaism 213347 48
choices and outcomes 30217 31 relationship with mormon art 325 7
chong sik lee importance of national christian primitivism 93353 54

self interest 1215 christians 92211 222 23 229 94450
chou dynasty 63124 25 129 31 51

chouchouenchhouenen laiiallai72lll72111 129 137 38 in iceland 92212 13

signaled restoring friendship between in israel 9212692126133135133 135
china and korea 12153 christian science and mark twain

christ see jesus christ 112128 30
christensen C C A 164585 christian theology natural law book

began painting 234401 review 101118 20
began writing 234401 christmas
converted to mormonism 234401 dating the birth of jesus 223376 78
immigrated 234401 fiction 15165
picture of nauvoo temple 184591 poems 224483 86
portrait 234403 christologiesChristologies in the book of mormon
promotes art in utah and US 234403 31371 72

christensen james J helped create new christy howard on early mormon indian
calorimeter for BYU 28427 relations 29427

christensen P A 102204 5 chrysostom dio impressions on school
memorial to 9164 94444 446450

christenson joseph secretary of utah chrysostom john impressions on school
genealogical society 312121 126 94445

christian advocate the 234391 church and state in brigham young era
christian baptist the 124353 56 358 60 3133 55
christian church church archives LDS manuscript

apostasy 161149 52 collections 183461
behavior of early saints 161144 46 church authorities
early 161139 59 authority of 23355 57 60 62 81
fall of 161142 43 heber C kimball speech on 23312
false teachers in 161142 43 trust in 23324 76 77
martyrsmartyrdommartyrs martyrdom 161147161147848 church buildings
prophesied end of 161141161141242 for general meetings 30234
rejection of prophets 161140 41 seventies hall 30235 36

christian historiography 312150 52 small chapels 30234
purpose of gospels 312150 church chronology 14139

christian humanism an aim of education church college of hawaii 12182
28311 13 church department of public works

christianity 519 53203 212 18 see employment for immigrants 3322
also religion church education system and music

in america handbook to book review 42107114118
242252 55 churches german

and apocalyptic 2517 2537 and national rhetoric 28255
and art 323 4 reception of naziism 28256 57
catholic artists 324 church historian 14136 37
and C S lewis 122185 208 early clerks 93253 55
early 2115 functions of 172194 204 9
early british 29147 church historical department 172205 9
early egyptian book review 313184 church history division women historians

87 of 20139
in egypt book review 312184 87 church history
influences in art 324 6 book reviews 83342 45 311115 16
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scribes of 31243 growth in pacific and far east 12179
churchill winston 5150 63 251115 84
church of christ rigdonitesRigdon ites 21152 healing 26350
church of england 27115 as historians 312139131213941 151 72
church of jesus christ of latter day saints history of 114464 70

the 9494433433 510510512512 14154 image of as presented by willard
2514825148515 1 26332 see also richards 31259
latter day saints mormonism indian relations with 1847 77
religion 29423 38

as alien society 3118 and indians in nebraska 243373 82
amusement of 26352 53 international studies of 261101
anti mormon sentiments 3112 20 in ireland 3047 19

39039 40 in jacksonian america 26349
art 9125 32 153365 72 and kingdom of god 513 18
in asia 11110411 1 104 6 and liberty 31269
in asia published materials 121107 8 literature 142148 153365 72
behavioralismbehavioralism 26354 242163 7224372 243 52
in british isles 30482 84 local studies of 26199 100
buildings vandalized 3043041010 love of members 3304140414 18

in burned over district of new york medicine 26349 51

3024730247949 national surveys of 26189 94
celebration of sesquicentennial of in nineteenth century america 31263

2711316 novels 242246 52
as chosen people 93358 offensive action of 26326
colonization in the west 22129 30 origins definitive treatise on book

136 37 review 301101 7
compilation of church history 31242 origins kenneth H winns views book

56 review 301103 7
converts early and treasure hunting origins richard D polls views book

244482 86 review 301103 7
culture 142146 paradoxes for 30412 14141616 17
dancing 26353 see also dance and perfectionism 26356 57
dangers to members 3049 11 persecution 26331
death and disease rates in 26184 88 personal judgment against 213259
described by eighteenth century british 61

travelers 31263 75 and polite society 26351 53
discussion of literature on 26183 84 political concepts of 3133 52
early beliefs about millennium 26354 political conflict between members
early converts social and geographical 3047 19 23 26

origins 103279 82 political divisions within 3047 10
early history 17130 39 political goal of 3133
early ideas and perceptions 26349 59 politics within 304111630411 16 17
early perceptions of death 26363 77 in postwarpost war italy 312108 9
emphasis on education 52125 prescriptions for study of 261114 17
expansion of 26315 123 26
expectations of afterlife 26373 proposals for research on 261108 17
experience as basis for literature public works programs of 3167

2221382221384040 railroad crews 14131
expulsions of 2639 12 16 38 reading 26353
families of 26198 99 reasons for persecution book review
fashions 26351 301101 7
fertility in 26188 89 recreation 26351 53
folklore 81100 17140 58 and reformism 26353
funerals 26364 65 relations with non mormonscormons 82204
and gospel of matthew 25370 15
growth in asia 1216 resistance 2639 12 22
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church of jesus christ of latter day saints effect on relations with great britain
the continued 271104

response to social concerns during joseph smiths prophecy of 27199
modernization in america 23119 100
39 latter day saints support opposite

scholarship in 52125 sides 30423
and science 26355 56 poems 28458 98
seekers in book review 301121 26 results of 323932399032394040
self contained society of 3167 as triumph over states rights 3239
self government of 26314 and utah book review 224500 501
sesquicentennial of in british isles utah government during 102221

symposium at BYU 2713271355 clapp benjamin L
shaker viewpoint 20194 99 brief biography 23393n
stereotyped 142146 in nauvoo 31151311515353 61
theology of 3138 at scene ofoflrvineirvine hodge death 23358
unfounded accusations of 3118 claridge samuel biography book review
urban studies of 261100 30197 100
use of force by 2639 clarkdarkmark andrew
in victorian britain 30485 87 apprentice to sidney rigdon 21145
view of US constitution 3135 drafted theological constitution 21145
writers 26382 clarkdarkoark ezratbompsonezra thompson
writing of eulogies 26365 70 book review 163303 4

church of jesus christ of the children of pioneer 143397
zion 21155 60 see also religion clarkdarkoark hyram delivered letter 183321 22

church of zion 31271 72 see also clarkdark J reuben
religion influence of 23137

church records prior to 1830 244397 98 view on world war 11II 25163 68
church second century 161152 56 clarkdarkoark J reuben jr 5273 74 77 83
cicero 94444 446 47 13323113323156456 1418314183949894 98
cincinnati ohio 234477 abhorrence of war 133305
circumcision 92159 ambassador of mexico 133405 14
circus 23379 on americanism 133356 57
ritadellecitadelleCitadelle 84444844444848 attorney and politician 133273 84
citizens 73231 35 book review 221113 18

meeting 23329 31 career 133237 41
citizenship act of 1924 10151 on US constitution 133255 72 356
city council of nauvoo early years 133235

meeting of 23318 26 28 39 education 133235 37
nomination of officers for 23328 29 general authority 133241 42
proceedings of 23326 28 on history 133353 56 386 89

city planning on isolationism 133426 40442 47
comparison of mormon and non 449451 52

mormon 172237 39 marriage and family 133236 242
early american 172223 24 personal attributes 132242 54

civic federation of chicago social political opinions 133246 54 284
christian organization 23121 372

civil disobedience 27321 123 125 128 on red cross 133325 26
132 33 as undersecretary of state 133396

civilizations 404
characteristics of 1111181 8 9 and united nations 133415 25
in outer space 1111131 3 12 at world congress 133291 94 327

civil rights act of 18661866273144273144 347 72
civil war 141103 212135 234421 clarkdark james R author of the story of the

see also history united states of pearl of great price 3135
america war clarkdarkoark john A history during palmyra era

book review 63191 103328
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clarkdark john B 262626261919 49 50 in nauvoo 31146 52 54 55 57 59
arrest of sampson avard 144433 63 646770 73
extermination of mormonscormonsMormons 26337 told william clayton had overdrawn his
general 28110 13 14 27 34 account 31172

clarkclarkmardenj8l660marden J 816 60 clayton william 214515 27 22164n22l64n
clarkdarkoark memorandum 133453 65n65n8827l7088 27170
clarkson james S and utahs drive for asked lucy clayton to go home

statehood 102222 230 31 31133
class distinctions 164608 9 biography book review 283110 13

abolishment of 18173 74 book reviews 162290 93 283110
clausewitz on war and policy 334 5 13
clavijeroClavij ero francisco javier 171102 3 brief biography 31126n
clawson moses 27159 62 64 65 bullock helped pack 31152
clawson rudger composes all Is well 214518 19

apostle 23129 1840 18421842121119121119 23
biography book review 31274 76 false story about all Is well
melchizedek priesthood handbook composition 214519 20

191111 13 first branch president in manchester
as a polygamist 31375 england 27147

clay county missouri 3111 19 13119 journal entries 27151
134464 2637 9 journal excerpts on council of fifty

elders in jackson county conflict 203266
144407410144407410415417415 417 on meeting joseph smith 184598

expulsion of mormonscormons from 26317 met bullock 31126
militia in 26318 rebaptism 182228 230
mormonscormons in 26313 recording of king follett discourse
problems with mormonscormons in 26311 12 182182 85 193 9595197197

clay henry 3229 report of king follett discourse 31230
joseph smiths letter to book review scribe 114456

63180 sent letter to lucy clayton from
clayton ann critchley mother of william bullock 31138

clayton 10 december 1840 letter from nauvoo
brief biography 31140n to manchester 183466475 80
bullock helped move 31172 visited by bullock 331138451138 45 53 54
shown new house by bullock 31171 with bullock at ist company meeting
visited by bullock 31160 61 6373 31130
went to see alice martin 31140 clemens samuel see twain mark

clayton diantha faitfairfarrfaltfart 214516 17 clemenson john and the canitesdanitesDanites
clayton ellen in nauvoo 31155 144431
clayton james in nauvoo 31152 53 clement of alexandria 94449 223261
clayton john in nauvoo 331140551140 55 clements aidah testimony of 22193
clayton lucy caroline sister of william clergy influence on american government

clayton 27322 24
brief biography 31130n cleveland grover 102225 230 232
courted by thomas bullock 31130 271121

343634 36 404344043 44 cleveland ohio 123243123243444
married to thomas bullock 31130n clifford benjamin in nauvoo 31168

45 69
second wife of thomas bullock clinker humphry religious attitudes

3114531145646 51 57575959 60 62 65 during time of 6265 72
67 687068 70 75 clinton v englebrecht 27393

clayton margaret moon in nauvoo clissold edward L church in japan
31129 152204

clayton ruth in nauvoo 31129 clothing ritual 2213122131545
clayton thomas father of william cluff joseph report of life at mt pisgah

clayton 214458 59
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clutterbuck and co 5126 30 history of 214515 27
coach and carriage association 23334 influences on 214520 22

3551 jimmy carter comments on 214526
cocoa and xanthine abuse 204371 27
coe truman description of Monnonmormonismmonnonismism lyrics of 214521 24

173347 55 and the mormon tabernacle choir
coe william robertson 103386 87 214525 26
coe collection and mormon americana and the pioneers 214524 25

103386 88 meniuscomeniusromeniusCo scholar 28312
coffee and xanthine abuse 204371 commager henry steele 73185 86
cola and xanthine abuse 204371 commandments book of see book of
cold war 22170 see also war commandments
cole abner summary of evolutionary commandments published 114343

hypothesis 93385 commission
cole charles C jr opinion of 92226 of moses 264100
cole esquire believed joseph smith an of prophets in heavenly council as lehi

imposter 103315 20 26481 82
colemere george in nauvoo 31118 22 commons john R economist 23121

25 commonwealth v connors 27399
coleridge samuel 94410412 27138 communication interplanetary 11110 12

coles george composer 234391 396 communion of gods 8145
colesvillelesvilleCo and origin of book of mormon communism 63153 58 7295 158168

103365 85 132127 29 153323153323747 see also
colfax schuyler and antipolygamy asia china war

legislation 264109 appeal to intellectuals 63155 5656162162
college republicans at the university of appeal to peasants 63155 160 162

utah 122163 64 in asia 1211013 24
collinson james love for christina and businesslandlordbusiness landlord classes 63156

rossetti 43189 90 161
collusion and placing blame 26142 44 in china 63146 47
colonia diaz mexico troubles in 53156 dedicated intellectuals 17121 22

162 63 see also mexico and religion 153324 47
colonia juarez mexico troubles in and students 6315563155158162158 162

53159 61 see also mexico and uneducated 63161
colonial period US 14158 60 and urban class 6315663156160160igo 162
colonia oaxaca mexico flood in 53163 in vietnam 132209 13

64 see also mexico communists 9442394423426426 431
colonization early mormon 183339183339040 communitarianismCommunitarianism 2193 98 513 5
colorresearchcolor research 1153 book review 172246
colors associated with wu hsing the five commutatorsCom mutators 161107 16

elements 63125 comollo adriano see also lebolo
coltrin graham in nauvoo 31172 antonio
coltrin zebedee 234491 discovers letter from heirs of antonio

brief biography 31161n lebolo 31321
insulted by curtis bolton 31174 locates antonio lebolosLebolos will 31317
prayed at nauvoo temple 31165 66 compound chemical 28441 4343464946 49

70 51 52
talked in tongues 31161 compromise

columbia river poem 172154 in constitutional convention 27377
columbus christopher 14184 7886
combustion 26387 8888105105 of 1850 5113 121124

and pollution 26395 value of 5120
research on 26394 105 computers and nuclear alerts 25177

come come ye saints 234395 comte M auguste
false story about composition founder of sociology 28443

214519 20 system of philosophy 53203 5 215
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concord battle at 14170 constitution of the united states see
conference united states constitution

missionary theme 114474 75 consumption india and united states
third latter day saint 103379 242178 80

confession 21129 continental congress 27357 see also
conflict 63139 see also war united states

causes of between china and japan contractarianContractarian model of preexisting rights
63150 52 273156 61

causes of chinascainas participation in conversion 2184 91

6314763147848 personal essay on 62101 18

causes of japans participation inin accounts and origins of book of
6314563145747 mormon 26484 87

in the church 123279 91 convert relationship to nonmember
intergroup 123283 86 relatives 184522
intervention 123286 87 converts in catholic regions 24161 77
intragroup role 123282 83 see also catholic
intrapersonalintrapersonal 123279 82 cook phineas settled goshen valley
managing 123287 90 30268
mormon response to 251141 55 cooke philip st george colonel in

confucianism 12130 31 18110 11 mormonmonnon battalion 94514
congregational church of kirtland cook islands missionaries 12181

124348 coolbrith ina daughter of don carlos
congregationalism 27313 15 23 smith poet laureate of california
congregationalists on masonry 3227 biography book review 154545
conjectural emendation book of mormon 49

184563 69 cooperatives 3329
conjugal family 27448 52 cooperative security corporation 5282
connecticut compromise 27378 copan honduras 92197
connor patrick edward see also utah copley leman

at fort douglas 84449 62 attempt to preach to shakers at north
letter concerning mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons gentiles union 234489

and mining 232210 settlement at thompson 234491
and non mormon liberal party coptic gnostic library of nag hammadihammadaHam madi

102222 152131
conrad walter martin harris sr s 1873 coray howard 9339338787 88 211109 111

letter to 231113231113119119ilg recollection of joseph smith 173341
conscience genuine prompting of 26140 47
conscientious objection 121131 33 scribe 114452 53
consecration 2198 99 114340 coray martha jane knowlton 93387 8889

law of 8144 93363 366 68 history 194390 91

1014 16 record of address by joseph smith july
and stewardship 181104 191840194392 94

conspiracy of international bankers transcription of joseph smith jr
economic 143320 27 nauvoo discourses 214533

constitutional convention 27322273223838 39 corfield v coryell 273144527314445
59 6167 89 coriantumr discovery by mulekitesMu lekites

as affected by property interests of 30314 17
delegates 27371 72 corinth greece old 92190

constitutional protection of liberties cornaby hannah passenger of ellen
273207 maria 27160 63

constitution of the kingdom of god and correlation church teachings 132146 47
the council of fifty 203259 correlation committee 23135

constitution of the state of deseret 2947 corrill john 93359 114489 90492
see also flag utah territory 93 2629 11111313 16

and manifest destiny 2947 appointment to locate potential
slavery issue in 29417 settlements 26246
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conillcorrillcon illiii john continued of general sessions 30296
control of settlers 26315 justice 30295
and danitescanitesDanites 144424 of special sessions 30295 96
jackson county conflict 144409144409412412 types of 30295 97

416 courthouse in doctrine and covenants
letter to mr samuels 144480 section 573573144451144451 57
message to boggs 26324 covenant
on mob 26328 US constitution as 27311 28 see
as negotiator 26312 13 also united states constitution
report of mormon aggression 26329 treaty pattern in book of mormon
salt sermon of sidney rigdon 242151 62 see also book of

144423 mormon
summary of mormon problems 26311 covenants

corruption in chinese government ancient near eastern and scriptural
6314763147848 242151 62

corwith expedition 92187 and stewardship 181811011 101lol
cosmic urban symbolism definition and war 25146

23180 81 covenant theology 27312 19 121
cosmos reflection on by B H roberts bible as political influence 27322

153263 69 clergy as political influence 27322 24
cotton mr shoots mr gardner in rationalism as political influence

nauvoo 31155 27322
council bluffs iowa 3140 cowboys 8161 71

gathering of mormonmonnon companies at andy adams 8165 67 68
214484 the code 8167 68

council chamber joseph smiths store confronting death 8171
temple work in 193363 65 edward everett dale 8164

council in heaven 182171 73 202 3 freedom of 8162 65 67 69
doctrinal origin 182215 16 history of 8161 62

council of fifty 11172172 2224722247949 252511 myth of 8161
52 256 57 259 60 5165161313 ramon adams 8165 66
92226 28 94485 213319 329 restriction of freedom 8165 68

and constitution of kingdom of god songs of 8169
203253 see also deseret state of teddy blue 8162 63 66 70 71
deseret cowdery oliver 22246 82197

decision to go west 214507 114325 234468 71 475 76
definition of 23339 88 479 483 2629 10 15 see also
history 202163 92 book of mormon kirtland
meeting list 203275 missouri smith joseph jr
meeting of 23338 39 88 appointment to locate potential
members from 1844 1945 202163 92 settlements 26246
membership list 202193 baptism 17137
and native americans 214505 B H robertss assessment of 194431
and planning sessions for the trek west biographical information 124410 13

243305 8 and book of mormon 124471 72
and state of deseret 2949 confirmation of first vision 93393

counseling book review 261131 401403
count of haussonvilleHaus sonville 142174 connection with wood group
counts george 28317 18 244521 24
counts of barcelona introduction of and danitescanitesDanites 144422

catalan 43221 on economy in kirtland 174399
court editor of messenger and advocate

county or court of general sessions 124492
30296 and gift of aaron 244521 30

ecclesiastical and of the land book handwriting of 103277 78
review 293124 27 and hebrew school 124421 26
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on joseph smith trial of 1826 activities of popes during late
122225 26 228 3029330293107107 middle ages 73185

letter about jackson county 13114 crime 23321 23 26 31314343 53
letter about jackson county conflict elements of alleged crime of J smith

144413 14 302104
and ohio politics 94492 93 exaggerated in nauvoo 23330 31
original manuscript of book of crimean war 212135 see also war

mormon 184564566184564566569 569 critchlow john J ute treaty of 1865
reaffirmation of his testimony 83277 143376 77 381

78 critical edition
response to hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts attacks 244493 of book of mormonmonnon 30141 70

97 defined 3014130141242
as scribe 114334 337 354 55 394 criticism 213279 89

9595440440 42 474 7575477477 17135 american 213281
36 of bible 9133 48

sketch book of 124413 26 deconstruction 222135
transcription of book of mormon literary pluralistic 301112 16

103261 modem archetypal 224476 77
cowdery patience life in kirtland new criticism 213279 80 224472

124460 62 croce benedetto
cowdery warren A 124460124460462462 aesthetic as science of art 3217 19

on failure of joseph smith 174458 on errors of other theories 3219 20
scribe 114449 intuitive knowledge 3215 17
on unchartered kirtland safety society on technique 3220 21

174436 theory ofaestheticof aesthetic 3215 21
cowley matthew 12188 croft D james critiques a book of
cowley matthias F mormon woodprintwordprintwordprint study 30395

apostle 234432 cromwell oliver 234421 27115
in mexico 224450 crooked river missouri 2625 7 9 see

cowley nora wife of matthias F cowley also missouri
234432 crooked river battle 142209 26211

cowperwoodcooperwoodCowperwood protagonist in the stoic 12 26329 see also missouri
3247 48 events preceding 26332

cox frederick walter crosby caroline bamesbarnes
brief biography 23390n in kirtland 202154
mob bums home of 23390 in massachusetts 20141

crabbe george criticism of poems 5119 cross frank M on dead sea scrolls
crandall david conversion during pioneer 22112 1414121121

era 27120 crucifix poem 43243
crane hart on poetry and art 224470 71 crucifixion 15141 103
creation 153271 23372 73 242199 poem 1158

201 crusaders 92120
and charles darwin book review crusadescrusades1511215112

221119 21 crystals part of study in high pressure
exexnihilonihilonichilo 242199 200 polymorphism 5313953139 40 143
ex nihilonichilo in early christianity cuautla mexico reopening of mission

173298 301 224447 see also mexico
godmangod man relationship 1513 cuba communism in 72135 37
jewish conception of 1010136136 cubic press 16146 47
king follett discourse 182202 3 cuernavacacuemavacaCuemavaca mexico reopening of mission
in old testament 173294 98 224443224443447447 see also mexico

creative process in art 21194 96 cullmann oscar on dead sea scrolls
creativity 22121 see also dead sea scrolls

freedom 15129 cullom bill 102222 264112 1313117117
in goethesgoetgesGoethes faust 25321 see also antipolygamy legislation

creighton mandell recorded deplorable polygamy
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cullom strubble bill 102228 29 see dan references to the name 28113 23
also antipolygamy legislation dana charles root
polygamy delivered letter to lorenzo snows

cult 212252 56 relatives 243261
cultural revolution in china 12152 fundraisingfund raising mission to help saints
culture move west 151105 243263 64

international LDS differences dana lewis mission to indians 214505
132130 34 6 see also mission native

latter day saint 202222 americans
latter day saint definition of 26173 dance
methods of study of 26177 82 brigham young on 161124 272713113 1

problems with study of 26176 77 135
from social science perspective in early christian prayer circles

26174 21 1914347 51
stereotypes of 26114 joseph smith on 161121 24

cultures adaptability of mormonism to heber J grant on 242140 42
different book review 203311 13 as part of early mormon culture

cumming alfred 214397 98 161117 38
and move south 29465 daniel defies political pressure 1515 see

cumming elizabeth wife of alfred also bible
cumming 183459 daniels william M carthage prosecution

book review 191127 28 witness 182161
currency gold and silver 143324 danish farmers in utah 234404 see also
current equatorial counter during lehisgehis utah

migration 30359 64 danish saints in utah 14135
curse church under 3324 danitescanitesDanites 81100 101 13154 56 60
cuthbert derek A 142169 273 280 144421 50

conversion 27213 232147 49 26317 27 28281111 11

the second century latter day saints 15 IS18 22 232523 25 see also
in great britain 27214 missouri sons of dan

service in great britain 27214 in connection with richmond court of
cutler john alpheus inquiry 2625 6 8 101015172015 17 20

brief biography 23329n 24
drafts resolution on anti mormon constitution of 144438

activity 23329 31 and dissenters 144423
at meeting to choose county officers in keep A pitchinin 143339

23379 origin 144425
and the mormonscormons in nebraska 243296 other names for 144429

cutler william L teachings 144430 33
brief biography 23322n dannunzio gabriele italian poet
nominated as agent to guard against novelist and dramatist 84388 89

anti mormon activity 23322 391
cyprus 22151 161 dante 4116 73229 213371 72
cyril of jerusalem 2117 11 32 divine comedy entrance to the inferno

3215
D darhodariodahho ruben recalls benefit of yankee

invaders and latin americas poetic
dale edward everett cowboy 8164 see tradition 22185 86

also cowboy darkbridwell by vardis fisher 18135
dallin cyrus E book review 172249 52 38
dalton lucinda lee forpoet exponent dartmouth medical school 212132 150

25363 darumadacuma complete spirit of buddha
dam across mississippi at nauvoo 182 12172

246 54 23318n 33 35 39 40 darwin charles 2144 53
damnation according to early mormon

effect on church 26355
thought 25385 origin of the species 271109
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study of finhinchesches 2148 50 treaty of 1865 143378
theory of evolution 272124272124127127 day abraham volunteering for mormon

27445 battalion 214477 see also
darwinism 53206 14 mormon battalion
darwin thomas work by 26198 99 dayan moshe 92124 see also israel
daseincasein human existence 1iiiiilli11111 11 daynes maxine G 151511101110lilo
dating and courtship personal essay dead and remembrance of 19168 71

172176 92 dead sea scrolls 7137131010 11 20 21

daughters of utah pioneers and susa 22131 38 23149 66 26470
young gates 312122 23 125 26 see also qumranquaran 4qsama4qsam1

david king 213371 and bible 22120 24
wives of 23383 bible scholarship 22110

davies benjamin utah indians in uintah book review 111681 68 69
valley 143361 see also native christian theology mormon history
americans joseph smith book review

davies william robert mormon foe 101120 24
27253 65 correlation to LDS scriptures and

daviess county missouri 2625 6 9 10 themes 23154
13 1416223141 differences between writings in scrolls

and adam ondi ahman 13127 and community of essenesespenes of the
atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons role in 26336 qumranquaran 23155 66
creation of for mormonscormonsMormons 26245 discovery of 22111 13 23149
critical situation in 26251 emphasis of theme 23153 54
criticism of 26252 excavation 22109 10 112 13 117
circuit records 144471 importance of discovery 23151
early conflict in 26315 21 messianic correlations 23154 57
election day battle 13136 new directions 2533 11

election riot of 26322 and phatisiticpharisiticPharis inicitic bible 2534
expulsion of mormonscormons from 26249 priesthood office and melchizedek order

51 compared 23156 57
gathering of mormonscormons in 26329 publicity 2222110110iioilo
guerilla warfare in 26325 31 scholarship on 2533
inhabitation of mormonscormons of 26245 dean joseph harry reopening of samoan

48 mission 18116 19
mormon operations in 26326 dean suzanne choice as alternative to
mormon settlement of 2637 13 student protests 122164
protection of 26330 death 164610 12 23372
sales of land in 26250 51 doctrinal position 26368
trial of joseph smith 13122 early mormon perceptions 26363 77

da vinci leonardo egyptian view 112158 87
on earth forces 42130 31 in goethesgoetgesGoethes faust 25322
on flood 42122 25 statistics in nauvoo in 1840s 26372
on fossilization 42121 25 theme of in theater of alejandro
life history 42119 20 casona 101011071 107 17
as pioneer geologist 42119 32 and thomas mann 83303 6
on sediment 42125 30 death of a salesman by arthur miller
on soil erosion 42130 31 family relationships in 194514
on streams 42125 30 debt of joseph smith 192174

davis amos commerce nauvoo store de chardin teilhardtreilhardTe ilhard 15177
192241192241343 declaration of independence 14184

davis harrison 8136 27115
davis jacob C celebration of in england 2727

acquitted 23349 declaration of political belief 1835
trial for murder of joseph and hyrum 273130 31

smith 23321 26 3642 deconstructionconstructionreconstructionDe 222136
dawes general allotment act of 1887 ute dedication of mount of olives 84428
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defense of the saints against the false of 1890s 3332
accusations of those who call effect on japan 63145 151
themselves A cuckoo of the ton der prophet 142142
pamphlet 27262 63 derrydeny charles first foreign RLDS

defense warning systems and warning missionary 271107 8

computers 25177 see also war deseret 22253 54 see also state of
defixionum tabellaeTabellae 223264 deseret utah utah territory
de gaulle charles 73190 92 bid for statehood 5113
deity character of 8143 statehood 22147 121124
deming A B collected statements about state of constitution 2947

joseph smiths reputation state of and politics 223361
103299 304 university of 183391 92 see also

deming miner R 24187 90 103 university of deseret
brief biography 23341 n deseret academy of arts 92145
at hearing of irvine hodge murder deseret alphabet 18156

23358 deseret hospital 18177
prayer for 23361 deseret industries 5283
sheriff 23379 deseret news 1414314143444 93 94 97
shoots samuel marshall 23359 271121
told by william smith that brigham department on genealogy 312122 25

young was involved in hodge and george Q cannon 2719827198101101loi
murder 23362 and mormon creed 264127 28 see

democracy 94435 28248 also mormon creed
american seen by de tocquevilleTocqueville promoter of keep A pitchinin 143332

28251 see also keep A pitchinin
commitments necessary for lasting des moines river valley trail 214425

28252 26
german attitude toward 28254 despair types of 84386 87
germanysgermanasGermanys first attempt at 28249 detente 164541164541343 see also war
hitler on 28260 as deterrent of nuclear war 164542

democrat 94489 43
democratic party 42164 167 8228221010 determinism 53208 84384 85

11 14181 97 103 5 234472344711 de tocquevilleTocqueville alexis 2177
473 7548175 481 detroit museum 12170

democratic peoples republic of korea detton richard 12196
12140 de vega lope 53175 81 see also

democrats in support of alien groups mexico
3226 27 29 30 devil see lucifer satan

demoivre abraham created a modem devol david brief biography 2335 1inn
statistical model 28185 91 devoto bernard 142277 287 18190

de nerval gerard 7140 52 dewey john 28315 17 18

denmark 14129 313138423 8 42 dewitt carlton county missouri 2637
immigrants 14130 21 25 28121 22
missionary work 14133 crisis at 26324 26

density function definition of 28186 see diabolism 84385 95
also distribution dialogue A journal of mormon thought

denton solomon H trial of 94500 142141
denaudentu E french author 142168 diamonds
deontological view in judeofudeo christian industrial 53139 53

ethic 30220 sintered 16143161434545
depillis mario 103280 81 diaries 234502

on christian primitivism 93352 357 name index in library of congress
365371 72 123319 21

de pomaredePomarede leon 222200 202 guide to mormon book review
depression 184587 88

economic 143320 27 diary of john taylor see also taylor john
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description of 2335 6 beta 28186 96
george Q cannon records 2336 92 definition of 28186

diaz porfirio 224443 4645246 452 see also double exponential or laplace 28186
mexico 93 949610394 96 103

end oilareformaofoiLala reforma era 223297 302 flexibility ofofgb2gb2 28198 101
dibble charles E and survey of shoshonishoshoneShoshoni gamma 281103

indians 29425 see also native generalized beta of first type gb1GB1

americans 28197
dibble philo generalized beta of second type gb2

baptism of 114487 88 28197 109114 19
reported on atchison 26335 generalized T GT 28197

dickens charles 164608 612 27117 lognlognormallognonnallog109normalonnal 28186 95 96 103 107 8

72 see also literature 114116 19
interview with george Q cannon normal 28186 91 93

271104 5 pearsons skew 28186 96
meeting with mormonscormonsMormons 83325 34 problems with normal 281103
uncommercial traveller mormon students T 28186 94 96 103

agent 27231272318787 88 uniform 28186 91
diction 5125 weibull 281103
die hoffnung zions and the prophecy of divine justice 2216 10 12 30

gratianusGratianus 25328 dixon A C evangelical protestant leader
dilworth mary jane first schoolmarm in 23120

utah valley 164472 dixon elisha first husband of julia
diplomacy murdock smith 142221

in renaissance italy 618 9 dixon maynard western artist his life and
and war 3310 12 work book review 154542 43

disaffiliation and disengagement religious dixon william hepworth book about
29259 visits to utah 31295

discontent sources of 94409 DNA protein synthesis 2814728147848
disease see also nauvoo osteomyelitis docetism in apocalypse of peter 152136

zions camp doctors brigham youngs views on
in kirtland 114427 29 28339 see also young brigham
in mormon mexican colonies 53159 doctrinal concepts 114401

60 doctrine and covenants 7185 93365
disembodied spirits 23322 114320114320329329 3333336402336402 33408408
disfranchisement attempts 410 see also book of command-

mentsdavis v beason 163403 64086 408 book of covenants
innis v bolton 163402 3 revelation
reynolds v US 163402 4 announced 114348
toncray v budge 163407 book review 263119 20
whitney v findlay 163403 corrections and additions 224402

disillusionment 84407 20 early history 124499 503
dissent of william law 22147 72 see explanatory introduction 224401

also nauvoo smith joseph jr on government 94494
dissentersbis senters 2819 32 and lectures on faith 1915 19

danitescanitesDanites 144423 messages of 94510 12
in english reformation 27312 13 20 1981 edition 224401 7

122 ohio revelations 114329114329949
distribution published 224387

of coal particle size 281114 17 relationship to joseph smith transla-
tionincome 281105 14 914

of stock prices and returns 281117 revelations with pseudonyms 231103
20 12

trees 281102 3 section headnotesheadnotes 224402
distribution function see also density special features 224401 2

function style in 1010195195 97 98 101
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doctrine of christ see also bible book of oregon trail
mormon gospel jesus christ plan dorman thomas settled at tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field
of salvation redemption massachusetts 14172

elaboration of six basic points 31337 dostoevsky fyodor 2155 69 251124
3840 4143 28373 74 see also grand

as gospel 3133131331949 inquisitor literature
six basic points of 31332 33 atheism 3267 68
as taught by christ in america evil and environment 3264 66 68

31338313384141 7073
as taught by christ to nephite disciples on gold and immortality 2155 69

31341 43 guilt 3264 65 68
as taught by nephi 31334 38 and humanism 2164

doctrines taught in nauvoo by joseph nihilism 3255 56 60 62 68
smith 213304 see also king novels of 3260 63 65 66
follett discourse nauvoo plan of political socialism 3261
salvation smith joseph jr political thoughts of 3255

documentary history of the church shatovchatov 3259 62 63 67 72
114335 superfluous man the wanderer

need for additions to missouri period 3256 60 67
144488 theoretical socialism 3261 63 64

documents metallic see also gold plates on utilitarian ethics 3263
padilla gold plates view of catholic church 3270 72

of antiquity 104457 71 writings compared to gospel of john
religious 104465 71 28374

dogberry 0 see cole esquire douglas stephen A 22139 see also
dogberry papers and book of mormon history united states of america

103315 20 see also grandin brief biography 23337n
egbert B letter to from nauvoo journal of john

dogmatism in moral outlook 8124 taylor 23337
doldrums see equatorial counter current letter to on repeal of nauvoo charter
dole william P indian commissioner 23337 38

143362 63 see also native dove of the west 224495 see also wasp
americans dow emily letter from edward partridge

dominion of the saints 93368 72 184521 28
doniphan alexander william 1111191191igi 92 dow george francis tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field massa-

chusetts142209 2626 1414192119 2 1 chu setts historian 14161
26325 27 2815 10 see also doyle arthur conan 142144
missouri story about danitescanitesDanites 232160 63 see

acceptance of surrender at far west also danitescanitesDanites
26334 doyle pat in nauvoo 31173

aid in creation of county for mormonscormonsMormons doyles wood illinois 31122 73
26245 drama book review 263114 18

as attorney of mormonscormonsMormons 26311263111313 family portrait in 194501 21
commanded to shoot joseph smith and dramatic art 4146 48

other prisoners 134462 72 dream of john taylor about temple
influence among mormonscormonsMormons 26335 23352 53 see also taylor john
jackson county conflict 144408 10 temple
on mormon invasion 26329 dreiser theodore
on mormon persecution 26331 belief in god 3246 47
plight for mormonscormonsMormons 26340 creative force 324532454646
report to atchison of 26319 godless universe 3245
request for weapons by 26333 37 hedonistic view and problems of 3241
role as general 26319 20 on living religious life 324332434646
role in civil rights for mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons 2633 on mercy and justice 3244

5 6 naturalism 324132414548493241454845 48 49
donner party 113307 11 see also novels of 3241 424742 47
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problem of death 32413241242 47 49 duplessis paul suggestions for french
as realist 3243 novel about mormonscormonsMormons 142170
rewards and price of a religious faith durfee edmund

3242 4346 48 brief biography 23390n
as theist 324132414848 mob bums house of 23390
theistic solution 3241 48 mob fires at children of 23390

dropout rates of religious organizations durfee edmund jr affidavit 134521
29273 durfee lemuel took possession of lucy

drovetti bernardinomardinoBe mack smiths manchester farm
employs antonio lebolo for tomb 224458

excavation 31310 dusenberry grade school 164460 see
vice consul general of napoleon also brigham young university

bonaparte 33131013 10 dutch reformed church view of masonry
druce john early convert in manchester 3227

england 2714827148949 52 53 duzett edward nauvoo legion band
drugs 8199 director 23334

illegal 94410 428 duzett sylvester
druzesbruzesdruzes9213392133 funeral service of 23334
duane street 234391 393 95 400 see john taylor delivers funeral sermon for

also stranger the 23334
dublandubian mexico prospects of creating son of edward duzett 23334

mexican colony 224451 52 dyer alvin and adam ondi ahman
ducis produced shakespeare for the 13130 31313535

french 82152 56
duckworth sarah of manchester england E

27151 early christianity see also christianityduel osman M in nauvoo 31171 72
early religiondue process of law 42157 58

and book of mormon 223311 32dufay hortense describes rock
british 29147mountains 142174

dugan alan poem by 224479 82
earthdugard M nothing bizarre about

ability to sustain life 30442 44mormonscormonsMormons 142173
set time of 83257dulles john foster 12114

earthquakedumas established theatre historiqueHistorique
mission 1521861847 for french shakespeare japan

san francisco 234430 5982156
earth spirit in goethesgoetgesGoethes faust 25314duncan chapman mission to china east west week 1213 6796 79 94102161 72
easter 143317duncan joseph sought mormon support poem
eastern europe 153323153323747 3025 6for whig party 82211 mormonscormons in 153344 47dunham jonathan
easty mary executed as witch in salembrief biography 23325n 14168LDS church agent 23325
eccles david pioneer businessmanmission to indians 214505 6

biography book review 171119dunkardsdrunkardsDunkards on masonry 3227
21dunkersbunkersDunkers 53232 33

ecclesiastical circles 1845 1978founders of the religion 53232 33 prayer
191100 103dunklin daniel see also missouri

eckerlineckerling9 emanuel began baptism for theexpulsion of mormonsmonnonsmormans from jackson
dead in germany 53238 39county 144407 20

economic conspiracysource of conflict to saints in missouri
views of robert L preston 14331913118

30dunn james assigned to protect joseph
views ofofwofaW cleon skousen 143319smith 24186 89 96 97

22326dunn simeon gives dinner party 23317
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economic depressions poor relief 1850 academic responsibility 113293 303
193019301816618166 88 adult continuing 111111091 109 10

economic equality 3329 30 alvin R dyer on 10101414 16
economic growth promotion of 3320 ancient 94440 52

26 art 4153 65
economics 6273 91 143319 3053030530.5see background of nazi leadership 28253

also kirtland kirtland safety brigham youngs views on 28341
society bank market economy christian humanism as aim of 28311
political market reganomicsReganomics 13

american milieu of 224425 26 consideration in city planning
disparity between nations 6273 79 172232 33

91 family size and 184529 35
early history of great basin area to in germany 172161 70

1900 book review 3165 69 great society as aim of 28317 18
establishment of priorities 1111125125 importance of 164459 60
financial independence 3326 30 importance of to annie clarkdark tanner
goals of 11111141 14 15 143399
ideals 3319 33 intellectualism as aim of 2837 11

implementing policies 11111161 16 17 karl G maeser 172165
main issue of mortality 304106 knowledge as aim of 28312 13

and mormon history 3315 33 of latter day saints 11161 87
and national policy 11111141 14 3311 making higher education christian
power of and US constitution book review 284107 10

42168 72 in massachusetts 234416
problems of early mormonscormonsMormons 218 10 mormon commitment to 2111 12
programs 3328 30 mormon views on 132119 25 158
reform 42173 59
and religion book review 211123 music 42107 18
revelation on 3321 27 perfection as aim of 28313 15

role of government on 42172421727777 poem 53230
supply side 224436 39 and religion 29257
united order 184536 59 and religious involvement LDS
and word of wisdom 11137491137137 49 24143 52

economic unity and cooperation in late and religious involvement non LDS
pioneer period 3327 28 24151

ecumenismecumenist Monnonmormonismmonnonismism 15182 religious values in 28321 24
eddington sarah relief society board in rigdonsRigdons fourth of july oration

member 23133 144516
edison thomas A interview in paris secular transformation of 28255 57

6142 43 self actualization as aim of 28313
edmunds act 163400 27396 98 100 social efficiency as aim of 28315 17

102 104 5 see also history teaching methods 1010123123 30
economic effect 3331 theories of william james 4181 105

edmunds george in nauvoo 31160 in united states in 1800s 234414 16
edmundson john in universities 28252 54

brief biography 23390n women in utah 194530 33
mob bums house of 23390 education LDS schools

edmunds tucker act 3167 102225 26 fiji 12182 83
273107 see also history hawaii 12182

and antipolygamy legislation 264117 new zealand 12182 83
18 tonga 12183

economic effect 3331 western samoa 12182
educated person defined 173275 90 educational philosophy 2835 24
education 1170 7185 86 284107 10 education for women 164476 82 see

see also brigham young university also brigham young university
family teaching women education women
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alice louise reynolds 164478 469471
annie clarkdark 164478 eisenhower dwight D 5154 55 92129
lucinda lee 164477 78 elder brothers tale 5119 30
matilda peterson 164477 paradox in 5127
rosilpha stratton gardner 164476 elders

77 early organization 20132
edwards richard and buddhist art 1215 kirtlandrutland school of see school of the
effie afton 7157 58 60 elders
egalitarian movements 2172 75 eldredge ira and the 1861 florence
egotism or the bosom serpent 1122 outwittingoutfittingoutfitting 243362 see also

23 mormon trails
egypt see also abraham book of lebolo eldridge horace S

antonio napoleon bonaparte brief biography 23323n
papyri nominated as agent to guard against

archeologyarchaeologyarcheology in in nineteenth century anti mormon activity 23323
3139 11 eldridge john

conditions in in nineteenth century brief biography 23322n
31310 11 nominated as agent to guard against

description de iegyptefegypte 3139 anti mormon activity 23322
early christianity in book review electoral college creation of 27378 80

312184 87 elias see also kirtland priesthood
and education 94446 eternal nature of priesthood of 23371
funerary literature 8324925183249 251 52 in kirtland temple 234483

112158 71 on mount of transfiguration 23370
and israel 9211992119137137 elijah coming of sparks genealogical
napoleon bonaparte leaves for 3139 research 312116 see also
in nineteenth century 33139139 11 genealogical research
and potters wheel 92142921423186433186186 eliot T S 94412

egyptian christianity book review elizabeth mother of john the baptist
313184 87 242189

egyptian grammar 82176 see also ellen maria ship 27157 65
reformed egyptian elliott david

egyptian mummies 82195 1010157157 616 1 brief biography 23364n
63 64 heard lucy mack smith vision 23364

egyptian papers of kirtlandrutland 114350 99 elliott collection muster roll copy
egyptian papyri 82171 203 1010157157 58 144469

60 63 114320 see also abraham ells josiah early reorganized church
book of lebolo antonio papyri member 21165
smith joseph jr ellsworth edmund letter from brigham

of joseph smith 83245 54 young 183350
egyptian poems 26421 51 6666106106log 122 ellsworth george S on missions in US

23 and canada 103280
egyptians religion of 82192 94 elelninoeldinonicionifio
egyptian writings 715 8 27 causes of 30361 62
egyptologists and joseph smith papyri defined 30361

9179 102 see also abraham during lehisgehis migration 30360 64
book of lebolo antonio papyri effects of 30361 63
smith joseph jr el paso del norte missionary efforts in

egyptology 112178 223294 303
facsimile 2 in pearl of great price elskawataElskawata shawnee prophet 214492

172259 see also abraham book elsworth benjamin C latter day saint
of facsimiliefacsimilizeFac similie 2 hymnal 124529 31

einstein albert ely richard T economist 23121
on action 28261 emergent religions 212252
on german education 28253 emerson john S attacks on LDS church
and intuition of ideas 194450 51 30432
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emerson ralph waldo 2171 73 79 82 mission 154499 526
83839191 92929494 95 94411 mission of the twelve 154499 526
1132441132448488 213309 10

modem relevance of 113244 48 relationship with france 82148
optimism of 113246 47 working class 154499 526

emery willard letter 114527 engle engel v vitale 273185 86 190
emigration 7153 55 73236 38 english bill of rights 27353 see also

ballad 216 7 united states constitution
church policy to stop 28213 14 english courts and polygamy 22173 83
eastern US and 1861 florence english folk migration 14160

outwittingoutfittingoutfitting 243353 54 see also english folk tunes 234396
mormon trails english language 27113

in nauvoo 31131 english religion and society 1760s
system 183345 46 6265 72
westward 2827 see also mormonmonnon enoch 10101717 8 234408 99412412 see also

trails pioneer bible
emmett james gospel in days of 23369

brief biography 23380n prophecy of 8438436262 114405
excommunicated 23381 prophetic commission of 26497 105

group sent to call to repentance received garment 22134 36
23381 82 ensign 142141

law of adoption 143302 ensign boris S missionary to japan
leader of group going west 23380 81 232167
and mormon trek west 243305 6 ensign of kingdom of god 5117 see
rebaptized 23380 81 also flag

emmett james simpson ensign peak 141107 9 111 14
biography 184491 93 ENSO see el nino
influence on zane grey 184491 503 entropy and chemistry 28446 51

emotions environmental conditions 114320
accusatory 2614526145646 environmental perception 114320
bondage to 26149 54 70 ephrataephrath community 53236 39
honesty in 26152 53 67 baptism by immersion 53239
influence of collusive parents on cocalicoCocalico 53238 39

26160 61 epic poetry see poetry
responsibility for 26145 epicureansEpicureans 224467

employment welfare program 143314338383 85 epistemology in theology 143351
encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism equality economic 3329

ahistorical bias 31436 equal representation in US constitution
reveals need for further scholarship 27376 78

31424 equatorial counter current during lehisgehis
encyclopedic history of the church 1442 migration 30359 64

46 ericksen ephraim E young mens
endowment 154459 68 23312233121818 88 mutual improvement association

see also ordinances board member 23136
in nauvoo 31136 erwin J will security program 5281

endowment house adoption sealingsdealingssealings in escalante velez de 163412
143305 eschatology 161154161154156158156 158 26373

england eugene work of 263111 14 77
england 154499 526 see also great christian 164630 31

britain immigration united christian expectations of israel
kingdom 164630 31

described in 1840 letter from brigham christian vertical vs horizontal
young and willard richards 164633
183466 75 eshkoleshkon levi prime minister of israel

john taylors mission to 2334 5 14 92124130
life in 1760s 6265 esplin ronald historian 27280 82
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essays mormon women book review 143294
241111 19 in apocalypse ofadamof adam 172134 36

essenesespenesEssenes see also religion evelynn W G captain 2727
apocalyptic belief 22119 20 125 evening and morning star 124466 474
baptism 22123 7878494494 95 20141
communal meal 22123 26 evening and morning star extra february
living conditions 22121 1834 copy 144504 16
organization 22122 23 evening and the morning the by virginia
and teachings of jesus christ 22126 sorenson 222148 50

27 everts sarah ann
essex county massachusetts ancestral affidavit of 23394

home of joseph smith 14157 see mob destruction of house and barns
also tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massachusetts 23394

estaunieEstaunie edouard french novelist 7168 sick 23394
79 evil discussion on 153279 80

eternal death 2219 10 13 B151717 30 evolution 21432143444 52 53
eternal life 92158 74 2219 23369 exaltation

7274 76 book review 143395 96
nature of truth 23371 72 and ordering of symbols 83311 24
priesthood 23370 71 exclusion acts chinese 63144

eternal marriage and gospel of philip 1924 law 63144
172133 34 excommunication

eternal progression 81378137434643 46 rate in scotland 27236
154444 45 273129 29331 of william law 22160 63 see also

and hyperspace 203294 law william nauvoo
eternal truths 213302 execration on vulcan an 5287 94
eternity see also king follett discourse parody of anglican prayer 5290 91

hymn on 23372 satire 5289 90
john taylor speech on 23368 77 executive privilege 14111 12

of priesthood covenants 154441 existentialism 119 19 8199
ethan brand 1123 24 in victorian literature 43201 7

ether 315a interpretations of 30371 76 ex nihilonichilo creation in early christianity
see also book of mormon 173291 318

ethics 164507 16 exodus
in science 26174 75 accounts ofofreenactmentreenactment in mosiah

ethnocentrism 217 303115 16

eucharist ritual of catholic observance first person pronouns in 303115
during mass 2115 6 29 from kirtland to missouri 123256

europe news of in wasp 224489 see also kirtland missouri
evangelicalism 284107 lehisgehis family reenacted 303111 13
evans abel missionary in wales 27257 see also book of mormon

58 limhi recounted parallels 303113 14
evans david 13163 64 see also book of mormon

LDS church agent 23325 25n from nauvoo 214508 14 see also
evans jane morse stubbornness 3018 nauvoo sugar creek winter
evans john henry religion classes general quarters

board member 23125 from nauvoo challenges of 214463
evans richard L from nauvoo difficulties in iowa

broadcasts of 142141 214464 65
A century ofmormonismof Mormonism in great from nauvoo relations with

britain 27213 potawatomi indians 214508 13
estimate 27270 see also native americans young
with marion D hanks 2729 brigham

eve 7187 88 222174 78 2731227312527312.5273125 see nephis knowledge of reenacting
also adam 303112 13 see also book of

and adam at head of human family mormon
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exodousexodious continued home evening 10101717
paradigms and divine deliverance in present day america 27451 52

25143 relationships in drama 194501
parallels in christs visit to ancient size and academic achievement

america 303120 22 184529 35
parallels in nephite bondage 303113 structural relationships 194465

16 family history department name change
pattern in book of mormon 303111 to 312118

26 see also book of mormon fanaticism religious and hypocrisy 6270
proof of gods power 303116 17 see far east church growth in 12183 84

also god FARMS foundation for ancient
type of atonement 303118 research and mormon studies

expedition of humphry clinker depiction influence on encyclopedia of
of english lifestyle 6265 72 mormonism 31435

experimental method and faith 234497 far west missouri 204394 26214262141616
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halfbreedhalf breed tract iowa and isaacislands book review 312182 83

galland 193264 65 267271 75grover thomas in nauvoo 31149 282 83grover william N see also martyrdom
halivniHalivni david weiss talmud scholaracquitted 23349 213347tried for murder of joseph and hyrum
hall brother in nauvoo 31160smith 23321 26 336426 42
hall H L 224443224443449451449 451groves elisha hall jane in nauvoo 31133311334646brief biography 23325n hall mr

LDS church agent 23325 accuses brigham young of involvementgudmundsson gudmundur early danish
in irvine hodge murder 23365convert 92218

gudmundsson kristmann danish novelist lawyer 23365
hallett clarkdarkoark92215

brief biography 23390nguild of st george 53228 29
fired on by mob 23390gully samuel

hamblin jacob santa clara homebrief biography 233323331n1 n
restoration of 183275 79meeting at store of 23331 33 34

hamilton hotel nauvoo illinois 24187gunnarsson gunnar danish historical
90971029097 102 3

novelist 92215 hamilton alexander 27373 80 see alsogupta
history united states of americadynasty 12160 united states constitution war

statue 12160121606565
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hamilton alexander continued harmony pennsylvania 224457 58
on war making power 4128 harp ofofzionzion mormon poetry 27185 95

hamilton rev mr in nauvoo 31136 harrington leonard E bishop of
hamilton robert in nauvoo 31137 american fork utah 232186
hamlet 164623 24 see also harris eliza and edmund and wreck of

shakespeare william julia ann 2925
polonius 164623 harris franklin S 164466 67

hammarskjold dag 2215022150175175 BYU approved as university 164467
hancock levi ward 2199 82130 42 church in japan 152196

114483 8484490490 graduate division at BYU 164467
on mercantile and mechanical new vision for BYU 164466 67

association board 23339 see also harris george W
taylor john brief biography 23329n

in nauvoo 31144 nominated as alderman 23329
hancock mosiah report of joseph smiths harris james R 81378137646

knowledge of salt lake destination harris john B 82240 42
22140 41 harris martin 94511 see also anthon

hancock solomon charles book of mormon smith
brief biography 23389n josephjosephjrjosepherjr
letter from about lima illinois background of 231113

mobbingsdobbingsmobbings 23389 90 biography 244400 402
hancock county illinois mob in 31169 book of mormon manuscript 17134
hancock eagle 35

bullock receives extras of as aid with and charles anthon 103325 52
history 31173 declaration of existence of golden

bullock to get subscribers for 31154 plates 231112 15

bullock told not to associate with expected rapid success 93368
31166 family copy of book of common

handcart companies 22271 72 92219 prayer 244406 7 428
and brigham young 183348 52 finances printing of book of mormon

handcart trail 214423 24 see also 124471
mormon trails handwritingsignaturehandwriting signature 244405 8

handel george frederick 418 21425 28
biography 25231 34 39 and hofmann document 204321
messiah 25232 33 37 38 home 93348

hanke gauleiter karl 28258 59 letter to walter conrad 231117 18

hanks marion D letter to william W phelps 244398
ancestors 2723 400402 12414418 28474
college experience 2725 as scribe 17135
experience as mission president 2724 testimony of book of mormon
scottish grandmother 272427241111 244401 3

hanoi vietnam 8147 48 56 see also harrishams william 142142
vietnam war harris letter hofmann document

hanover new hampshire 212146151212146 151 244398244398414414
hansen L taylor he walked the handwriting analysis of 244405 8

americas 63172 425 28
harald of norway 92210 11 jackson ronald verns handwriting
harden hearts translation 92157 58 analysis of 244407 8

harding sister in nauvoo 31162 james rhett stephenss style analysis
hardman mark early missionary to south of 244408 11

seas 234432 physical observations 244405244405422422
hardman william letter to from william 24

clayton 121120 23 style analysis of 244408 11

harker joseph journal excerpts 201103 text 244403 418 21

harmon alpheus missionary 30430 harrison benjamin 102230 see also
harmony in theological concepts 143354 united states of america
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harrison G T on alleged prophecies of LDS church in book review 173379
joseph smith 3355 56 60 81

harrison lavinia hawaii loa harothhagoth legend 17170 73
daughter of richard harrison 23350 see also hagothharoth
funeral of 23350 hawaiian mission 21302130 3311 18113 see

harrison richard also sandwich islands
brief biography 23350n hawaiian temple excursion from japan
funeral of daughter of 23350 12193
john taylor boarded with in liverpool hawaiian values book review 263125 28

23350 68 hawkins leo scribe 114460
john taylor receives visit from 23368 haws peter nauvoo house association
wife of 23350 68 2339

harrison william henry negotiation of hawthorne nathaniel see also literature
treaty of 1804 214493 scarlet letter the

hart james H 134517 description of city in scotland 27228
book review 191125 26 meets orson pratt 83270 72

hartshorn clara charlotte 122174 on sin 1121 36
142221 hay denys historical interpretation of

hartshorneharnHarthannshome charles 15175 italian renaissance 615 7
harvard medical school 212132 haybumhaybut case 163353 54
harvard university 28320 hayes rutherford B 102224 see also
harvey basil grandfather of henry bigler united states of america

30429 haynie ella colonist in colonia oaxaca
harvey thomas H and mormonscormons in mexico 53165 see also mexico

nebraska 243286 88 hdvamcilhavamdl the sayings of the high one
hastings lansford W author of emigrants 92209 220

guide to oregon and california head franklin indian superintendent
214409 143371 73

hauck R richard on use of distance and healing
direction in book of mormon by faith 82127 33
geography 303131 32 mesmerism 152153

hauns mill massacre 2224222411 13162 health LDS disease rates 26184 88 see
67 134535134535141 23195 103 also word of wisdom
26216262162222 28152815101610 16 29 see heart in nephis psalm 213363213363366366
also missouri 371 72

account of amanda smith 134540 heat of mixing 28428 32 34
account of catherine fuller 134535 heaton H grant president of chinese
account of david demming 26241 mission 12185 88 91 95
account of elijah reed 26239 heavenly book book given by heavenly
account of moses kelly 26241 council 26480
account of mosiahmoslah benner 134540 heavenly council
account of nathan knight 26241 apocryphal writings 713 27
account of robert L hill 26231 issuances of prophetic commission
account of ruth naper 26239 26467
account of tarlton lewis 134541 heavenly visitation 1519

26240 hebraisms in Bbookook of mormon 1111150150
account of william seely 26241262414242 60 see also book of mormonmonnon
compared to mountain meadows hebrew government and book of mormon

massacre 183362 17118 19 see also israel
role of samuel bogart 26241 hebrew origins of catholicism and temple
victims of 26238 39 2114 5
witnesses of 26234 hebrew school and oliver cowdery

haven jesse and early mormon imprints 124421 26
in south africa 204404 8 hedonism theodore dreiser on 3241

hawaii heian sculpture 12169
early missionaries 12180 81 heidegger martin 111121 12
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heirship family temple work 143307 justice of the peace in nauvoo 331131113 1

helaman exodus as proof text 303116 47
17 see also book of mormon prayed at nauvoo temple 31166 7711

hell 23372 73 74
in early mormon thought 25395 verdict on irvine hodge murder

henry VIII king of england 27115 23358
henry II11 king of england 27114 higginson george and parley P pratt
henry III111ili king of england 27114 152237
henshaw william 27253 57 58 60 high council meeting of 23328

61 high priests quorum meeting of in
heral legend 102135 58 nauvoo 23323 33 34
herald republican genealogical column high priests 1877 reorganization 20131

312122 high quorum see also holy order
heritage of the desert the by zane grey definition of 23335

184486493 9595500500 meeting of 23335 50 53 63 68 78
herodotus 223271 83868396 88

influence on greek historiography hill elisha affidavit 134527
312143 hill marvin S

herring george mission to indians on cultural forces and joseph smith
214507 see also native ameri-
cans

30330 33
question begging 30333

herring joseph see also native americans hill cumorah 142202 see also gold
mission to indians 214507 23380 plates moroni smith joseph jr
mohawk convert 23380 hilsman roger US undersecretary of

hertzsprungHertz sprung russell diagram 818 10 13 state for far eastern affairs 1214
1618 1921 hinckley gordon B missionary experi-

encehesperian harp 234398 in england 2719 10

heveliushedeliusHevelius johannes 13174 78 hindu reflections on 242173 88
heywood joseph leland hinduism and mark twain 112127

administered to 31171 hinkle george M 2626 10 13131616

asked bullock to get subscribers for apostate 22245
eagle 31154 and danitescanitesDanites 144445

brief biography 31147 joined rigdonitesRigdon ites 21162
discussion with bullock 31165 hinkley may green 212247
given letter of attorney 31147 hirshson stanley P faulty sources for
loan to bullock of garment 31140 biography of brigham young
order to bullock for tent poles 31159 183460

63 histadrutHistadrut israels general federation of
order delivered to 31156 labor 92132
and panic to leave nauvoo 31167 historians see also historiography

hiawatha 42140421404747 history
hickman josiah E 1111199199 103 arabic 312146 48

113311 16 early mexican 171101 7
journal entries 111111001 100loo 103 historical assumptions of 3121404131214041
oration of 18941894113311113311 16 latter day saints as 312139131213941 151

hidalgo miguel author of cry of 72
dolores 224452 michael oakeshottsOake shotts view of 312155

hierarchy in japan 63145 46 56
higbee elias 26233 34 36 38 nature of work 312159 60

letter to hyrum smith book review study of mormonmonnon book review
63180 292117 21

higbee francis M in nauvoo 31159 tasks of 311141
higbee isaac writing of church history 213259 78

brief biography 23349n 31l31n31131n historical critical method
and indian relations 183443183443447447 in analyzing LDS scripture 31366 72
judge of hodge murder trial 23349 need for LDS scholars understanding
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of 31368 69 historical objectivism of 30325 27
historiography 172207 241 312140 3335

72 see also books historian history of illinois 22248
history new mormonmonnon history of joseph smith 23349 51

american from 1840 1860 30173 74 history of the church 22142 14173
anti mormon 103284 314 234398 99 483
book review 192253 56 an affirmation of faith 31256
and carl becker 11159159 67 authorship 30177 78
carl beckers definition of 3125 book review 172241 49
chinese 312144 compiling 30176 79
christian 312150 52 early attempts to write 114460 73
greek 312142 43 history of writing and publication of
islamic 3121443121444848 211101 22
jewish 30334 312148 50 inaccurate claims about in journal of
latter day saint 312151 72 joseph 211101 2
latter day saint origins in new york influence ofofwillardwillardonwillard richards 31242

9324193241545 44
history 73171 87 see also historian king follett discourse in 182191 92

historiography narrative framework of 31244
of americas epic poem book review publication of 93255 58

204431 33 rough draft of 31247
basic mormon book review 281125 scribes for 114440 60

27 sources for 211105 22
bias and misuse of evidence 27489 willard richardssRichardrichardsss role in 31242 60

95 history of the saints 142142
of brigham young authorship history of the scandinavian library

223367 74 14142
early mormonism book review history of utah 63172

282113 15 bancroft 121125
and economics book review 3165 69 hitchcock emanuel anti mormon letter
and folklore 17140 113289 91
importance of 13168 70 hitchcock P M letter from regarding
latter day saint before 184718472110621106 levy of debt from joseph smith
latter day saint old testament as 114526

model 304123 24 hitler adolf 1010147147 49 28249 see also
losing popularity 28247 germany naziism war
missouri river 1846 52 book review on artichoke method 337

283113 17 atrocities of 28250
of modem mormonism book review societies that accepted 28251

202222 24 hittite treaties 242154 59
mormon new views book reviews hittite writings 104467

281123 25 hizen mr murder of 23348
mormonscormons in the west 1847 69 book hoagland abraham traveling bishop

review 292126 27 232184
nature of 52133 34 hoagland elizabeth first wife of george
need for 28248 Q cannon 2719927199110110liollo
novels 242246 49 hobbiehobble v unemployment appeals commncoman
and psychohistorypsychohistory book review 273112 13

232248 51 ho chi minh 63154 8153 see also
of women in the church book review vietnam

311103 6 and independence 12121101 10

writing book review 30194 97 hodge abraham C
history new mormon see also arrington brief biography 23348n

leonard books history joined sidney rigdon 23348
assumptions of 30323303231040 hodge amos C see also carthage martyr-

domand gary novak 304117 21 nauvoo smith joseph jr
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hodge amos C continued poem 222211081 108
accompanied bodies of joseph and reception of 124356 58

hyrum smith from carthage sin against 164638
23348 holy land travel guide 143393 95

arrested for murder of john miller holy order see also high quorum
23348 definition of 23335

arrested for theft 23353 meeting of 23335 50 53 63 68 78781

brief biography 23348n 838683 86 88
released on murder charge 23349 holy spirit in teaching 122209122209214214 16

seventies quorum president 23348 home see also children education
william smith seeks release of family young brigham

23360 62 education in 1016 8 9911gli11

hodge irvine and office poem 224440
brother of accused murderers 23357 poem 4150
stabbed to death 23357 58 home industry 23339

hodge stephen home literature fiction and nephi
arrested for murder of john miller anderson 2523

23348 home missionaries
hanged 23378 in cache stake 17197 99
moved from graveyard 23378 early history 17174 79
sent to penitentiary 23349 in salt lake stake 17188 96

hodge william home teaching 132152 53 163397
arrested for murder of john miller in vietnam 102187 95

23348 homosexuality 26182618131513 15 21 23 26
hanged 23378 33
moved from graveyard 23378 negative consequences of 194464
sent to penitentiary 23349 study of 194459

hofmann markmarkwmarkaW 204325204325444 honesty gospel teachings of 14152
244406 474 hong kong mission 12199

basic chronology 29180 102 missionary work 12189 91

bibliography of books about 291103 hooper walter friend of C S lewis
24 92221 22 224

book reviews 29167 79 hoover J edgar 94430 31

document forger 2745 12 hopkins gerard manley 213361
hofmann documents published in BYU hopkins mark model of teaching

studies 122210 12
anthon transcript 204321204321747 horace 5291 93
lucy mack smith letter 224455 65 on poetry 224472 476

hoge joseph P horse shoe prophecy folklore 17144
brief biography 23338n 45
letter to on repeal of nauvoo charter hospitals relief for poor 1850 1930

23337 38 18177
in nauvoo 31152 host of israel army of israel 13155 56

holbrook joseph 27120 hotchkiss syndicate and isaac galland
holbumcolbum hajo german historian 28251 193278 81
holland jeffrey R 28371 72 house of israel in allegory of olive tree
hollow men the 94412 30378 83
hollow of the three hills the 11121121 house of representatives 234473

holton egan nominated as agent to guard house of seven gables the 11128128 29
against anti mormon activity house of stuart 27115
23323 howe asael newspaper editor with anti

holy ghost mormon sentiments 94492
baptism of fire 31341313414343 howe eber D
and enduring to end 31338 anti mormon sentiments expressed
functions of 31337 103285 343 44
giftssifts of 164634 35 kirtland bank failure used to purge
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mormonscormons from communities 94473 80 see also abraham
234480 book of

newspaper editor with antiantl mormonmonnon humboldt alexander 171105 6
sentiments 94495 humboldt wilhelm von influence on karl

howe john brigham youngs great G maeser 172155164172155 164 65
grandfather 183288 humility 1417 8

howell family erected grist mills in god and man 1517
tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field massachusetts 14162 humor 17155 58 see also folklore

howells william 27118 27264 british 2727
howells family british converts and and human misfortune 53185 86

emigrants to salt lake city 27118 of keep A pitchinin 143331143331444
hoylehoyiehoyie fred author of the nature of the in Lazarillo de tormes 53183 91

universe 4113 16 mormon collection of curious situa-
tionshsia dynasty 63130 see also china book review 154541 42

hsuan tsang 12166 see also china mormonism 142272
hubble family papers interview with in mormon novels book review

david whitmer 144483 201124 26
huebener helmuth book review humphreys martha australian emigrant

253132 see also germany 27276 77
naziism hunt daniel D

huet gedion french writer comments on brief biography 23323n
apuleiusApu leius metamorphoses 53197 nominated as agent to guard against
98 anti mormon activity 23323

hughes jonathan on mormon origins hunter edward 163378 380 382 84
183286 386 394 232183 see also nauvoo

hughes william welsh convert claimed brief biography 2338n
healing miracle 27259 61 donates land for seventies hall 2338

hugo victor 82155 56 mechanics association committee and
hull papers description 144463144463467467 trustee 23333 36 39
human behavior 2613 see also behavior nominated as city councilor 23329

modification writes about nauvoo 31190 92
book review 134587 hunter howard W on missionary work in
cognition in 26165 asia 1216
emotion in 26165 hunter jesse D
social constructionism 26156 6066 brief biography 23326n
theories of mechanistic 26155 58 LDS church agent 23326

human conflict 224467 hunting short story 92198 208
humanism 6114 171917 19 huntington dimick B

and dostoevsky 2164 and danitescanitesDanites 144435 see also danitescanitesDanites
and modem art 11151151 57 missouri
and theistic view contrasted 194462 military action against native ameri-

cansin victorian literature 43196 183437 439 see also native
humanistic movement 212190 92 americans
humanity and practical christianity huntington oliver B reports on building

29135 nauvoo 22133
human nature brigham young on huntington prescindiaPrescindia in kirtland

11178 79 202156 57
human relations and leadership 104498 huntington william meeting with james

500 allenalienailen 214475
humans hunt james H observations of mormonscormons

as divine creations 101013112131 42 in daviess county by 26247262471848
morality in 26169 hunt jefferson 82129 94514
self consciousness in 26166 hurlbuthurdHurihuddbut D philastusphilistusPhilastus
as social creatures 1010145145 allegations against joseph smith jr
as socialized beings 26169 103284 303303309310312309 310 312 14

human sacrifice and book of abraham on character of the smiths 244492 95
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hurlbut D philastusphilistusPhilastus continued hyde william 27272 73
testimonials about smith family attitude towards US government

30470 74 214477
hurst blanche colonist in colonia juarez brief biography 23324n

on poverty 53157 58 LDS church agent 23324
husband wife relationships brigham initial attitude towards battalion

young on 183381 83 see also 214486
family young brigham hyde park branch in london creation of

huss john 232139 27217 18

hutton james geologist 23142 47 hydehyiev v hyde 22173 83
hyde jeanetta initiates genealogical hymn of the pearl 22136 see also

lessons at general conference gnostic gospel of philip
312131 hymns 23438923438900400

hyde john writes to bernardinomardinoBe drovetti and benjamin C elsworth 124529 31
concerning antonio lebolo 31314 and david W rogers 124528 27

hyde john jr 162305 12 22173 83 and emma smith 124503 5

hyde orson 2190 22139 94500 501 first latter day saint hymnal 124
114327 2849050528490 505 134501 2 503 5
154501 23 182168 213310 stories and messages book review
317 234469 7373475475 2713 8 282120 23
27280 hyperinflationHyperinflation and developing countries

biography of book review 184585 86 6280 82 see also inflation
brief biography 23323311 on HyHypepernesiamesiamesla 212192
to buy cloth for tabernacle 23351 hyperspace
canvas for nauvoo tabernacle as a fourth dimension 203282

193416 21 and kingdoms of glory 203293
debated with john E page 31155311555656 hypocephali
efforts with petitions 26233 34 british museum 9192 94
encouragement of saints to enlist in florence 9190

mexican war 214483 meuxmeux9l919191gigi
at engravers for seal for the twelve nashnash9l949194

23334 hypocephalus 173259 60
jackson county conflict 144406144406416416

17

at laying of cornerstone of nauvoo
ibsen henrik 4143 495149 51 52 see alsotemple 23349 50

literatureand mission to england 2190
ibn khaldunkhaldiinkhaldianKhaldunaidun identified social lawsat nauvoo temple 31153

302148and prayer rods 244530
iceland 92212 20preached in nauvoo 31161

influences in utah 92219political activity of 104488 90
literature 92214president of quorum of the twelve

183403183403193403 and pioneer tradition 92212
icelandic mission 92219read letter from brigham young and
idaho historical society 92225willard richards 31157
idaho beets 81106 7history sugarscribe 114334 35444506 7
ideals 4117 18 23shook hands with bullock 31142311424545

of mormonscormons and non mormonscormons in utahsoliciting federal aid for move west
104425 28214408 9

ideal society and brigham young 513speech of at seventies hall dedication
18on unity 2332331010 11

idioms 21172spoke in nauvoo 31130 32
ignition in combustion 26387 88and state ofdeseretofdeseret 29414
ignorance 173275 90on temporal welfare 3318
iguanas gaidGaldgalapagos islands 2148on pagosA to thetimely warning people of illinoisengland 271312113127131
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frontier conditions in 82204 15 poems about 28151 82
anti mormon sentiments developed religion 242183 88

82204 15 india mission 123262 78
illinois persecutions 23321 314031 40 42 amos milton musser 123268273123268 273

444649597374 banarasbabarasBanaras india 123266
burning houses at lima 23388 90 benjamin F dewey 123269
mob violence around nauvoo 23388 chauncey west 123268 69

96 church membership 123265
policy of nonreaction to 23388 96 elam luddington 123269 275

imagery verbal 10189 hugh findlay 123264 266 67
imagination and soul 94407 20 james patric meik 123264 6526965 269
immigrants see also immigration joseph richards 123263 265265268268

anti immigrant sentiments 322732272929 270
british latter day saints to nauvoo kenneth scott latourette 123262

31177 85 levi savage 123269
catholic 3228 35 lorenzo snow 123263 64
of 1840s 3227 maurice white 123264
help with westward trek 31184 85 nataniel vary jones 123269 272 74
letters from nauvoo 31189 98 plymouth brethren 123263
to nauvoo 31189 98 richard ballantyne 123268 70
as part of papal plot 3228 robert owens 123269 70
prohibition of 3239 robert skelton 123269 70 275
threat of 32271227 samuel amos woolley 123270 72

immigration see also emigration thomas metcalf 123263
immigrants truman leonard 123270

converts to nauvoo 3321 wanderers branch 123263
from england 1733391733394141 william A sheppard 123263 265
european and 1861 florence outwittingoutfittingoutfitting william F carter 123270

243350 53 see also mormonmonnon william fotheringhamfutheringhamFutheringham 123270 72
trails william willes 123263 64 268 270

laws in new york 3230 75
ofofldsoflasLDS from great britain 27131 32 indian creek illinois 31157
perpetual emigration fund company indian ocean

3321 crossing of by lehi 30358 60
of scots 27235 monsoonal cycle 30358 60
travel by ship 271103 indians see native americans
voyage of ellen maria 27157 65 individual responsibility and war 25169
welsh book review 282124 27 see also war
wealthy help immigrants 3330 individual rights 43261 83294 302

immortality 27317927317122122 2323126126 139 69
in apocalypse of peter 152134 and agency 273127 28
dostoevskys theory of 21521588 636763 67 indochina war 1970 student resolutions

imperialism 12132 on 122167 68
western as scapegoat 63153 54162 inductance definition and example of

improvement era the 132143 148 50 23181 92
in re snow 27399 103 inductivity
in tragic life by vardis fisher 18137 in religious inquiry 27441274411444

38 in thinking 274412744144844 48 52
inannadinanna and seven ordinances 22141 industrialism and government 42172
incarnation mormon view of 164635 36 industrialization of nauvoo 182246 54
independence missouri 13110 13 see also nauvoo

142209 10 industrial revolution 27116 17 26 120
independency 27313 infidelity fear of in new york 93362
india inflation 224427 see also economics

consumption 242178 80 benefits 6277 80
personal experiences in 242173 88 in brazil 6273 91
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inflation continued 301110 11

causes of in developing countries and truth 164495
6286 intercessory prayer motif 26475

cost push 6283 international congress of genealogy
cost push in brazil 6285 86 312131 32
demand pull 6283 88 international law 273199 204 206
demand pull in brazil 6286 88 international relations 42151
economic collapse 143322 book review 104491 93
and foreign capital 6288 international student conference 94426
and government demand 6284 international union of students 94426
and growth 6278 90 international womens year 164527 see
and nationalism 6288 also women
negative effects 6281 82 interpretation of texts 9139 43
and political instability 6282 intimacy 2615 37
ritual of 19153 54 early episodes of 26113 35
structural 6283 problems of 2616 29
and taxation 6278 79 and sex 26133

ingersoll peter witness against character intuition
of young joseph smith 103297 and art 321532152121
98 artistic vs ordinary 3216

ingratitude poem 3249 and scholarly research 194449 73
inquiry and personal inspiration 194452 investment 143319 30

54 iowa 21155 56 66
inscriptions ancient american book arrival of mormonscormons in 214463

review 173373 75 blessing for saints 214473
inspired version of the bible see joseph climate landscape and wildlife of

smith translation 214468 73
institute of government service services crop production in 214466

offered 6155 56 hog production in 214467
instructor certification 42118 journal of lorenzo snow 243261 73
insurgency ancient and modem 152215 map of mormon trails in 214416 fol
integrity 213259 60 268 69 mormon settlement on shore of
intellect 22268 70 213259 78 1821321821324242
intellectual frustration 84407 20 mormon trail in 214417 30
intellectual history see also historian non LDS settlers 214473 74

historiography history suffering and death on plains of
in nauvoo 143388 214431 39
new york influences on mormonism suffering of mormonsmonnonsmormans in 214464 65

93350 72 traveling through 214463 64
using psychology 172218 20 iowa stake or zarahemlaZarahemla stake 182137

intellectual vs intelligent 164496 98 40
joseph smith 164497 iowa territory purchase of land from
saul of tarsus 164497 galland 193268

intellectualism as aim of education iranian religion influence on apocalypse of
2837 11 adam 172139 41

intellectuals ireland northern james B aliensallens visit to
compliant 17122 24 30421 26
dedicated communists 17121 22 irish 0 H indian superintendent
defiant 17127 143362 71
dissident 17124 27 irish character
in soviet union 17121 28 and belief in past 6137 39

intelligence 164495 98 illusiveness of 6135
king follett discourse 182204 see and childlikechild like imagination 6136 37
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42424747 63 24178 109 see also double centralizer theorem 161113 15

carthage illinois carthage greys matrices 161112 15
carthage jail nauvoo richards noncommutivitynoncom mutivity of multiplication
willard smith hyrum smith 161111 12

joseph jr taylor john matthew gospel of and joseph smith
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number of canes 212206 early british immigrant 27179 82
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marxism 53211 mormonism 26183 101
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masonic hall nauvoo twenty seventh given notice of twenty seventh
quorum met at 31152 see also quorum meeting 31159
nauvoo at twenty seventh quorum meeting

masonry 154456 59 see also religion 31137
masons 82213 14 see also freemasonsFreemasons visited by bullock 31123 60

nauvoo religion smith joseph jr went with bullock to nauvoo temple
antimasonicanti masonic party 3223 24242626 3366 31161
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oaths of 3225 meade george G poems about 28465
other religions views on 3227 7477
political views of 3225 meaning in theology 143351 53
reason for attacks on 3224 25 measureformeasure fortor measure 162282 89
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similarities to mormonscormonsMormons 3225 26 association
support of jackson 3224 medary samuel ohio senator 234478

massachusetts bay colony 273142731412112 1 media
see also history united states of and freedom of press 273171 83
america representation of church in 1930s

massachusetts constitution of 17801790 29125
273162731622412241 medicine

materialism 218 10 53206 botanic 26349 50
united states and india 242178 80 and joseph smith 173319 37

materialistsMateria lists 218 10 63 644 mormonscormons and 26349 51
mathematics medill william and mormonscormons in

algebra 161109 12 nebraska 243288 89
and chemistry 28443 meditation 13123 25
development of 161108 12 as prerequisite for revelation 1819
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meeker massacre 143377 93 20141 see also latter day
meetings sunday 132144 45 saints messenger and advocate
mehring catherine elizabeth messiah see jesus christ

illlii1112337823378 metallic documents see documents
john taylor administers to 23378 metallic

mehring henry metals
brief biography 23353n in biology 104404 18

business of john taylor with 23353 cyclicpolyetherscyclicpolyethers 104413 18
79 effects on animals 104392 94

meiji era and christianity in japan interactions with systems 104394 95
14118 19 see also japan and nervous system 104407 9
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meeting of 23338 39 see also and reverend lane 93398
nauvoo taylor john methodist movement 6267 69

mercantilism 42173 enthusiasm and hypocrisy 6268 70 72
mercer henry C discovers ancient threat to social order 6269 72

potters wheel 92187 mexican american war 223292 see also
merchants brigham youngs views on mormon battalion

28339 mexican indian mission 224443 see also
meriam indian study 143379 mexico
merimee prosper first interprets mormonscormons mexican mission closure of 224441 see

to french 142146 162 also mexico mission
merismsmerismeMeri sms abbreviated statements of gospel mexican saints 153293 307

in book of mormon 3134331343949 mexican war recruiting mormonscormons to join
see also book of mormon 214475 87

merrill marriner W on property rights mexico city mexico missionaries in
3323 223294 303

mesa arizona book review 134597 99 mexico 9218592185188188 89 196 see also
mesmer franz anton animal magnetism mission

152147 converts sent to arizona 223305
mesmerism 152149 5151153153 5555157157 60 early mormon 223289 310

163 64 early mormonmonnon missionary activities
mesoarnericamesoamericamegoMeso america see also archaeology 223289 310

history of and book of mormon LDS colonies 53155 67
171101 7 meridamerldamerida9218792187

probable site for book of mormon mexico city 92196
civilizations 303128 137 missions in 224441 53

mesopotamia 9218692186188190188 190igo 94473 popocatepetlpopocat6petl 92188
messenger and advocate 124412124412492492 micaiah throne vision 26469
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michelangelo poetry 242207 see also joseph smith on 3359 60
literature and mormonscormonsMormons 164631

michigan bank failures 234480 political movements 164631
middle ages faith and art in 11139 second coming 3362
middle east 9212192121343 12112 miller arthur death of a salesman family

travel guide 143393 95 relationships 194514 see also
middleton john J 142221 literature
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to adam ondi ahman 13139 404740 47 john taylor stays with while coming to
of latter day saints 114342 2925 1 far west 23381

29443 65 stays with john taylor 23381
ofoflehilehilehl method of 30357 65 miller charles branch president in
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polynesian legends 17173 see also miller cincinnatus heiner joaquin
hagothharoth story about danitescanitesDanites 232156 57

saints reasons for 30250 wrote successful anti mormon novel
table of saints 30252 142144

militancy miller george see also nauvoo
comments by joseph smith about apostasy of 243313 14

13158 606660 66 article by in times and seasons on
mormon declaration of independence temple 23320

13156 58 bishop 23320
note of warning 13153 54 brief biography 23320n
political motto 13151 52 dinner with john taylor 23382
response to election day battle food from big field 23387

1314613146505650 56 high priests quorum presidency 23323
salt sermon 13152 letter about joseph smith 193402 7

military 222221 22 see also war letter of on repeal of nauvoo charter
alliances in europe 133286 8787302302 23337 38
disarmament 133334 4335143 351 52 letter of to state governors on persecuperselu

370372375434 35 tionseions 23341 44
MX missile 222222 23 and lucy mack smith vision 23320
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subjection to rulers 222219 20 23379
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militia mormonmonnon 28110 in nauvoo 31117
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break with auguste comte 52205 at party at benbowsBenbows 23382
discussion of mormonscormonsMormons 142146 and planning sessions for trek west

millenarianism 214534 36 243305 14

millennial star 22247 249 252 trustee in trust 23320
121120 23 154501 8 27130 miller henry W
54548585 90 2727227272949910194 99 101loi brief biography 23379n
120130 coroner 23379

and charles penrose 271115271115118118 miller john
120 23 brief biography 23348n

and george Q cannon 2711 6100gloo6 100loo and mormonscormons and indians in nebraska
102108 243374 78

and mormon creed 264126 murder of 23348
on scotland 27232 miller reuben

millennialism 27311273111919 20 belief in strangsstrandsStrangs revelations 83280
mormon beliefs of 23122 23 83 see also strang james J

millennium 3355 57 234403 242205 conversion 83280
church preparation for 3364 66 on cowderysCowderys reconciliation with
events to precede 3358 church 83292
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miller reuben continued 224443447
disbelief in strangsstrandsStrangs revelations england 154499 526

83283 85 to england of ezra T benson 271117
missionary service to strangitesStrang ites to england of orson hyde 2190

83285 88 to england of john taylor 2334 5

miller william 94495 14
brief biography 23323n to england of the twelve 154499
joseph smiths critique of 3357 58 526 213301 41
ininnauvoo31l38nauvoo 31138 to england of willard richards
nominated as agent to guard against 31242

anti mormon activity 23323 flax economic under brigham young
millet robert L on book of mormon as 3327

pattern for sacred history 3127 8 formosa 63141
15 see also book of mormon gold mining 1219 31

milliken arthur great britain first foreign mission of
brief biography 23364n RLDS church 271107
heard lucy mack smith vision 23364 hawaii 2130 3311 18113

68 hong kong 12189 91 99
milliken lucy smith iceland 92219

brief biography 23364n india 123262 78
daughter of lucy and joseph smith sr indians 23380

23364 iron economic under brigham young
heard lucy mack smith vision 23364 3326

68 italy 31283 89
mills C wright on role of social scientist japan 12185121859292 111 152172

26180 81 232167 14116 28 152171
milton john 94417 28312 see also japan central 12193

literature japan west 12193
on adam as christian 242201 2 jewish 84434844341411

on adam fall of 242196 98 korea 12195
on apostasy 242204 lamanitelamanite2212922129 114405
beliefs of 242191 206 lead economic under brigham young
on creation 242199 201 3326 27
on free will 242198 mexican indian 224443
on godhead 242196 mexico 224441 53
on millennium 242205 to new york of john taylor 2335
on polygamy 242203 northern far east 12189121899292
on war in heaven 242195 philippine 12187

mind uses of in relation to gospel ohio 114499 500
14147 55 samoa 18112 19

minute men 14170 sandwich islands 18113 14
mission see also specific countries or silk economic under brigham young

areas missionaries missionary 3327
work south american book review

asia 12185 106109106 109log 10 282119 20
australia 27267 68 southern far east 12188 89
britain 2723272355 13 16 97 100 119 st louis 234387
to britain of heber C kimball sugar economic under brigham

27213 young 3326
california 234431 taiwan 12188
cape town south africa 204404 western european establishment of
cotton economic under brigham 27218

young 3165 3327 wine economic under brigham young
cuautla mexico reopening of 3327

224447 wool economic under brigham young
cuernavacacuemavacaCuemavaca mexico reopening of 3327
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1345464713454647
missionary work latter day saints arrival 13114

advice to by joseph F smith book latter day saints in 2816 7 9 15
review 231126 28 livestock production in 214468

to asia 12180 map of in 1830s 2622
changing roles 272113 14 116 mormon war 23194 103
comparison to american GIs during persecutions in 1316 8 224491

world war 11II 272112 2331123311424642 46
departure for england 2718 redress petitions 2623126231444
experiences of and literature 222147 saints expulsion from 134494

48 unlawful elements 13115 16
experiences of book review 302116 missouri conflict 2625 26325 26 32

18 petitions to government as result of
first to japan 12192 26232
first to korea 12196 missouri historical society st louis
friction with local members 272108 mormon manuscripts 144459

14 missouri period 1831 1839 documentary
in great britain 2726 13 15 16 97 history of the church 144488
growth in numbers of 26299 103 missouri river mormonscormons at 1846 52
in iceland 92218 19 book review 283113 17
journals of book review 313181 83 missouri state archives jefferson city
licensing of in 1830s 221104 mormonmonnon manuscripts 144459
to sandwich islands 12180 81 missouri state historical society
scotland 27229 columbia mormon manuscripts
unified system 272113 17 144459

missionary work 10101141 14 15 mitchill dr elusive identity of man visited
among jews 8442784427343 by martin harris 103332 36
in belgium 24161 77 mob violence 282728271010 see also
black africa book review 283107 9 carthage jail martyrdom missouri
in europe 142158 nauvoo
genealogical 173355 60 affidavits against 23393 94
grant heber J 242142 44 amasa lyman speech on 23392
john taylor discussion 23315 brigham youngs exemption of
kirtland as center of 114497 516 government in 214479
in latin america 132131 34 heber C kimball speech on 23392
and LDS folklore 17147 48 52 in illinois 23321 3131404240 42 444644 46
list of men chosen for missions january 49597374495973 74

121218451845 23324 26 and martyrdom of joseph smith
mischa markow 1111192192 99 20171
in ohio 114474 516 in missouri 23311233114242 46
personal essay on 62101 18 around nauvoo 23388 96
in samoa 18112 mobility 2177
southern response to 2822821010 11 modem art and humanism 11151151 57 see
stake 17188 also artait
in utah 17174 modernism 53216 213282132811 see also art

mississippi river modernity in art 1233 41 see also art
andandnauvoonauvoo 182255 72 modernization an explanation of 23119
and nauvoo dam 182246 54 20
paintings 222193 211 molecule 284282842841434641 43 46

missouri 94489 213302 308 9 323 molotov V M urges creation of second
see also atchison david rice front in europe during world war II11

avard sampson boggs lilburnlllburn 5157 see also war world war II11

W danitescanitesDanites hauns mill massacre moment of silence see also meditation
mob violence prayer

church history 82206 7 karcher v may 273188
imprisonment of prophets 13120 22 lemon v kurtzman 273187 90
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moment of silence continued more thomas 513 94407
marsh v chambers 273187 religion and science 3336
in modem court 273187 utopia 3335 37 51351341241 42
new jersey statute 273191 morgan dale
zorach v clauson 273192 as book reviewer 151118

monarchy naturalistic assumptions of 30324 28
in book of mormon 17110 on origin of book of mormonmonnon 30326
during french renaissance 6giloglio61101 10 11 27

money question begging 30327 28 30 33
profits from santa fe fur trade 13112 morgan james P in nauvoo 31129

1318 morgan william origin of anti masonic
in united states and spanish trade party 3223 27

13111 morgenstjernenmorgenstiernen morning star started by
mongolia 63163 69 andrew jensen 14135

communist revolution in 63165 morley isaac 114484486
pan mongolism 63168 69 brief biography 23390n 31l17n31117n
soviet influence in 63165 kirtland farm 124346 351

monotheism 82115 17 mobs bum shops of 23390
monroe doctrine 133399 400 453 56 in nauvoo 31117

see also united states of america president ofofmantimantimantl colony 183440 41
monsieur violet 142142 446
montegut emile 142166 69 speech of on mob violence 23392
montevideo uruguay conference of mormon father of moroni see also book

american states at 133283 of mormon
montgomery james 234323438989 90 398 abridgementabridgement of large plates 33121012 10
moody dwight evangelical protestant 15

leader 23120 scholarship of 82172
moody and sankey revival 27248272484949 youth scholarship of 82174
moon john emigration from england mormonmonnon book of reading of chapter 8

173339 41 24153 59
moore andrew mormon arts festival 142141 150

brief biography 23323n mormon battalion 22145 82127 42
nominated as agent to guard against 94513 14 214475 87 223292

anti mormon activity 23323 see also kane stephen mexican
mora anna donna africana or anna american war

marie see also lebolo antonio authority division of 82134
marries antonio lebolo 31316 authority military 82127
sponsored for christian baptism authority religious 82127

31316 brigham youngs suspicion of request
death of 31316 to formforin 214480

moral acceptability 30221 calling of at mt pisgah 214459 61
moral choices and outcomes 30217 31 contribution of 214485
morality 153309 22 164507 161659159 1 and donnerdormerdorner party 113307 11

600683600goo 683 efforts to raise 214483 85
and art 11111379137 49 and henry william bigler 30431
decline of 164684 farewell ball comments on 214486
false 26144261449499 and mormonscormons in nebraska 243278
and knowledge 164489 91 and mormon trek west 243324331010
new 8123 25 29 35 payment of 214486

public vs private 1111140140 41 trail in iowa 214426 27
and religion 1111138138 mormon conflict 141104
sexual 8123 see also sex mormonmonnon creed 182222 23 264125 32
social scientists role 8128 32 34 see also keep A pitchinin

moral philosophy 112188 99 and deseret news 264127 28
moral reasoning 30217 18 and millennial star 264126
morals in literature 213279 89 and new york herald 264126
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mormondom religious context in new york 9335193351

boomtown metaphor for 261112 14 72
definition of 26173 roots of modem book review
and protestant thought in 1800s 25385 202222 24
religiosity 29257 selected non mormonmonnon missouri sources
as underdeveloped nation 261110 12 on 144460 84

mormon experience the and women sense of mission in america 20183 92
20139 the spirit 22263

mormon experience novel book review theology 29349
164432 35 and treasure hunting 244450 51 467

mormon history association 172201 2 70
mormonism 1167 71 21101 5 truman coes 1836 description

82113 25 103356 63 142140 173347 50
57 213343213343345345 4634835646 348 356 see and US foreign policy 25157
also church of jesus christ of as worldwide church 29135
latter day saints the latter day mormonism portrayed 142142
saints religion monnonitesmormonitesmennonitesMormoMonnonites and J G bennett

and american religion 3317 103353 64
arguments against book review mormon point of view the 132160

6157 62 description of articles contained in
and blacks 111132223222 25 132161 65
change in book review 202222 24 failure of 132167 70
classification of 212252 56 praise of 132166 6717167 171
and commercial theater 1222344012223440 mormonscormonsMormons see latter day saints
creed of mind your own business mormon tabernacle choir 42111 12

264125 32 see also mormon and come come ye saints
creed 214525 26

early history book review 282113 15 mormon trails see also dormerdonner party
and germans annotated bibliography florence nebraska maps

1848 1966 8173 94 nebraska pioneers
intercultural aspects of book review brigham young trail 214418 23

203311 13 des moines river valley trail
and john milton adam as christian 214425 26

242201 2 handcart trail 214423 24
and john milton adam fall of historic sites and markers book review

242196 98 292114 17
and john milton apostasy 242204 incidental trail 214427 30
and john milton beliefs 242191 206 iowa trail 214417 30
and john milton creation 242199 maps of see maps

201 mormon battalion trail in iowa
and john milton free will 242198 214426 27
and john milton godhead 242196 pioneer trail of 1847 243321 26
and john milton millennium 242205 mormon war 3111 14 23194 103
and john milton polygamy 242203 sources of conflict 3112 13 16 18
and john milton war in heaven morning star 14135

242195 moroni son of mormon see also book of
juddojudzeojudwo christian parallels book review mormon mormon

204433 37 brought gospel as angel 2181
mans potential 22267 message to gentiles 31345 46
and mark twain 112119 2020130130 40 on resurrection 30350 51
myths 142273 74 visits to joseph smith 103255 58
platonism 22264 65 moroni captain see also book of
and politics 113219113219040 mormon
priesthood 22263 64 as hero of book of mormon 25123
and protestant thought in 1800s 25385 24
religiosity 257 approach to war 2514525145646
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morrill justin S and antipolygamy mother in heaven 212253
legislation 264108 9 mount of olives dedication of 84428

morrill laban conversion of 93357 mountain congress of the league to
morrill act 27392 93939610496 104 enforce peace 14191
morrill anti bigamy act of 1862 183370 mountain meadows massacre 183361183361

morris thomas 63 232148 see also lee john D
brief biography 31117n young brigham
in nauvoo 31117 book review 173382 84

morse jane stubbornness 3018 brigham youngs feelings about
mortimer william james publication of 183363 65

standard works 224388 and early settlement of san bernardinomardinoBe
morton A Q word pattern ratios of 29459

30393 move south 29465
morton william A religion classes journal excerpts 201100

general board member 23128 movies 1930s 2915
mosaic law 92161 see also bible moyle henry D on excommunication

moses 213266 67
digest of book review 63189 muffs yochananyachananYochanan rabbi at jewish

moses 92176 77 14150 213348 355 theological seminary of america
356 234408 99483486483 486 see also 213344 47
bible moses book of muhammad succession of 312146

alma the elder as type of 303114 15 muhlestein christian hyrum and
call of 26499 101 prophecy ofofgratianusgratianusGratianuslanus 25329
compared to nephi 27433 mulek see also book of mormon
gospel in days of 23369 mulekitesMulekites
jesus christ like 303121 22 descendant ofofzedekiahzedekiah 3037 8

on mount of transfiguration 23370 journey to new world 3039 12
presides over church 23357 meaning of name 3038
vision of earth and inhabitants 83255 mentioned in bible 3038
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mohawk convert 23380 in book of mormon 3036 22
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changes in 84361 82 nephitesNephites 30317 18
john M bernhiselBemhisel manuscript 84373 interaction with jareditesJaredites 30312 16
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manuscript language 30311 12

orson pratt edition 84374 78 merge with nephitesNephites 30316 17
and sun 3044130441242 andand01mecs30312olmecs 30312
talmage edition 84377 78 origin 3036 9

mosiah book of 10101811 81 82 see also phoeniciansPhoenicians possibly in original party
book of mormon 303930391111 12

accounts ofofreenactmentreenactment of exodus travel south 30313 15

303115 16 wars of 30311
covenant pattern in chapters 1 6 mulholland james 73176

242151 62 scribe 114450464
first person pronouns in 303115 mulliner samuel scottish convert and

moslems 9213392133135138135 13 8 missionary 27227
moss william multiplication in hebrew and greek

brief biography 23324n grammar 26414 18
LDS church agent 23324 mumford louis on artists responsibility

mosteller frederick woodprintwordprintwordprint study of 1155 56
federalist papers 30392 93 mums william in nauvoo 31173

motherhood 142208 munera pulveris 53223 225 26
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murdock john 114482 8383485485 490 nag hammadihammadaHammadi 172131 34 see also
142204 apocalypse of adam

as negotiator 26312 13 nakazawa hajime first japanese LDS
on priesthood authority 124362 convert 14117 see also japan
remembrance of settlements 26321 names

22 choice of for korean children 63127
murdock julia clapp death of 142204 5 28
museum of church history and art in fiction 513351334444

234401 substituted in published revelations
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musical symbolism napoleon bonaparte see also egypt
as art form 1010185185 86 87 88 conquers piedmont italy 3138 9

the articles of faith 3373 92 influence on life of antonio lebolo
autonomous vs heteronomous 2138 3138
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in the church 16165 67 152192 see also japan
church appropriateness 164578 80 namia chronicles of and christian
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164580 81 lewis literature
church purpose of 164578 narrative
collected folksongs 33105 7 biography 222179 82
critic john tullidge 1iiiili1111 1 7 call pattern in moses chapter 6
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modem harmony 2137 38 oral personal as literature 3015 24
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purpose of 21382138040 mormon
recreational and social 42108 9 116 nationalism 4144 46 63154161 62
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222215 25 see also military contact with mormonscormonsMormons 214491 514
myths 2124 5 converts first temple sealing 183429

definition of 212 dance 6293 99
distribution in america 6152

N early LDS members 183429
and fort douglas 84455 57

nachie tsune church in japan 152196 history of tribe 214493see also japan hospitality 6298 99
naegle pauline in mexico 53165 see

in iowa 214491 514
also mexico mission to 214491 23380
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native americans continued martyrdom 31172 73
and mormon policies 29423 38 choir 234393
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300 city plan 30240 41
origin and mormonism book review conditions in 26371 72
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iowa 214478 immigrant letters from 31189 98
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ritual 6293 99 journey from 214445214445747
slave trade 183435 36 laying of temple cornerstone 23349
US relations with 214493 life in june 18441844192231192231
violence towards whites on western maid of iowa 182268 72

trails 243328 29 mansion house 182263
NATO 22151 158 masonic hall 23332
naturalism 31353 56 mob activity affidavits of 23393 96

dreisersdressersDreisers view 32413241454945 49 and music 4210942109113113
german 53203 18 new police 154480 90
hedonistic view of 3241 newspapers in 224487 96
and literary revolution 53216 18 novel about book review 123331 35
problem of death 324132414949 oral history of 182144 50

naturalistic assumptions of book of paintings of by david H smith
mormon 3032330323040 see also book 182233 235 237 40
of mormon photographs book review 311113 14

natural law 83295 97 platting streets of 193408 12
moral catholic view 112188 99 see poem 312180

also catholic church proceedings of city council 23326 28
tradition 101011181 118 20 proclamation to the citizens of hancock

natural philosophy and human purposes county illinois 23391
3336 purchase of land from isaac galland

natural rights 43259 64 193268
tradition 273150 53 156 59 rapid growth of 182271

natural theology book review 63186 restoration of jonathan browning site
nature of 192201

god 15174 76 see also god reunion of 18601860204354204354
man 30465 66 see also man as river town 182256 72

nauvoo illinois 3135 3737040 73242 saints will inherit sometime in future
45 82204 142212 154391 24 23392 93
447 97 213301213301444 222193 social history of book review
195195199202199 202 234391 3963969797 311113 14

24179 109 27117 2817 streets archaeological excavation of
31179 80 89 see also bidamon 193413 15

lewis immigration mob violence streets platting 193408 12
polygamy smith emma hale tabernacle canvas construction
smith joseph jr taylor john 193416 21

annis mill 182264 thefts in 23321
architecture 184589 91 thomas bullock describes demise
british LDS immigrate to 31177 85 30172301728282
changes after joseph and hyrumshyrams thomas bullock in 30172 76 82
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trades meeting association 182251 16 17 67 85 96 see also wasp
53 publishing news about the west

as utopia book review 184589 91 214409 10
vinson knight 182259 60 nauvoo stake 154491 97

nauvoo agricultural and manufacturing nauvoo steamboat 192167 71

association see also nauvoo nauvoo temple 23314233141818 34 65 74
taylor john 79 86 88 30242 43 see also

description of 23317 temple
meetings of 23317 18 31 33 36 appeared as if on fire 31162 63
and nauvoo dam 182251 52 architect william weeks 193337 see
repeal of charter of 23336 also weeks william
trustees of 23336 bullock at 31123 25 27274043540 43 45

nauvoo band 475047 50 5456 5759 6668 75
at laying of cornerstone of temple bullock receives ordinances at 31137

23349 45
at putting cupola on temple 23385 bullocks dreams of 31155 63
at seventies hall dedication 2337 cupola put on 23385 86
at young family meeting 23317 description of 2338

nauvoo charter 154480 90491 97 description of attic and floor plan
letter on repeal of 23337 38 193366 74
repeal of 23336 37374343 description of from nauvoo journal of

nauvoo choir john taylor 23352 53
at seventies hall dedication 2337 endowment emphasis of redemption of
at young family meeting 23317 mankind on earth 23123

nauvoo damdarndain 182246 54 endowment rooms 193319336565 66 371 73
nauvoo ensign and zarahemlaZarahemla standard endowments in 31183

224488 89 floor settles 31153
nauvoo expositor 82213 20172 laying of cornerstone from nauvoo

202208 22168 70 2332741 journal of john taylor 23349 59
47 5511 24182 83 95 meetings at 31130 32 3838445344 53 6611

nauvoo house 182262 213311 65 667366737575
3024230242343 paintings in 222193 197 199 202

cornerstone and book of mormon 205207209 11

original manuscript 103264 prayer circle meetings 19193 96
description of 2339 31150 63 63n 66 69 74
george A smith speech on 23382 proposal of sale to influential non
john taylor brigham young heber C mormonscormonsMormons 23392

kimball at 23382 provisions at 31118 29 30 53
raised 150 for 23386 repairs made after fire 31152 53
start laying bricks for 23385 roof fire 331147491147 49
urge completion of 23386 87 nauvoo temple office see also nauvoo
william weeks architect of 23382 temple store

see also weeks william bullock at 31125 30 34 36 3838040
nauvoo house association 424442446504650650 5456595456 59 6363677367 73

incorporated 2339 bullock went to for provisions 31125
trustees of 2339 31656773

nauvoo legion 2214122141242 82204 206 nauvoo temple store bullock went to
24184 91 2817 31117 33 34 72 see also nauvoo

called out because of mob action temple office
31128 nauvoo water power company john E

organized against indians in utah page 182253 54 266
183438444 49 navajoscavajosNavajos 211123 see also native

nauvoo library and literary institute americans
joseph smiths donation list economics 211123 24
143386 87 naziism and german history 28253 see

nauvoo neighbor 224495 96 2334 also germany hitler adolf
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near east and book of mormon and politics 27415 37
223271 74 psalm of 213358 59 362 369 70

nebeker ann primary general board purpose for writing 27420
member 23128 qualifications for leadership 27431

nebraska city cutoff and mormon trail on resurrection 30343
network 243330 see also spiritual heir ofoflehilehilehl 27428
mormon trails florence nebraska taught about gospel of christ 31334

nebuchadnezzar 1515 see also bible 48
needham johnrecordsjohn records early social events woodprintwordprintwordprint study of 30399 103

in the church 27153 writings of 3127 10

neely albert judge of joseph smiths writing of first and second nephi
1826 trial 30291302919696 9898100100loo 101 26453 65
105 6 nephi son of mosiah first king authority

neff sherman university of utah english in society 23183 see also book of
professor 2725 mormon

negroes see african americans nephi city of 23183 see also book of
nehemiah mormon

and rabbinic judaism 213349 50 355 nephitesNephites see also book of mormon
symbol of preparedness 142153 lamanitesLamanites mulekitesMulekites

neibaur alexander in nauvoo 31170 and authority 27415 16

nelson M W missionary in great britain in christ 27417 19

272111 compared to last days 25111
nelson dee jay critic of book of ethnic distinction between them and

abraham 83245 247 249 252 mulekitesMulekites 30317 18

nelson nels lars 132157 60 and gadiantonGadianton robbers 152215
articles 132168 70 government opposition to monarchy
defense of polygamy 132165 17114
mormon point of view 132165 merge with mulekitesMulekites 30316 17

neoorthodoxyorthodoxyNeo 29349 tower at adam ondi ahman 134564
neopositivismpositivismNeo 22228 29 236 76

translatability 22229 traditions of 27415 37
verification 22229 30 nervous system

neosymbolismsymbolismNeo 22230236 37 metals in 104410 13

and god 22230 31 receptors 104407 9
translatability 22231 newberry james
verification 22233 brief biography 23325n

nephi son ofoflehilehilehl see also book of LDS church agent 23325
mormon laman and lemuel lehi new criticism 213279 80 224472

account of jesus christs baptism newell grandison anti mormonism of
31334 35 234470480

and brothers 27415 37 newell K whitney collection 114322
compared to joseph and moses new england

27433 34 early utopian ideologies 513
compared to laman and lemuel and mormon almanacs 29489

27427 303430 34 new era 142141
compared to lehi 27434 new jersey plan 27374 78
exodus as proof text 303116 new jerusalem 22129 30 234407 8

and first nephi unity with second 412
nephi 26453 importance of training and skills in

and gadiantonGadi anton robbers 152217 234410
history of 26455 temple complex of 10101515 6
knowledge of reenacting exodus newland ridgway settler of encounter

303112 13 bay australia 28362
as lords spokesman 27419 37 newman J P challenge to brigham
order of prophecies of 26457 58 young to debate polygamy
plates of 24119 24 143339
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newman john B animal magnetism joseph smith jr trial of 1826
1521481521484949 122224 26

new meadows core oftapsfieldoftopsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield myth makers 30470 71

massachusetts 14161 as prophet 304104 16
new mormon history see history new response to his the ancient state

mormon 3135153
new movement godbeiteGodbeite 143332 views on striving for wealth 304106

334341 44 15
new name 21112 views on war 304112 13
newspaper nicaragua LDS support of opposing sides

accounts martyrdom of joseph smith 30424
20183 see also martyrdom smith nickerson freeman missionary travels to
joseph jr canada 2331

verse on the mormon frontier 25355 nickerson uriel chittendon hatch in
new testament 71917191 92229 3311 see nauvoonauvoo31l53596231153 59 62

also bible old testament nielsen hans tried for polygamy
bibliography of book review 83357 273101

58 nietzsche friedrich 53215
inspired translation 144405 nihilism 1164 2155 56 66 3255 58
in modem english 92229 62 636773
new translation 114408 22 1984 by george orwell 2413 16 see
passages used by early mormonsmonnonscormonsmonnoneMorMonmonsnons also orwell george

134479 84 nirvana 12155
teachings on violence 25137 nisan jewish calendar month and coming

newton joseph and rigdoniteRigdonite church of elijah 234485
21155 56565959 nisbet robert on progress and religion

new world social experiments in 51351344 28260 61
new york nixon fanny in nauvoo 31121

opposition to mormonscormons in 93360 nixon harriett in nauvoo 31121
and treasure hunting 244448 nixon richard M 1417 see also united

new york campaign of 177617761417014170 states of america
new york herald and the mormon creed administration 12112 21 22

264126 27 foreign policy 12116
new york metropolitan museum of art presidential race of 113236 37

8217182171195201195 201 3 visit to china 1213 4
new zealand nixon sarah ann in nauvoo 31121311212323

church college of 12183 293246
missionaries 12181 nixon stephen in nauvoo 31121 23
stakes 12182 53 54

new zealand temple 12181 83 nixon william in nauvoo 31133
nibley charles W 27169 noah 23372 see also bible flood

harvesting lumber in oregon 304114 given pattern to build ark 234408
15 noble joseph bates conversion of

and league of nations 14181 93939595 30261
98 no man knows my history by fawn

nibley hugh W 82171 94 164668 brodie dale morgan assists with
69 30324 see also brodie fawn

as cassandra 304104 5 114 16 nominating conventions and students
collected works book review 122163 70

284114 19 north korea 12139 54 see also war
egyptian papyri 114320 north korean bureau of the korean
and fawn M brodie 20159 communist party 12141
influence on encyclopedia of mormon-

ism
northern far east mission 12189 92 see

31435 also asia
introductory work on dead seas scrolls northern times 94489 91 496 97

23151 124420
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nothing in heaven functions as it ought oedipus rex 15120 21 see also
15130 31313232 353539039 40 literature

novel ogden esther english convert 27167 68
family of oral narratives 30117 24 ohiggins harvey playwright author of
book review 292111 13 polygamy 122234 238
mormon achievement of book review ohio 94487 490 492 494 97501 2

28297 109 see also kirtland ohio legislature
mormon experience book review restorationism

164432 35 banking 1830 37 174431174431343
mormon humor in book review banks in late 1800s 234480

201124 26 cincinnati 94496
mormonism in 1940s 18189 98 columbus 94500
about restoration book review 1830 401743970540 i74397174397 405

31277 81 evans creek 92182
novelists on mormonism in 1940s law banking activities of joseph smith

18189 98 174437 41
no villain need be by vardis fisher mentor 94498 501

18139 40 period of mormon history source
nuclear arms proliferation of 2513 3311 materials 114524 40 see also

57 144 167 see also war kirtland
nuclear war 251182 see also war revelations in historical setting of

biological effects of 25193 114338114338949 see also kirtland
and computer generated alerts 25177 revelations in
and gospel 25131 ohio general assembly 234471234471478478
poems about 2516 99 112112137137 ohio house of representatives 234474

numerology 19159 62 ohio legislature see also kirtland
nyland waino contrasts kalevalaKalevala and thirty third general assembly

hiawatha 42145 46 234473
thirty fourth general assembly

0 234474
thirty fifth general assembly

Oakeoakeshottshottsbott michael 234469 72475478
on historians 312155 56 ohio railroad company 234471234471478478
on history 312148 50 158 167 169 ohio senate 234474

obedience 213313 338 old bishop murder of 183442 43
of jesus christ 31335example see old elk 183438 443443445445 see also big

also doctrine of christ elk native americans
objectivity of theologians 143349 and mormonscormons in nebraska 243376
oblassakoblassaOb lassa albano to sell lebolo mummies old police of nauvoo party given by

31320 21 23317233176868
273181 82obscenity old testament 213347 48 362 see also

occidental beliefs the alternative bible new testament
tradition 33353 passages used by early mormonscormonsMormons

occult and folklore book review 27496 134484 87
104 teachings on force and war 25132

status of in utahoccupational women old world precedents government in book
194525 43 see also utah women

of mormon 17117 20
oceania fictional in 1984 2419 16 see

olive tree allegory of see allegory of the
also 1984 olive treeoconnor flannery 222134 35 ollivant joseph critic of early utah

wrote about christ 15136 society 31265 67677272
odea thomas F 24145241455151 olmecs

book of mormon andon government asasjaredites30312jareditesJared ites 303121713 4 when mulekitesMulekites arrived 30312
work by 26176 olney oliver trial of sampson avard

odes of solomon 22134 37 43 44 144434 see also avard sampson
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omaha indians see also native ameri-
cans

184564 69 see also book of
young brigham mormon manuscript

beliefs 243291 93 original sin brigham young on 43256
and brigham youngs indian policy 57 see also young brigham

183430 34 origins ofofldsoflasLDS saints 30247 66 see
lifestyle 243293 298 also church of jesus christ of
and mormonscormons in nebraska 243373 latter day saints the latter day

82290 300 saints mormonism
oneil floyd director of american west migratory people 30248

center 29426 in revivalistic areas 30247
open door policy 6314063140142142 4315143 15 1 orphans in gethsemane by vardis fisher

see also united states of america 18146
opera analysis of by ibsen 4151 52 orpheus 94416
opium war 12131 orphicalorphicaOrphica poetry 223264 71
optimism vs pessimism 164609 10 orphism 223262 71

oral history memories of nauvoo and tree of life 223262 63 270
182143 50 onoff thomas

oral law 213348 50 354 brief biography 23379n
oral personal narratives business of john taylor with 23379

intertextualityintertextuality 3011330t13 20 orthodoxy 29349
as literature 3015 24 orton kenneth 12194 95
meaning in 30120 21 orton roger in nauvoo 31123
not history 30301111 11 orwell george see also literature

oration delivered by mr S rigdon on the animal farm 2416
fourth of july 1838 copy 198419842413795424132413 16

144516 see also rigdon sidney toward european unity 2417
orchestras in church music education oscarson roy W 134517

42115 17 see also music osiris 223271 73
order of battleforBattbattlebattieleforporfor the sons of light ossian celtic poet 27141 44

22120 osteomyelitis 212131 54 see also
order of the star spangled banner secret disease

patnopatriotictic society 3230 and joseph smith 173319 37 see
Orderville utah see also united order also smith nathan

collapse 30198 otoe indians 183431 35 see also native
type of united order 184543 americans young brigham

ordinances 22123 26 153286 88 see and mormonscormons in nebraska 243374
also temple work 377 7838028378 380 283 84299

adoption 143295 96 ottinger george M 92145 54
early christian 19146 see also cartoonist and painter 143333 34 340

gnostic gospel of philip outcome oriented philosophy 30219 21
poem 194446 26 27
in temple 124402 4 owen robert owenism 27128 29
outside temple 12440312440344 oxbow trail and mormon trail network
theological language 22124 243327 see also mormon trails
theology 22119 22 ozumbadzumba mexico 223303223303444 224447

ordinations and women 202160 48 see also mexico
oregon trail and mormon trail network

243322 326 32 see also mormon P
trails donner party

pacific ocean crossing of by lehiorigen early religious philosopher on
30360 64godhead 173311 see also god

pacifism and war 25146 see also wargodhead
packjohnjackjohnPack Johnoriginal intent in interpreting US

brief 23325nconstitution 27387 140 46 see biography
LDS church 23325also united states constitution agent
nominated city councilor 23329original manuscripts book of mormon as
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pack john continued of nauvoo temple 222193 211

waniswarnswarms john taylor about lawyer of samuel B stockwell 222196 200
23365 papyri of joseph smith 82179 9

packard noah 83245 54 9169 104 see also
brief biography 23325n abraham book of egypt egyptian
high priests quorum presidency 23323 papyri lebolo antonio smith
LDS church agent 23325 josephjosephjrjosepherjr

packer boyd K on spirit and intellect paradigms as deductive models 27440
213259 78 parallelism 213359 72

padilla gold plates analysis of 19121 40 between lehisgehis and nephis accounts
see also documents metallic 202134

paezphez juana cares for A 0 woodruffswoodruffe parallelismusParallelismus membrorummembr orum ideational
wife 224450 parallelism in poetry 213359

paez simon family visited by missionar-
ies

parallels see also religious parallels
224448224448949 apocalypse ofadamof abamadam and LDS

pagan myths 94415 scriptures 172141172141242
page john E 213309 of biblical characters 17165 69

brief biography 23315n 31l55n31155n of hagothharoth tradition creation of man
consecrated ground for dam 23340 17164
disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped 31155 56 parayno maximo Z sr pangasinan
at high quorum meeting 23335 translator of book of mormon
at laying of cornerstone of temple 21189 90

23349 50 pardoners tale the interpretation of
and lucy mack smith vision 23365 43209 17

68 parent child relations intimacy problems
presented revelation 31159 61 in 2626111111lii
rebaptized james emmett 23381 parents teaching responsibilities of 10101717
speech of at seventies hall dedication see also children education

23315 family
painepaineiraciralraIraCC 174471 parish warren secretary to joseph smith
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio 31225

1836 description 174401 4 park hamilton G missionary to scotland
newspaper comments on kirtland 27233

safety society 174439 41 see parker theodore duties of historian
also kirtland safety society bank 2183 73185

population 1830 40 174410 parks general 26325 27
gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph 94489 dissolving units of 26323
paintings letter to atchison 26322

of nauvoo temple 222193 211 on mormon aggression 26331
panoramas 222193 211 report by 26320 21

palermo italy 31288 89 request to dispel militia 26324
palestine politics in josephussjosephuesJosephuss time book parks hiram helped evict mormonsmonnonsmormans from

review 63183 daviess county 26249 50
palmer james english convert 154499 parliament great britain 27114

500 parrish warren 114354 95 123253
palmyra new york religious revival inin 55 234476

93373 74 377 379 and kirtland safety society 124432
panic 36

of 1837 and kirtland safety society scribe 114446 49
174441174441343 parson capen house 14158

of 1873 272272101101loiiol parthenon 1152
panorama paintings participation 70 students political

and C C A christensen 234401 involvement 122164 70
of henry lewis 222202 10 partonopeusParton opeus de blois relationship to cupid
of john rowson smith 222193 96 and psyche 53193 202
ofofleonorleonleon de pomaredePomarede 222200 202 partridge edward C 114488 8989493493 94
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124362 6448464 484 134522134522532532 34 poems about 2512825128166166
biography 184520 21 and reason 333 13
jackson county conflict 144406144406412412 review essay 251167 74
letter to emily dow 184520 522 28 and war LDS church statement
letter to james partridge 184521 22 222215 25

partridge elinore stylistic analysis of peace corps mormon at manti
joseph smith 31234 36 183439 41

partridge eliza 22188 pearl harbor 51515151 see also united states
partridge lydia 114489 9090493493 of america world war 11II
passover 234483 85 poem about 25192

mormon teachings in regards to pearl of great price 7183 84 82171
234485 94 83248 56 224417 22 see

past and present influence on john also abraham abraham book of
ruskin 53224 29 articles of faith moses moses

paterculusPaterculus velleiusVelleius mahansjahans history of book of
15160 articles of faith 224421 22

paterson plan US constitution 27374 and bible chronology book review
76 78 see also united states 63189
constitution book of abraham 9170 79 224418

patient care evaluation 16193 105 book of moses 224417 18
patriarch commentary on book review 991111gilli1111

editorial on office of 23354 57 66 15

william smith as 23360 62 65 68 concordance book review 153380 82
patriotism 14171 72 egyptian papyri 9169 104 see also
patten charles W egyptian papryi papyri

brief biography 31l68n31168n facsimiles in 8324783247253253 265 91819181

heard gunfire across river 31168 102 see also facsimiliefacsimilizeFacsimilie 1

patten david W 2187 22245 facsimiliefacsimilizeFacsimilie 2
114508 9 213309 facsimile 2 173259 74

patton george search for shoes 53159 and john M bernhiselBemhisel manuscript
paulsen friedrich religious training of 113270 72 see also john M

28253 bernhiselBemhisel manuscript
paul the apostle 92161 641744417464 174 75 1981 edition published 224387

230 31 94415 14150 234411 relationship to joseph smith transla-
tionon adam and eve 23315 16 914

on authority 23357 writings of joseph smith 224418 21
call of 26472 pearsall emily 30291
and LDS historians 312151 notes of 30297 100 103
on moral natural law 112 18 8 99 pearson karl contribution of modem
on resurrection of dead 23312 statistics 28196
writings book review 242239 41 pearson thomas

paweshki opposition to war of 214492 brief biography 23326n
pawnee indians see also native ameri-

cans
LDS church agent 23326

young brigham peck martin H
lifestyle 243280 brief biography 23325n
and mormonscormons in nebraska 243278 80 LDS church agent 23325

pay mary goble in martin handcart peck reed 2621026210131613 16 52
company 183356 anti mormonism of 103377 78 381

peace 4111 12 84396 406 133286 and danitescanitesDanites 144426
90293294 9830531531898305315318see see peniston william 13138
also war election day battle 131411314124942 49 5500

arbitration of 133326 44 pennsylvania settled by german sects
disarmament 1333341333344343 345 349 53233 34

5236252 362 64378 81432 33436 penrose charles W 27134 69 113 24
38 on lectures on faith 1919111iliiii111

play on book review 251159 penrose lucetta stratford 271116271116118118
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penrose romania B pratt 164481 volunteer work in 132127 28
pentateuchal material 234484 pesalozzipestalozziPesalozzi johann heinrich influence on
peoples party 102222 227 230 31 karl G maeser 172167

dissolved 3332 pessimism 53209 10

peoples republic 12123 peter the apostle see also bible jesus
peoples revolution 8153 see also christ

vietnam cut off soldiers ear 2332331111

people v woody 273110 keys of priesthood of 23356
peoria register 224493 on mount of transfiguration 23370
percy thomas british ballads 27139 41 presided over church 23356
perestroikaPereperestroika30210stroika 30210 12 poem 143359
perez febronio tecalcomecalcoTecalco mexico branch peter the great european ideas of 3256

president 224449 72 73
perfection peterson ziba call to lamanite mission

as aim of education 28313 15 114477 see also ohio
and progression 29331 petitions see also missouri mob violence

perfectionism and early mormonism redress petitions
26356 for redress in missouri 134520 43

periodicals for reparation missouri raids 23194
keep A pitchinin 143331143331444 petrashevskyrashevskyPet affair 3260 61

latter day saint 224487 96 pettigrew david 82127 42 232184
puck 184504 19 affidavit of 134541
relief society magazine 20154 55 brief biography 23324n

202161202161 312128 2929132132 LDS church agent 23324
perkins andrew H pharisaic judaism 22121

brief biography 23325n phariseesPharisees image of to historians 63185
LDS church agent 23325 phase

perkins cyrus nathan smiths medical diagram 28434 3737242 44 45 5511

partner 212146 149 see also 53 54
smith nathan equilibrium 28434 35 37 41414949 51

perkins stillman letter regarding joseph phelps morris 2627262711151811 15 18 21
smith 114526 trial of sampson avard 144434

perkins william phelps sister in nauvoo 31159
brief biography 23324n phelps william lyon 164450 51
LDS church agent 23324 phelps william W 2186 93360 362

perkins william lee 174471 9448694486495495 114354 5555358358 60
perpetual emigrating fund 183346 372 74384 86 391 94 213276

27158 85 89 27274 see also 77 24198
emigration account of trip to missouri 144490

augustus farnham 27274 assists with manuscript history
and 1861 florence outwittingoutfittingoutfitting 243345 31244312445474547

46 background information on 2314 8
persecution 82204 114339 348348506506 7 brief biography 2337n 244404

154391 416 223289 see also 31l72n31172n
mob violence petitions composed hymn for laying cornerstone

in jackson county 144505 of temple 23349
in missouri 3111 20 114502114502511511 composed hymn for seventies hall
resolution concerning anti mormon dedication 2337

persecutions 23326 31 composed hymn on eternity 23372
persians 92120 and danitescanitesDanites 144422
personal reminiscences 73200 207 description of counties above jackson
personality county 144496

change research on 194456 58 drafted state of deseret constitution
and relationships 194458 67 2315

peru 9219092190197197 and EedhoweEDD howe 103344
ancient 92196 editorial of on patriarch 23354 57
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excommunicated 2316 photographs
funeral sermon for joseph and hyrum captions need for accuracy 30476

smith 2319 18 78
jackson county conflict 144407144407412412 historical sources 30475

13 of the west book review 163293 94
joseph smiths letter to book review phrenology 92146 54 154455 56

63180 physical exercise heber J grant on
left nauvoo to go west 31172 163415 18

letter from martin harris 244398 pickett william in nauvoo 31168 69
400402 12414418 28474 piedmont italy 31284 86

letter of on repeal of nauvoo charter pierce arwell L in mexican mormon
23337 38 colonies 52156 57 see also

letter of to state governors on persecuperselu mexico
tionseions 23341 44 pierce mary in hofmann document

member of presidency of church of 224455459 65
christ in missouri 2315 pierce robert

member of zions camp 2315 brief biography 23349n
and messenger and advocate 124492 hid john taylor from mobs 23349 50
and mormon press 124465 6747467 474 john taylor with 23379

77 pierson amelia elizabeth in nauvoo
named speaker of the house of 3114246

territory of deseret 2315 pierson william in nauvoo 31126
nominated as city councilor 23329 pietists 53233
proclaimed brigham young to be the pilate pontius 82158 70 15159 60

lion of the lord 2315 see also bible jesus christ
revelation to 144405 pilgrims 27312 14 see also religion
scribe 114446 2315 pine grove cemetery tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massa-

chusettssecretary of mechanics association chusetts 14166
23332 33 pioneer heritage 142152

speech of 23382 pioneer life of annie clarkdarkmark tanner book
speech of at mechanics association review 143397 400

23332 pioneers see also maps mormon trails
wrote the spirit of god like a fire is child birth at sugar creek 2144412121444144441 44

burning 2315 donner party 113307 11

philadelphia pennsylvania riots inin in iowa 214431 39 470 74
20174 75 poem 192250

philadelphia ledger 224490 pioneer trails in nebraska 243321 36
philippines 63155 5858160160igo 12118 see also map mormon trails

13191 9210292 102 3 nebraska
and god 173303 9 map 243336
and self identity 26139 63 pioneer trek LDS 52131 32 see also

philippines mission 12187 mormon trails
philistinism 43199 pioneer writing 142140 53
phillips curve 224431 32 pisgah mount 214453 60 243262 63
philosophy see also specific philosophers 268 72 see also kane stephen

and andphilosophiesphilosophies mormon battalion young brigham
book review 12101 7 call of mormon battalion 214459 60
and johann joachim winckelmann establishment of 214453 54

9162 63 farmingfanning and construction 214456 57
and mormonism book review 9911 living conditions at 214458 59

103 9 organization of 214455 56
sterling mcmurrin reply to truman pistis sophia 22135221354040 414341 43

madsen 22261 67 pittsburgh pennsylvania 21132113929 42 5511

of william james 4181 105 52
phipps alan J on authorship of lectures pixley reverend B 2639 10

on faith 19115 16 on mormonscormonsMormons 93359 61
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pixton elizabeth cooper in nauvoo in free world 413 12
31119 2230 LDS 222150 53

pixton robert in nauvoo 31119 20 and mormon frontier verse 25355 65
planciadesPlanciades fulgentius 53199 202 origins and creation 224472
plan of salvation 1513 6 see also plato on 224468

doctrine of christ power of 419
book review 143395 96 rhythm in 5125

plates ofofnephinephi political and religious and spencer W kimball 254159
functions of 27415 37 see also of the west book review 163293 94
book of mormon nephi poland 251148 50152 55

plates gold 142202 see also documents poland act 27393
metallic gold plates police 23317233172323 3131405740 57 62 68687979

plato 4117 94416 10127 28 21192 accused by william smith 23359 60
27440 41 2838 10 meeting of with william smith

on goodness truth and beauty 4117 23360 62
20 policy

on poetry 223267 70 224468 69 cigarette labeling and advertising act
republic 2839 of 19651965104493104493 96

platonism and godhead 17330417330499 formation in american government
play dancing and amusement 161128 104493 96

131135 making in federal bureaucracy
playboy magazine 8126 104494 96
pliny 94445 public 73231 35 14178
plural marriage 8195 96 82209 public and LDS church 14178

121125 2626139139 15444315444344515444344515444344.544445see political activism of university students in
also antipolygamy legislation 1970 utah election 122163 70
polygamy political conflicts due to mormonism

abandoned 3331 32 3134
and brigham young 194475 76 political kingdom revealed to joseph
and heber C kimball 221123 smith 1171
in journal of joseph fielding 192154 political market vs economic market
in king follett discourse 182210 164568 70 572 73 see also
in nauvoo 22163 68 economics
pamphlet on 204405 31260 political milieu early 1800s in new york

pluralism mormon antithesis towards 1714 6
301101 politics

plurality of gods see also king follett in book of mormon 27415 37
discourse and brigham young 104488 90

chronological listing of references to and the church 25164
182224 25 and church members 42164 68

doctrinal origin of 182212 20 growth of mormonmonnon power 13148 50
hyrum smith on 182175 76 J reuben clarksdarksmarks views 133245 54
and king follett discourse 182202 3 in latin america 132128 29

poetic edda 92213 latter day saint 94484 502
poetry 9117 234391 latter day saint in mid nineteenth

aristotle on 224472 476 century book review 162301 3
in book of mormon 213357 72 and mormonism 313 4
book reviews 83346 101011301 130 32 and origin of cyclical theory of history

131104 10 63128 30
contemporary mormon book reviewreview rhetoric of 132129 3030133133 34

302119 23 political structure in developing nations
of david H smith 182234 236236242242 6287 88

244244545 political views
in england 27185 noninvolvementinvolvementnon 24173 75
english and japanese 9114 24 of flemish mormonscormonsMormons 24161 77
epic book review 204431 33 socialism 24169 73
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poll richard D 81106 7 92226 28 polymorphspolymorphy 53139 53

222185 definition of 53139
public addresses book review 30194 high pressure 53147 52

97 high temperature 53147
pollution 26392 polynesia see also hagothharoth hawaii
polygamy 3148 3225 26 3333 3535383 8 mission samoa tonga

40 44417 83328 122234 40 baptisms in 12181
14136 142146 4817048 170 72174 elder gruardbruard in tahiti 12181
273273281281 86 154443 4445944 459 68 hagothharoth tradition 17159 73
162260 51 163400 401 missionaries tahiti 12181
213306 328 31 334 339339040 polynesian cultural center 12182
234491 242203 27391 117 ponca indians and mormonscormons in nebraska
283117 see also plural marriage 243279 81 see also native
antipolygamy legislation americans

abandonment of plural wives 27398 pond franklin benjamin and wreck of
anti mormon focus in japan 232167 julia ann 2926
antipolygamy 323532354040 poole john rawlston 27123
book review 283117 19 poor classification of 18172 73
british travelers opinion of 31272 74 poor laws britain 272126272126128128
campaign against 264107 poor relief programs 1860 1930 18166
cartoons in puck 184508 18 88
congress and antipolygamy campaign poor wayfaring man of grief A

264107118 234392395234392 395400395 400
discussion of 232173 175 177 78 pope alexander 224476 77
in english courts 22173 83 population control book review 134595
ervil lebaron book review 232239 97

41 populist movement 30215 see also
and first amendment 264109 10 united states of america

114 pornography ronald butt on 164592 93
incarcerated wives 273107 porter nathan tanner missionary work of
and issue of statehood 102218 32 27120 21
justified by brigham young 43266 porters cyclopedia of music 234393

67 portugal and brazilian colony 6276
in keep A pitchinin 143339 40 positivism 53203 6
and law 27391 113113132132 33 positivistic critics french of mormonscormonsMormons
legislative bills against 264108 13 142164 69
legislative campaign against 264107 post stephen 141100 103 21155 56

21 58 596559 65
marriage of annie clarkdarkoark tanner potawatomi indians 214491 see also

143398 99 native americans young brigham
modem experience book review and brigham youngs indian policy

163435 38 183430
in mormon mexican colonies 53155 conflicts with mormonscormons in iowa

160 214478
and the mormon question 264107 lands 3141

109 10112114116 meeting mormonscormonsMormons 214497 513
in movies 2915 prophecies of 214492
in naunauvoovoo22173voo 22173 839483 94 96 pottery ancient american 92186 87
nelsonsbelsonsNelsons defense of 132164 65 poughkeepsie new york 234391
number of convictions 27396 pound ezra support of james joyce
segregation of offenses 27399 101 3343
and sidney rigdon 21157 60 62 poverty
southern attitudes towards 2826 7 9 causes of 18172181727878 79
wives as witnesses 273105 8 poor relief 1850 193019301816618166 88
and wilford woodruff 1515111iiiili111 powell lewis F jr on professional
zane greys depiction of 184500 502 ethics 164510
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powell william L caretaker of peter pratt parley P 2188 89 114337 441919
whitmer farm discovered founda-
tion

475 79481483485487
132174 75 123245123245472524747252252 53 142142

power in human life 224478 234489 26212262121616 28117 26
power groups 73232 28
pratt addison 12181 address to queen victoria 27130

journals of book review 312181 83 admonishment of saints to join
mission to society islands book review mexican war 214482

312182 83 on adoption 143304
pratt helaman 223289 293 304 5 arrival at winter quarters from englengienglandand

224451 mission 243319 20
picture of 223291 association with george Q cannon

pratt louisa bames joins with missionary 27197 98
husband in tahiti 164472 74 see attended council meeting 31117
also pratt addison on baptism 143292

pratt mary ann wife of parley P pratt blessing from heber C kimball of
letter from parley P pratt 124535 2331
smuggled manuscript out of richmond brief biography 23317n

jail 124536 and mr caird 124511 12

visited by john taylor 23339 called the archer of paradise by
pratt milson H missionary to mexico Wwwphelps23l5W phelps 2315

describes ozumbadzumba 2244472244474848 converts john taylor 2332 86
pratt mrs orson received visit of leonora defense of king follett discourse

taylor 23386 182214
pratt orson 2185 86 2213222132139139 146 description of manchester england inin

267 93356 114327 28 551010 11 letter to joseph smith 271127 30
142142 183403 211119 20 and deseret 2948
231106 9 234491 27187 discourses of 31115n

anonymous contributor to keep A the evening and the morning star
pitchininPitchinin 143334 340 144502

association with charles penrose gave book of mormon to W W phelps
271118 2314

brief biography 23315n imprisoned with king follett 182182180180
efforts with petitions 26234 and indians in nebraska 243373 82
john taylor visits 23339 jackson county conflict 144410144410416416
at laying of cornerstone of temple 17

23349 50 on joseph smiths power of speech
and lucy mack smith vision 23365 31220312202424

68 letters of 28132 33
at meeting to choose county officers letters to wife 124535 36

23379 letter to queen victoria of england
meeting with nathaniel hawthorne 3134 515

83270 72 missionary travels to toronto canada
missionary travels to canada of 2331 2331
and mormon creed 264127 murder of 152225 see also mclean
organization of first scottish branch elinore jane

27227 petition written by 26237 39
on persecution 223289 plans for california settlement
role in establishing way stations 214412

214446 49 poetry 124497
and sampson avard 144425 on power of joseph smith 152157
shook hands with bullock 31142 preached about leaving nauvoo at
speech of 23350 78 conference 31124
speech of at seventies hall dedication preaching in mentor 124497 98

on unity and the fall 23315 16 as reformer 124363 64
voice of warning A 27130 and reorganization of divisions
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243382 88 presiding bishops office 3330 see also
returned from east 23386 bishop
shook hands with bullock in temple press mormonmonnon 124465 69

311311424542 45 items published before november 1839
spoke at organization meeting 31125 124468 537
and succession 213303 305 310 pressure

315317320 21328 atmospheric 28434 36 37
visited john taylor 2331 vapor 28434
in winter quarters 243373 88 preston robert L on economic con-

spiracyand women 20141 sp iracy 143319 30
pratt rey L mexican mission 153293 preston england 2718 9

307 see also mexico mission price hamsontharrisonharrlsonhamsonyHamhagsonTT 12192
pratt romania bunnell 183393 price raymond 12192

third wife of charles penrose 271121 pride intellectual 194469
prayer 212254 see also doctrine of priestcraft 164499

christ jesus christ meditation priesthood 93358 362 63 213302
moment of silence private 304 55313313 15 317 325 see also
devotion smith joseph jr aaronic priesthood elias

in early christian prayer circles melchizedek
19151 53535555 and blacks in church history 193394

poem 212188 402
rods 243530 32 and brigham young 104488 90
role and remembering the sick and decline in war years 132152 54

dead 19168 71 duties of heber J grant in youth
in schools 273133 3434185185 95 242138 49
at stake farm 143384 enrollment 132148 50
without answer 92223 fathers and 10101101 10 11

prayer circles see also ordinances female rigdoniteRigdonite holders 21160
temple 23354 57576060 68 70 71 75 76

as celestial pattern 19163 interrelationship of stakes 2015 6
early christian 19141 78 12 27
to exclude outside world 19164 lesson manual 132142 145145646
latter day saint 19179 105 reform movement 1908 22 132137
at nauvoo temple 31150 63 63n 56

666966 69 74 reorganization of 1877 2013 36
predestination 27312 23 restoration of keys by elijah 234483
preexistenceexistencePre see also king follett robes 22133

discourse significance of 132154 56
biblical support for 31370 teacher development 132148
doctrinal history book review priesthood auxiliary movement in 1928

301108 11 194104 20
in early christian writings 22136 37 primary 212245 48

prelude the by william wordsworth organization of 212245
102212 15 primary childrens hospital opening

preparation 213302 3 306 7 314 332 18177
presbyterian church 27228 see also primitive methodists 27128

religion primitivism christian 93353 58 361 62
reaction to mormonism 27242 44 printing office for nauvoo neighbor and

presbyteriansPresbyterians 27311273111515 20 23 times and seasons 23316
on masonry 3227 prison reform proposal of joseph smith
in new york 93390 91 jr5l4jr 514

prescott william M 73185 private devotion see also moment of
presidency ofofldsoflasLDS church 23355 57 62 silence prayer
president of united states 4215342153155155 engle engel v vitale 273185 86

57 see also united states of 190
america united states government first amendment 273186 87
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private devotion continued and politics 273121 23
karcher v may 273185 188 purpose of art 324
in public schools 273185 95 protestants 53212 13

wallace v jaffree 273187 191 92 american 234392
private interest 164568 american bombornboin 3230343230 34
probability theory 28184 85 massacre of 3233
process contrasted with structure in in support of democracy 3228

psychotherapy 194464 work ethic 2849 10
proclamation proust marcel 7151 52

no 1 of backenstos to oppose mob Provenprovencalgalgai poetic tradition of 43219 34
violence 23391 see also literature

no 2 of backenstos exposing mob provo utah see also brigham young
violence 23395 96 university utah

proclamation of the twelve apostles colony and indians 183441 50
517 8 settlement of 122149 5151153153

prodigal son 22119 21 proxmire william 15122 25 26
poem 194522 proxy performances catholic 2119tilg21191919

producer cooperative vs capitalism pseudepigrapha narrative ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus
184540 223311 32

productivity 43276 pseudepigraphic works throne chariot
professional behavior and gospel motif in 26470

principles 194469 70 psychohistoryPsychohistory
professional responsibility 164507 16 book review 232248 51
profit true meaning of 43286 88 in books of fawn M brodie 20159
progress religious 4122 23 psychology
progression and perfection 29331 book review 8198 99
proletarian internationalism 12147 and psychohistorypsychohistory book review
prometheus unbound by percy bysshe 232248 51

shelley 94416 psychotherapy
propaganda in south vietnam 132206 harmful 194455

13 and repentance 213291 300
properties lee county iowa charts and and revelation in scholarship 194449

maps 193271 75 455
prophecy linguistic patterns of 1010195195 theory ofoflainglaing on madness 172211

106 14216 18
prophet role of in LDS theology 143355 public policy 73231 35 14178
prophetic call literary patterns of 26469 and LDS church 14178

70 public virtue and american government
prophetic commission 27318 19291929949

of enoch moses chapter 6 26497 public works projects and poor relief
in first nephi 26467 18169 70
in moses chapter 6 26497 puck political cartoons about mormonism

prophwydyprophwydy jubil prophet of the jubilee 1904 7184504 19

27259 61 63 644 effects of 184516 19

proportional representation in US punishment joseph smith on 182146
constitution 27376 78 47

protest student 94421 52 punitive expedition lead by pershing to
protestantism 82113 25 see also mexico 53159 see also mexico

religion pupin michael education 164485
beliefs book review 94503 5 puritan village 14158
and early mormon thought 25385 puritanism 163319 see also religion
work ethic and american dream puritans 27115 27312 14 20 22 121

43269 72 128
protestant mormonscormonsMormons in ireland 3047 19 purple william D
protestant reformation account of joseph smith jr trial of

effect on art 324 1826122223 32
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on joseph smith defense 302105 quorum of the anointed members
notes of not court transcript 302103 19186 87
scribe to judge neely 3029110030291 100 quorum of the twelve apostles 22249
status of notes of 302101302 101loi 517 2015

purpose of earth life 234406 administering endowment 192136 37
pursie elder mission companion of in charge of emigration 192175

charles penrose 271115 and council of fifty 202163
pushkin aleksandr sergeyevichSergeyevich 1877 reorganization 20128

russian negative type 3256 and joseph smiths assets 192175 76
superfluous man 3258 letter from to LDS church 23318 21

putnam family and salem witch trials mission to england and succession
14168 213301 41

puysegurPuysegur marquis de hypnosis 152147 and planning sessions for trek west
pyongyang 1214951 54 243308 20
pyper george D deseret sunday school quran 312145 47

union board member 23125 and ibn carirjarir al tabaritabani 312147
pyramid texts 22141 223273
pythagoras 13191 R

rabbis 213343 56
Q racine 82152 55157
qedussaQedussa songs of heavenly council racism 10153

26480 81 radiation in combustion 26388 93
quadrant conference 5162 ralmerrahnerraimer karl catholic theologian 15177
quakers 53233 234487 88490 91 raid the 27396

see also religion railroads 7153 55
on masonry 3227 and mormon trail network 243336

quarles james addison 15151 525552 55 rainbow trail the by zane grey
56 184486489495500184486489495500

quasars 83266 69 see also stars rain forests 28146
queen annes war 14170 see also war ramses 11II poems about 26421 52
quest for godly community brigham randolph plan US constitution 27370

youngs 28345 see also young 737573 75 78
brigham rank otto theory of stages of human

quincy illinois 24192 9393103103 8 growth 213295 97
quincy whig 23330 rappaccinisRappaccinis daughter 11123123
quinn D michael and third paradigmatic rationalism revelation in theology

historiography 312161 62 143354
qumranquaran dead sea scroll community ratzel friedrich formulated laws of

22117 18 120 21 see also dead state growth 72104
sea scrolls rauschenbusch social christian leader

book review 11681 168 69 23120
community directed by priests 23156 ray william rode with bullock 31124
copper scroll 104461 ray county missouri 2625 7 2637
and dead sea scrolls 2533 meetings in 26312
joseph smith jr taught people to militia in 26318 19

expect additional discoveries reading habits among active LDS women
23152 25347 53

library of 22113 17 reaganomics 224425224425436439436 439 see also
and new testament church 22125 economics supply side economics
people and culture ofofessenesessenesespenesofEsEs senesgenes 23152 real thing the 5131 32

66 reality theology in the church 143348
property held in common 23155 reason
no proselyting 23162 preventing war 333 13

sealing up records 23159 60 and religion 14148914148 49
temple focus of community 23157 and revelation 213259 78
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reason continued reformism and early mormonism 26354
and revelation in academia 194452 regional writing movement 18189 92

54 reid reed H T joseph smiths lawyer
and revelation in western religious at carthage 24188 98

thought 143353 56 reid mayne story about canitesdanitesDanites
rebaptism 20125 23382 232153 56

in connection with plural marriage reisachbreisachReisach cardinal 31291
182231 32 relationships and personality 194458 67

for health 182229 31 relationship skills
within joseph smith family 182229 development of 26121
in nauvoo 182226 32 problems with 26113
reformation and remission of sins relief society 7185 162251 52 254

182227 29 213307 319 see also women
record keeping LDS church deseret hospital 18177

beginnings 30175 76 and emmeline B wells 222171 7414
early clerks 93253 55 encouraged genealogy 312128 35

records see also genealogical research first in england 27172
county and township 114529 3311 in great depression 5271 72 77 82
of kirtland safety society and other in mexico 224450

financial records 11451145313 1 34 and poor relief 1850 193019301817718177
miscellaneous documents 114534 35 79
newspapers 114536 37 presidents of biographies book review
unifying theme in first and second 311103 6

nephi 26460 64 promoting social work 23135
recreation 161123 25 127 134 37 temple excursions 312133

brigham youngs 28342 and womens place in brigham youngs
and mormonscormonsMormons 26351 53 world 183388 90

red cross 133323 325 26 reliefreileRelicrelicsocietysociety magazine 20154 55
redemption 162277 89 see also 202161 312128 29132

doctrine of christ religion see also names of specific
redfield david H religions and religious leaders

brief biography 23326n history ritiualRitiual theology united
LDS church agent 23326 states of america

redress petitions see also kirtland in america 73239 41
missouri mob violence nauvoo and art 11138 224470
petitions and art rift between 6133 34

bills of damage in 26235 37 asian 63163 69
general petitions of 26237 38 and communism 153324 47
location of 26232 33 disfranchisement of mormonscormonsMormons
in missouri 134520 43 163400 408
personal information about filers of and economics 3315 33

26234 among educated german elite in 1930s
sent to federal government 26232 43 and 1940s 28245 55

rees amos 262626261919 21 and education 29257
jackson county conflict 144408144408412412 and family formation 29257

reese david M animal magnetism freedom of 27391 117 119 130
152152 185 95

reform guided definition of 3026 freedom of book review 224497 99
reformation compared to gothic age in great britain reform 27127 28

4157 intolerance of in 19th and 20th
reform caucus 27375 centuries 3119
reformed baptists in western reserve karlkarikadikann marx 164628

124362 64 and magic book reviewreview 274105 21

reformed egyptian language of book of in novels of robert warren 416741 67.6767 79
mormon book review 6158 see political crusades against 32233223040
also egyptian grammar resemblances among 164660 81 see
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also religious parallels varying interpretations of 613 7 23
and science 7187 88 203313 rencher alvin C book of mormon

29371 wordprintswordprints 30389 94 95 see also
and science mormon view of book book of mormon woodprintwordprintWordprint studies

review 203313 18 rencher james in mormon folklore
secularization of 164627 29 1714317143444
and sociology 29257 reorganized church of jesus christ of
teaching of 10101414 latter day saints 21165 67
trends book review 84474 213336 37 340 see also smith
and voting 163399 400 joseph III111ili

religiosity 29257 book of mormon transcript 103349
religious activity and education church history book review 104500

LDS 24143 52 504
non LDSlds24l5124151 and david hyrum smith 122171 73

religious attitudes during time of 175 78
humphrey clinker 6265 72 first foreign mission great britain

religious dissatisfaction of LDS converts 271107
30257 history of 104500 504

religious enthusiasm 2177 84 kirtland temple lot suits 104501 3

religious freedom 28350 51 and new corrected edition of bible
religious language 22227 40 919 16
religious parallels organization of 182234

common human predicament 164669 repentance 92159 60 213298 99 see
72 also doctrine of christ

devil invention theory 164665 66 alvin R dyer on 10101141 14
diffusion as explanation for 164666 entering strait and narrow path 31336

69679 80 humility as key to 31336 40
folkloreritualsfolklore rituals as explanation for and last days 25110

164670 71 poem 222214
genetics as explanation for 164665 time limit for 15119 21 38 39
LDS theories about 164662 78 representation see also united states
light of christ as explanation for constitution

164672 78 equal in US constitution 27376 78
primordial images 164663 65 proportional in US constitution

religious organizations dropout rates 27376 78
29273 repsher daniel M

religious values in education 28321 24 against polygamy and slavery 183357
remyremyjulesjulesjuies 142159142159164164 65 31263 brief biography 23323n
renaissance 27441 on mechanics association business

art and religion in 1111140140 23332
balance of power and culture 618 9 nominated as agent to guard against
classical 6118 anti mormon activity 23323
counter renaissance 6118 republican party 14179 80 97
as distinct and transitional time period initiatives of herbert hoover 42164

614 523 167
economic conditions 6111 14 residual rights constitutional 273150 55
influence of economics on culture resource development principle of

6112 13 3325 26
intellectual artistic movements in restoration

6118 accounts of book review 242242 43
irish literary 6135 31277 81

literature and art 6118 20 fictional account book review 31377
science 6120 23 81
scientific reformation 6118 movement essays LDS and RLDS
style of living 616 7 book review 153372 75
and utopian fantasies 333533354242 of pioneer homes 183275 85
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restoration continued ribera julian on arabic theory 43219
pre visions of 223279 88 rice lewis L editor of ohio star anti
theme of 72161 64 mormon sentiments 94495

restorationism in ohio 124346 64 see rich abel early seminary teacher and
also kirtland united order principal 213264

restorationrefonnationrestorationreformationRestoration reformation movement rich charles C
american 30479 81 see also biography book review 154537 41
I1historyestory united states of america brief biography 23324n

resurrection 15141 153291 92 to collect subscriptions for nauvoo
23312 69 72 see also doctrine of neighbor and times and seasons
christ jesus christ 23385

of jesus christ 30351 52 drafted resolution on anti mormon
joseph smith on 182174 activity 23329 31
poems 222212 13 242190 and eliza R snow 22190 93
as taught by book of mormon 30341 with george Q cannon 27199

56 LDS church agent 23324
revelation see also doctrine and mechanics association trustee 23336

covenants 39
concept of 84378 82 at meeting to choose county officers
conflict of science and 31352 56 23379
critiqued book review 31367 70 in nauvoo 31128 38
doctrine and covenants section 78 nominated as alderman 23329

13127 and san bernardinomardinoBe california 29443
doctrine and covenants sections 121 rich elizabeth niece of john taylor

23 13125 23382
in ohio 114329 49407 rebaptized by john taylor 23382
on organizing people 143305 rich john nephew of john taylor 23382
prerequisites to 1819 brief biography 23382n
and scholarship 194449 73 rebaptized by john taylor 23382
stylistic elements of 1010195195 106 rich joseph C humorist 143333 34

revivalistsRevivalists emphasis of movement 338
23120 21 richard king of england 27114

revivals in palmyra new york 93309 richards charles C 103266 67
20 richards franklin D 103266 67

revolution see also union of soviet 27185 87 89 90 see also
socialist republics war bullock thomas genealogical

bolshevik 30214 research nauvoo utah
right of 43264 67 association with charles penrose
russian 3025 16 271120 21
in soviet union 3026 brief biography 23325n 31l17n31117n
why occurs 3027 discarded broken glass 31117

reynolds alice louise professor of examined read and compared history
english literature 2845 17 31134 3539

reynolds george 27299 100loo100102102 3 genealogical missionaries 173359
prosecution of 264113 14 genealogical work of 312117

reynoldsthomasreynoldsReynold thomassThomas lent robe to bullock to use as pattern
letters to 113276 92 31140
photocopy of letter to 144475 letter from brigham young 183350
suicide 113292 LDS church agent 23325

reynolds v united states 264113 14 prayed 31155
27391 9696108130108 130 see also prayed at nauvoo temple 31169 73
united states of america 74

rhodakanaty platinoplbtino letter to john taylor prayed for bullock familysfamilys health
223294 97 301 2 307 10 31153
224451 reported four prisoners taken 31120

rhythm in poetry 5125 see also poetry talked to bullock in office 31152
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visited sick bullock 31118 2313 234397 99 24189 91
went down well to get meat 31118 94 98 103 2718 17 27286 88
went home with bullock 31154 90 92 see also bullock thomas
went to music hall and home with great britain mormon battalion

bullock 31170 nauvoo smith joseph jr young
richards george F on american destiny brigham utah

1418292 asked bullock to go to california with
richards heber J contributor to keep A him 31122 23

pitchininPitchinin 143333 34 see also asked by bullocks wife to pray for her
keep A pitchinin 31131

richards ivor chief delegate from great and book of abraham 114387 88
britain to united nations 2727 395 96
see also united nations brief biography 23318n 31l15n31115n

richards jennetta wife of willard bullock adopted into family of 31145
richards 31242312425151 53 see also bullock assisted 3114231142475047 50
great britain richards willard bullock called on 31124 25252727 30

brief biography 23377n 38
death of 23377 31147 bullock dined with 31124 25254444
funeral of 23377 bullock read history to 31134
john taylor administers to 23377 childhood 31241

richards lee greene artist 212171 72 compared meeting minutes 31125
richards levi willard husband of lula compilation of church history 31244

greene richards 212164 65 173 56
74 27187 council meeting 31122

brief biography 31154n crossed river 31151
bullock went to his house 31154 63 dictated history patriarchal blessings
insulted by C E bolton 31174 311404243311404243

richards lula greene 212155 74 effort to recruit soldiers for mormon
meaning of poetry 25361 battalion 214478 481

richards mary haskin parker journal funeral of jennetta his wife 23377
excerpts 20143 helps design private seal for twelve

richards persis 212160 apostles 23334
richards phineas as historian 31231 32324141 60

brief biography 23329n historical writing style 31256 60
at brigham young family meeting history 114466114466468468 70

23317 john taylor and brigham young at
drafted resolution on anti mormon house of 23334

activity 23329 31 joined LDS church 31242
manuscripts 28116 17 kept joseph smiths diaries 31225
on mechanics association committee kept joseph smiths personal journal

23332 33 31242 44
in nauvoo 31142 61 74 laid hands on bullock 31115
nominated as city councilor 23329 at laying of cornerstone of temple
officer of big field association 23387 23349 50
speech of at mechanics association letter from 31154311545757

meeting 23332 letter of on repeal of nauvoo charter
richards rhoda in nauvoo 31142 23337 38
richards samuel W letter to 31169

brief biography 23323n letter to church on temple 23318 21
in nauvoo 31174 letter to state governors on persecutions
nominated as agent to guard against 23341233414444

anti mormon activity 23323 at meeting to choose county officers
richards stephen L coordinator of social 23379

advisory committee 23125 32 mission to england 31242
richards willard 2187 22244 not trusted by windsor lyons 31128

142215 211111211111114211111.114114 117 ordered bullock to receive pay 31149
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richards willard continued ridges florence polygamous wife of
oxen 31165 72 joseph H dean 18116 18

at party at benbowsBenbows 23381 ridgeway matthew opposed american
and planning sessions for trek west intervention in vietnam 12120

243306 see also vietnam
prophesy concerning mexican war rigdon john wycliffe son of sidney

214482 rigdon 21138 3939475947 59 see also
recommendation of bullock 31149 rigdonsidneyrigdon sidney

5155 56 rigdon nancy testimony against sampson
recording of king follett discourse avard 2628 12

182182 8484193193 96 rigdon sidney 2179 81 82 114325
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31227 28283030 31 486 87493 94517 123252260
reported lucy mack smith vision 1315256 58 134501 141107

23365 68 182166 67 21137 67 234469
scribe 114454 56 70475492 93 26233 36
sealedscaled letter at his home 31138 26354 57 2819 10101414 23 26
sent for bullock 31151 see also book of mormon doctrine
september 5518401840 letter from england and covenants kirtland nauvoo

to nauvoo 183466 75 ridgonitesRidgonites smith joseph jr
settled sister lucysbucys accounts 31143 appointment to locate potential
sick 31126 34 35 44444545 settlements 26246
and succession in LDS church book review 134584 87

leadership 213310 313 317 319 brief biography 23347n
321325 and christian primitivism 93352

supervised writing of joseph smiths 366 68
history 23352 on contemporary dress 26351

treated bullocks sickness 31118 conversion 22129 30
treated sick at nauvoo temple 31123 andanddanitesdanitescanitesDanites 144426 232148
worked with thomas bullock 3116 defensive policies 26315

richards william in nauvoo 31126 description of counties above jackson
richardson brother in nauvoo 31168 county 144496
richardson edmund W in mexico description of missouri 144494 95

privations 53155 see also mexico early baptist career 21144
richmond missouri 142210 2623 see excommunication 21158

also missouri mob violence fourth of july oration 144502
richmond court of inquiry 2623 26 and gift of aaron 243529

2631026 gift of oration 1111190iligo190igo 92
conduct of 26218 22 hostile remarks attributed to 26325
evaluation of 26222 26 joined by abraham hodge 23348
intimidation of mormonscormons in 26226218t 8 and joseph smith jr 1111190190igo 91
mormon defense in 26220 21 and kirtland safety society 174433
purpose of 2624 5 34
salt sermon in 26217 lectures on faith 19113 15
truthfulness of prosecutions witnesses letter concerning jackson county

in 26213 18 conflict 144413 14

ricoeurRicoeur paul letters 114526 27
on historians 312170 licensed into ministry date discrepan-

cieson history 3312158t2151215 8 59 21140211-4040 41
riddyvilleRiddyville idaho mason 21159

as ghost town 30123 non mormon record of conversion
location 30114 123308 9
settling of 3301100 1 10 in ohio 124346 351 6448364 483 522
stories about 3019 24 24

riders of the purple sage by zane grey peters creek baptist church 21143
184483 9191494494 9696498498 502 44
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and phelpssphelphsPhelpss revelation 144405 194433 34
in pittsburgh pennsylvania 2113921139242 devils advocate 194439 42
and richmond court of inquiry 2623 doctrinal teachings from book of

812 mormon 194437 39
revelations of 31174 as historian 163409 14
scribe 114443 44 john taylor diary source for writing of
statement of self government 26314 2336
and succession 213305 309 322 24 on joseph smith as translator

327 2933534029335 340 194432 33
succession in journal of joseph missionary 212249

fielding 192155 politician 212249 50
salt sermon 144423144423427427 publication of king follett discourse
in warren ohio 21146 474947 49 182191

rigdonitesRigdon ites 21153 61 62 67 see also published lucy mack smiths vision
rigdon sidney 23363

riis jacob social christian leader 23121 reaction to manifesto 223363 66
riley woodbridge mesmerism 152153 southern reception of 2829 10

55 on three witnesses 194431 32
rimington R S early missionary to south as US representative 2829 10

seas 234432 writer 212249
ripley alanson nauvoo city surveyor roberts edward anti mormon sentiments

182248 27263
ripley george american religionist robertson hilton A 12188 see also

2183 84 japan mission
rites of passage in eileen kumps bread japan mission 15171 191igi191208208

and milk and other stories mission president japan 12192
242164 72 robert tyler southern rights champion

ritual see also religion 141104
ancient 2114 21 robinson ebeneezer and josephs 1836
catholic 2114 8 34 see also salem visit 244499 501 503 4

catholic church robinson ebenezer see also rigdon
catholic and mormon 2113 28 32 sidney rigdonitesRigdonites
clothing 2213122131545 sidney rigdonsRigdons first counselor 21163
gestures 19153 54 converts rigdonitesRigdon ites to RLDS 21366

river of internationalism 12140 67
rives william C about 1838 trial of mormonscormons in

brief biography 23338n missouri 26215262151818

letter of on repeal of nauvoo charter robinson gain attested to joseph smiths
23337 38 good character 103285 see also

robbers roost by zane grey 184498 smith joseph jr
500 robinson george W 262121526212 15

robbins lewis charges against 26318
early missionary in new york 114507 mormon history by 26317 18

in nauvoo 31155 56 70 scribe 114449 50
roberts B H 8139813945645 46 114337 secretary to first presidency 26325

417 123259 60262 14181141818383 robinson joseph E president of
91 94 97 109 211120 21 california missimissionon before san
27116 francisco earthquake 234431 32

aphorisms in book of mormon see also san francisco
194434 35 robinson louise yates relief society

bibliography book review 81103 5 president 23137
and book of mormon 194427194427545 robinson family in manchester england
book review 212248 50 27149 50
on brigham young 2337 robison chauncey
creative writer 194435 3737443443 brief biography 23379n
defender of book of mormon county recorder at carthage 23394
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robison chauncey continued romania early missionary efforts in
forced from office and home by mob 11194 99

23394 romans 92120123 94444 46 see
postmaster 23394 also history
school commissioner 23379 romans book of 112188 95 see also

rochefort marquis of 142174 bible
rock island illinois 7155 58 romanticism 5119 30
rockwell orrin porter 8110010281100 102lot rome see also history

82205 6 94419 134497 98 influence in western world 63123
142215 154391 416 in josephus time 63183

biography book reviews 81100 102 rommel erwin 28258 59 see also
243389 91 germany war

deputized by backenstos 23395 romney george 1132191132194040
and murder of governor boggs and american motors 113221 22

113276 88 evangelism of 113225 29 2332334040
shot frank worrellWo irell 23395 1968 presidential bid 113220 40

rockwell timothy ohio congressman roosevelt franklin D 5272 73 alseeslsee8 1 see
during bank charter debates also history united states of
234472 see also kirtland safety america war
society bank world war 11II 51545154565956 59 62

rockwood albert perry 26216 17 roosevelt theodore supported by social
26327 28 christian organizations 23121

adopted by sealed to brigham young rosalesResales angel early missionary of
143300 mexican central mission 224449

bom 2815 50 see also mexico mission
general authority 2817 rose ethel
journals of 28118 35 brief biography 23379n
letters from 28134 35 county treasurer 23379
life of 2815 7 forced by mob to leave carthage

rockwood journals 28118 35 23379
rocky mountains 22131 35 14014041414 1 rose paul S asian and philippines

143 see also mormon trails missions 12185 88889595 see also
pioneers pioneer trails florence mission
nebraska smith joseph jr rosser ann sophia jones first woman
young brigham missionary of great britain

journey to 3112440 27170 see also great britain
rogers david W hymnal 124524 26 mission
rogers noah in nauvoo 31150 rossetti christina 43189 96
rogers thomas work of 263114 18 and charles bagot cayley 43191
rojas julian early missionary of mexican as fundamentalist 43189 96

central mission 223304 poetry of 43190 96
2244482244484949 see also mexico ROTC 94436 37

rojas ricardo on spanish literature roughing it by mark twain 142273142273276276
22183 see also literature 279 284 287 see also literature

rollins caroline saved original book of twain mark
mormon manuscript 124483 see rounds samuel D writ against joseph
also book of mormon manuscript smith 234470

rollins james H danite involvement roundy shadrack in nauvoo 31124
2621618 rousseau henry david 28313

rollins mary elizabeth saved original roux father letter to bishop rosati
book of mormon manuscript 144487
124483 rowe david E missionary of minnesota

rollins mary jane married william smith manitoba mission 141103
23360 rowley william

roman invasion of britain 29149 see brief biography 233523351nin
also great britain history business with john taylor 23351
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royal academy of fine art in copen-
hagen

s
234401 see also art

sabbath 121133 38 213352royle henry in nauvoo 31156 inappropriate activities in jackson
royle matilda in nauvoo 31156 county 13116 17rozsa patience loader see archer

school beginnings and heber J grant
patience loader rozsa

242132 36 146 48 see alsorudd cyprian present when kirtland bank grant heber J sundaycharter went to assembly 234472 sac indians 214491 95 see also nativesee also kirtland safety society
bank americans young brigham

sacramentrule of law 163331 36 see also law christian derivation 2114agency 163335
importance of to thomas bullockdefinition of 163332 311573115761656769717361 65 67 69 71 73hayekhayekrhayeksF A 163331 32

sacred grove 93343 see also firstmoral responsibility 163335 36
visionrule oriented philosophy 30219 21

sacred harp 234393 395 96 398ofofbyuBYU students 30229 see also
sacrifice 164667brigham young university

in catholicism 21128other cultures dont have 30231
human and book of abraham 94473running water colony and mormonscormons in

80 see also abraham book ofnebraska 243279 81
in times of peace and war 1010148148 51rushton edwin in nauvoo 31119 25

sade marquis de 84388 392 942729 346134 61
safford arizona 94512rushton eliza in nauvoo 31132 Sahagsahagundn bernardinomardinoBe de 171104rushton frederick in nauvoo 31119

2051 saint exuperyexupero antoine de 84444 48
salamanca university of 82216rushton jane wood
salamander book review 274112274112120120itobrief biography 31119n see also hofmann markrecognized cow 31119 31
salamander letter see harris letter

visited bullock 31122
salem massachusetts 14167 697369 73 74would not help bullock 31151 and joseph smiths treasure huntingrushton john in nauvoo 31166 244499 506 see also treasurerushton lettice johnson

huntersbrief biography 31121 n
salisbury katherine smithnursed children 31121

brief biography 23364nsick 31173
joseph smiths sister 23364slept 31122 and lucy mack smith vision 23364visited by bullock 31154

68rushton mary ann in nauvoo 31123 salisbury wilkins jenkins
rushton pamela death of in nauvoo

31129 brief biography 23364n
heard lucy mack smith vision 23364rushton richard in nauvoo 31122

salt henryrusk dean yellow peril speech
consul general of england 3131212113121131919 see also communism
employs giovanni battista belzoni toruskin john and thomas carlyle

excavate in egypt 31311 1253219 29
salt lake city utah 213328 340 see

russell bertrand 142146
also utah young brighamrussell isaac 2713 8

and city ofofzionzion plan 172233 35russia see union of soviet socialist
and rocky mountain bookstorerepublics 92144 54ryder symonds early convert in kirtland

114492 93 salt lake city social welfare league
23132ryland john FR jackson county conflict

144408 salt lake daily news 92148
salt lake herald 14192ryle gilbert and religious language

22229 salt lake herald republican 141411101110illoilio
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salt lake stake home missionary program hawaii
17188 96 mission 18113 14

salt lake stake ofofzionzion 3143 sangamosangamon journal 224492 94
salt lake temple see also temple sangar dr in nauvoo 31140

excursion from japan 12193 sanpete county 234403 4
and william weeks 193356 sanpeteSanpete scenes from book review

salt lake theater 42110 12 92145 282116 18

salt lake tribune history of 121142 44 san pitch and ute treaty 143367 69
salt sermon 26217 see also rigdon see also native americans young

sidney smith joseph jr brigham
salvation see also doctrine of christ santa fe trade 13110 1313161816 18

smith joseph jr sarpy peter and mormon trek west
according to early mormon thought 243302

25385 sartoris 94454 55
and adoption 143291 sartre jeanpauljean paul 1illiiiii11111 11 12

concept of in christian primitivism satan 22116 17 27 38 40 23314 22
93364 53 see also lucifer

for the dead 154440 414 1 2217 8 as deity see diabolism
and goethesgoetgesGoethes faust 25313 plan of 273129273129174174 see also
poem 202150 Preexistence
speech of john taylor on 23313 14 satzinger helmut letter from concerning

76 antonio lebolo 31315
symbols of 83311 24 saunder B F grand canyon cattle

samaritanasamaritansSamaritans 92133 company 184497
samoa 2814328143444 saunders orlando acquaintance of joseph

missionaries 12181 smith 103307 10
stakes 12182 savage charles R 92144 54

samoan mission see also mission photographer 143333 34 340
founding 18112 16 savage jehiel in nauvoo 31156 61
reopening 18116 19 savage levi opposed donnerdormerdorner partysbartys late

samuel the lamanite on resurrection start 183353
30349 50 see also book of scandinavian saints 14135
mormon scandinavians in utah 234404

samuel manuscript from cave 4 qumranquaran scarlet letter the by nathaniel
compared to first samuel chapter hawthorne 111241 24 28 see also
112535 hawthorne nathaniel literature

san andreas fault 234431 see also schaefer walter V on determining guilt
california and innocence 164512 see also

san andres de la cal branch 224449 law
san bernardinomardinoBe california mormon schechter solomon founder of jewish

settlement of 29443 see also theological seminary of america
california 213344

san francisco diego de priest 102151 schegel friedrich lectures of 3228
san francisco california earthquake schaaf herzog encyclopedia of religious

234433 see also california knowledge and joseph smith trial
san ildefonso arizona winter feast at of 18261826122223122223 2424228228

6293 99 schizophrenia laing therapy 172214
san pedro martir branch organized by 16

anthony ivins 224452 schlumberger daniel and archaeology
san quintino giulio de curator ofofmuseomuseo 12162 see also archaeology

egitto in turin italy 82196 schnibbe karlheinzkarl heinz book review
sanders brother nominated as agent to 253132

guard against antiantl mormonmonnon activity scholarship see also education
23323 and gospel principles 194469 70

sandford mrs in nauvoo 31167 transitoriness of 91439143747
sandwich islands 31l50n31150n see also scholasticism new 11159159 60
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school of the elders 20141 see also 27233
kirtland school of the prophets life in 1760s 6265 70 71

history 1916 9 membership 27230 33
school of the prophets 3167 see also missionaries 27229

kirtland lectures on faith mormonismMonnon ism in 2935
history 1916 7 religious awakening 27229

schools see also brigham young social conditions 1870 1900 27247
university education education 48
LDS schools scott isaac on king follett discourse

on pacific islands 12182 182218 see also king follett
prayer in 273133 3434185185 95 discourse

schoppe amalie author ofderobderofder prophet scott jacob on rebaptism 182229
142142 scott john C leader of military action

schubert franz as model for song against native americans 183437
composers 1116ilg1 6 7 see also music see also native americans

schwob marcel see also literature scott john
accomplishments 6141 42 brief biography 23357n
discussion of the talking machine investigated at scene of irvine hodge

61416141343 murder 23357
french translation of hamlet 82156 nauvoo policeman 23357

57 scott sarah king follett discourse
as symbolist 71487148949 182189 see also king follett
translation of the talking machine discourse

61436143747 scott walter 2179 8811 9441894418460460
science see also astronomy chemistry 124357 58

geology mathematics scientific scovil lucius N
method brief biography 23332n 31l17n31117n

applied 3335 39 4042 followed cow 31117
in education 4122 gave albern aliensallens note to bullock
and ethics 26174 75 31163
and religion 7187 88 203313 mechanics association trustee

29371 23332 33 36
and religion book review 84468 73 scowcroft richard children of the
and religion mormon view of book covenant 18192181929595 96

review 203313 18 screwtapeScrew tape letters the 122188122188 9911 see
responsible for human happiness also lewis C S literature

3336 37 scripture see also bible new testament
responsible for mans wants 3338 old testament symbolism
and theology 29371 corrections 114336

scientific method 3340 27439 42 see literal interpretation of 7122 27
also science study 24153 60

inspired 27444 47 symbols in book review 311117 19

traditional 27444 and symbols of salvation 83321 24
scilly islands and wreck of julia ann textual development of 102245 48

29218 as word of god essays about book
scotland see also mckay david 0 review 31266 72

demographics of LDS members scripture LDS see also bible book of
2723827238242 mormon doctrine and covenants

edinburgh conference 1851 27237 pearl of great price
1855 59 27231 32 analysis via historical critical method
emigration of members 27235 31367 68
first missionary efforts 27227 as word of god essays about book
growth 1840 51512723027230 review 31366 72
highlandersHigh landers in church 27231 scriptures publications committee
industrial revolution 27228 224388
kilmarnockKilmklim amock conference and decline seal of twelve apostles 23334
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sealing as adoption 143293 95 312 see selfishness of elders of israel 143305
also ordinances self knowledge 26167 68 71

seaton N E letter from joseph smith self pity 164621
book review 63180 self realization and women in church

sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol policy and move south 20152
29468 self understanding elements of 2626111ililii111

sebololebolo antonio see lebolo antonio 13

second coming see also doctrine of sensensen sen papyrus 9197 101

christ jesus christ millennium seneca 94450 see also native ameri-
cansbook review 214534 36

preparations for 517 88121712 17 separation of powers 42154 56 see also
second nephi unities with first nephi and united states government

form critical analysis 26453264535858 separatism 27313
64 see also book of mormon septuagintseptuagint2212022120

secrecy to protect sacredness of ordi-
nances

sequestrectomy nathan smiths operation
19158 66 see also on joseph smith 212139 144

ordinances 150 153 54 see also
secret gospel of mark 223261 osteomyelitis smith joseph jr
secularization smith nathan

two types 164629 seren gomer the star ofofgomergomer 27261
and Monnonmormonismism 164629 30 63

security sermo humilis and sermons of spencer W
american and russian perceptions kimball 25479

251115 27 sermon on the mount in joseph smith
book review 104491 93 translation 92168 71 see also
poem 3314 bible

security program ofofldsoflasLDS church 5275 sesquicentennial of LDS church in british
85 isles see also great britain

seder 234484 85 celebration of 27113271131616
seekers in LDS church book review symposium at BYU 2713 5

301121 26 sesshusesshtiseishu art of 12172 see also art
seer the by john taylor sung at sessions patty bartlett journal excerpts

seventies hall dedication 2339 2014420144848
seer stones 244536 40 see also smith seth in apocalypse ofadamof adam 172134 37

joseph jr see also apocalypse of adam
self actualization as aim of education seven sages 94440 41

28313 seventies
self betrayal 26139 41 1877 reorganization 20128

distortion of conscience in 26146 49 home missionaries 17196
duty and desire in 26146 seventies hall dedication 2337 16 see
emotional bondage in 26149 54 also nauvoo smith joseph jr
escape from 26171 taylor john
helping of 26153 55 sex 8124
learned through socialization 26166 codes shift of 8125 26

69 education 213264
liberation from 26151 53 cudmojudasojudmo christian tradition 8124 26
moral requirement of 26141 and morality 164598 99
persistence of 26160 new morality 8123 25 29 35
positive image in 26150 51 norms 8133 34
problems with 26167 premarital culture 8130 32
rehabilitation of 26170 premarital marital adjustment 8129
victimhood in 26142 30

self control 161165 83 premarital trends 8129
self definition elements of 26120261202525 premarital values vs behavior 8130
self esteem building of in therapy 35

26115 1627 promiscuity 8199
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sexuality book review 221109 13 also united states of america
shabaka stone 715 7 sherwood henry D
shakers see also religion rigdon sidney brief biography 23326n

and mormonscormonsMormons 20194 99 LDS church agent 23326
reception of missionaries 114489 to take charge of emmett company

shakespeare william 82147 57 23382
94407 9 see also hamlet shinto religion 102151102151 see also asia
literature religion

excerpts from henry IV 2725 6 shippShipshippellispEllisellis 164481 82
excerpts from henry V 2726 book review 253128
excerpts from julius caesar 2726 shoal creek missouri massacre at hauns
excerpts from richard 11II 2722721010 mill 22241 see also hauns mill
excerpts from twelfth night 2726 massacre missouri
excerpts from taming of the shrew short storiesstories see also literature

2727 LDS 242163 72
shandy tristan 73208 24 LDS situations book review 31282
shang dynasty 63130 see also china 86
sharon vermont birthplace of joseph shoshone indians and brigham youngs

smith 142199 indian policy 183434 35 449 see
sharp thomas QC 142142 24184 92 also native americans young

93106 brigham
acquitted 23349 shultz doctrine 273204 5

anti mormon editorials 224492 95 Shurnshumwayway charles
anti mormon writings 214495 96 brief biography 23380n
trial for murder of joseph and hyrum mission to indians 214506 23380

smith 23321 26 3642 shurtliff luman andros
warsaw signal on king follett and danitescanitesDanites 144428 see also danitescanitesDanites

discourse 182190 conversion of 30263 64
shawnee prophet elskawataElskawata 214492 see sigoSigiSigfsigiienzasigfienzaienzalenza y gongora mexican historian on

also native americans quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl 171102 see also
shays rebellion 27369 see also mexico

history united states of america silkworms as early mormon industry and
she ne we medy became tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield george D watt 1816181611 see also

massachusetts 14159 see also st george utah watt george D
tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massachusetts silver as security against inflation

sheets elijah traveling bishop supervises 143327 29
tithing 232185 86 see also simmons william hid john taylor from
bishops law officers 23393

shelley percy bysshe 94409 10416 simpson J H chief of topographical
17 see also literature engineers guide and interpreter for

foresaw restoration 27138 george W bean 122159 61
shema jewish prayer 213352 53 sin 92161 63 see also sinlessness
shepherd J R in san francisco earth-

quake
abandoning 26162

234432 see also san alteration of reality by 26151
francisco california bondage of 22117 30 214

sheppard towner act 23135 see also in hawthorne 11121121 36 see also
united states of america hawthorne nathaniel

sherbert v verner 273109 13 misunderstanding own nature as result
sherman delcena johnson of 26158

brief biography 23364n recognition of 122200
heard lucy mack smith vision 23364 unpardonable king follett discourse

sherman john letter to congregational 182205 6
superiors 232203 singapore national university of 30218

sherman lyman call to apostleship singer isaac bashevisBashevis 222134222134137137 139

191121 24 singing schools in america 234392 93
sherman antitrustanti trust act 42173 74 see sinlessness 2215 30 see also sin
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sino soviet relations 12139 see also 142221
china japan union of soviet mission to utah 122173 74
socialist republics war smith alvin 93392 402 26369

cultural implications of 72109 death 103255 58
geography of 72103 smith asael patriotic grandfather of
history of 7295 joseph smith jr 14171
social psychological analysis of smith clara C hartshorn married david

72143 smith 122174
strategies of conflict 72117 smith david hyrum 122171 82
in underdeveloped areas 72129 142219

sirrine mephiboseth delivered funeral biography 182233182233545
address for two children 23350 illness 122174 79

skousen W cleon see also economics missions to utah 122174 75
economic ideas 143319 22 musical contributions 122182 83

the naked communist 63171 paintings of 182233 235 237 40
slaughterhouseslaughter house cases 273143273143545 as poet 122180 84
slavery 3234 3366 3388 see also civil war poetry of 182234 236 238 242 244

lincoln abraham united states of 45
america and succession 213315 336 38 340

by germans 3113 smith don carlos 142212 13 224455
issue at constitutional convention 488 89

27374 80 81 see also united brother of joseph smith 23362
states constitution one of first fathers of LDS church

issue in constitution of state of deseret 23363
29417 see also state of deseret smith elias 182139

opposition of by saints 3113 brief biography 23317n
sleater robert gibson organizer of business manager of nauvoo neighbor

american federation of labor book and times and seasons 23317
review 184600 heard lucy mack smith vision 23364

sloan edward L editor of salt lake lived at john taylors 23381
tribune and lula greene richards married lucy brown 23381
212159 61 and richmond court of inquiry 2623

sloan james visited temple 23379
brief biography 23329n wedding celebration of 23385
nominated as city councilor 23329 smith emma hale 114346 142199
scribe 114453 54 225 154394 408 see also
secretary of committee drafting bidamon lewis smith joseph jr

resolution on anti mormon activity biography book review 213381 84
23329 31 courtship and marriage to joseph smith

secretary of nauvoo 23329 17131 32
slover robert H mission president in and eliza snow in nauvoo 22187 96

korea 12196 first LDS hymnal 124503 5

slovophiles 3273 forged hofmann letter 27258
small plates ofofnephinephi 3127 10 see also ininkirtland202151kirtland 202151 161

book of mormon gold plates and manuscripts of bible translation
authority established by 27415 17 916 9

as lineage history 27415 marriage to lewis C bidamon
missionary use of 27417 193375 88

smith A J commander of mormon patriarchal blessing 142206
battalion 82131 33 see also rebaptism for health 182230 31
mormon battalion and succession 213334

smith agnes coolbrith in nauvoo and william law 22164n22l64n
31166 smith ethan view of the hebrews and

smith alexander hale son of joseph book of mormon 194440
smith jr 142208 99212212 smith frederick granger william

account of emma smiths death 1422089 212
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death of 142220 body of 2313
smith gary ernest background and bullocks reflection on martyrdom of

philosophy 31429 30 31172
smith george A 211117 213309 10 children of baptized by john taylor

315 317 339 2637 20 27130 23382
27285 88 and danitescanitesDanites 144449 232148 see

attended council meeting 31117 also danitescanitesDanites
attended meeting 31129 laubs account of carthage 182160
brief biography 2339n 61

at brigham youngs 23334 letter from joseph smith and elias
bullock sent to 31128 higbee book review 63180
at consecrating of ground for dam letter in times and seasons precursor

23340 to king follett discourse 182220
discourses of 31115 22 see also king follett discourse
at fourth quorum banquet 23385 martyrdom of 233918 27 3641
history 114464470 73 42 47 63 24178 109
history read to 31134 meeting with solomon chamberlain
at laying of cornerstone of temple 2334523345646

23349 50 nauvoo expositor 23347
as LDS church historian 31228 30 patriarch to the church 23356 57 61

listened to joseph smiths history 63

23352 sermon on plurality of gods and worlds
and lucy mack smith vision 23365 recorded by george laub 182175

68 77
at meeting on anti mormon perselupersecu trial of accused murderers of 23321

tionseions 23321 23 26364249
at meeting to choose county officers smith israel involvement with kirtland

23379 temple lot suit 104501 2

mission of 114507 smith jerusha
on polygamy 31274 baptized by john taylor 23382
opinion of W W phelps as LDS brief biography 23382n

church editor 2315 daughter of hyrum smith 23382
at party at benbowsBenbows 23381 smith jesse 14173
prayer of at seventies hall dedication on mormonism 244525 27

23312 smith john father of george A smith
scribe 114458 3143 23365
speech of at seventies hall dedication affidavit 134525

on unity 2339 10 blessing given to thomas kane
speech of on home industry 23339 214393
speech of on nauvoo house 23382 brief biography 23382n 31l23n31123n
spoke at conference 31124 letter to brigham young 3144
visited william smith 23365 treated sick at temple 31123

smith george albert as LDS church visited by bullock 31146
historian 14179 91 106 smith john son of hyrum smith

smith george D call to update isaiah baptized by john taylor 23382
31369 smith john english explorer to new

smith gibson england 14160 62
certificate of 221101 smith john henry visit to mexico
license of 221100 224443224443646 450452

smith herman C 104500 smith john murdock adoption of by
smith hyrum 94500 123257 259 joseph smith 142204 5

142212 213305 313 315 318 smith john rowson scenic artist painted
320 21 339 22159221596363 64 nauvoo temple 222193 96
234396 262926291212 see also smith joseph F 211169 213339
martyrdom 234432 27170 272100

affidavit by 26239 312122312122124124 2525129131129 131
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smith joseph F continued 271114123
advice to sons book review 231126 and astronomy 83256

28 attempt to behead 23322 31119
approved social advisory committee attended churches 93374 75 384

23125 B H robertss defense of 194432
comments on martin luther 232132 birthplace 93341
1860 letters to george A smith and blacks and priesthood 193396

204361 body of 2313
1860 letter to wife levira 204357 and book of mormon 2334523345646
and mormon creed 264130 and book of mormon authorship
on priesthood slackness 132140 414 1 203225

144 and book of mormon origins 26484
on temporal welfare 3316 book reviews about 63178 81

smith joseph fielding 12188 89 96 83342 45 173376 79
1418294 213268 269 boyhood operation 212132212132146146 48
234483 272110 151153 54

essentials in church history 63171 and brigham young 1111166166 67
on lectures on faith 19191111 11 building up ofofzionzion 15113
genealogical work of 312122312122129129 bullock revised zions camp journey

131 account by 311153111519nign
in memoriam 124338 344 45 bullocks reflection on martyrdom of
modem Monnonmormonismism 29349 31172
and zelph story 29231292314949 see also business and legal transactions in

zelph kirtland 174461 64
smith joseph jr 22242 246 48 250 candidate for US president 3135

53231 249 72167 68 8137 in carthage jail 234398 99
38423842343 82171 7373195195 215 charged with crime but found innocent
93373 404 12180126128 23343
247249251 52254 56258260 charge of treason against 26210 16

123312 1318 80 82 90 95 charges brought against 114327
134500 555 14150141505656 72 73 on church and state theodemocracy
7474106106log 142140 4216142 161igi 6216762 167 3135 364336434514451
199 225 154391 416 21157 city of zion plan 172224 30
69 212156 168 213276 77 comments on german bible translation
28119281192121 222226283226 28 32 232132
31l15n31115n see also bible book of confined in jail 23194
mormon carthage jail king follett connection with the wood group
discourse kirtland martyrdom 244521 24
nauvoo papyri restoration trial as consensus builder book review

according to fawn M brodie 20159 301103
accounts of the restoration book constitutional views of 28273 74

review 242242 43 counseling of emigrants to settle in
address at nauvoo 3135 36 adam ondi ahman 26248
alleged money digging 103287 309 and council of fifty 202154202154164164
anecdotes about 30467 69 203253 80
anniversary of martyrdom 234399 crime and sin 15122
anti mormonscormons criticisms of 182209 cupid and psyche 53193 202
appeal to his native state vermont and danitescanitesDanites 144426 232148

63181 dealings with others 212179 8080182182
appearance of christ in kirtland temple 84

to 234483 death 234399
appointment to locate potential debts 1830 18401840174414174414 19

settlements 26246 dedication of missouri 26231
on art 324 5 defender of constitutional rights
assets 1830 18401840174419430174419 430 26327
in association with charles penrose defensive policies 26315
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denounced all churches 93384 86 and hyrum anniversary of martyrdom
described in letters by george miller 23363 64

193402 7 and hyrumshyrams funeral sermon 2319 18

description of 114529 ideas history 2171 74 82
diary 211105 109 111 imprisoned at liberty jail 13121 25
did not attempt to forecast his future and indians 113289 91 183429183429431431

3363 interactions with native americans
discourse of july 191918401840 193396 214492 514
discourses of 213304 3121931219101040 and iowa stake 182138
discussion of egyptian alphabet and isaac galland 193269

114399 and john milton teachings 242199
disregard of law 26217 202
early history of the church 17130 39 and joseph knight 17129
early religious experience 224456 journal 1140 41 114410 15
early statements about by japanese in journal of joseph fielding 192136

writers 232172 78 and jupiter talisman 244540 41
effect of 2185 justification for pilfering 26330
egyptian papers 114350 72 374 75 kenneth H winns views on book

391 99 review 301103 7

egyptian papyri 1010157157 keys of kingdom 23324
and emma and eliza 22187 96 and kingdom of god 516
enemies of 213306 king follett discourse 222146
essays on life book review 28410362841036 king follett discourse historical
established governments 1518 perspective 182179 92
on eventual settlement in utah and kirtland land disaster 174391

214406 8 and kirtland safety society bank
family membership in presbyterian 124439124439141 174431

church 104482 84 labor 213303
family of 224455 see also smith lack of inhibitions 26352

family lack of knowledge of chiasmus 10101751 75
family religious background 244542 lack of knowledge on second coming

44 33573357616561 65
filing of misdemeanor against 26316 language in translating 1111150150

17 laubs account of carthage 182160
financial commitment to kirtland safety 61

society bank 174456 59 and law of adoption 143291 96
first fruits of resurrection in this laws of men 15111

dispensation 23312 lectures on faith 19113
first vision 2184 1514 26485 letter from parley P pratt 271127 29
genealogy 27116 letter to 27288 90 113
on godhead 182176 letter to emma about jackson county
on gods witness 182173 75 conflict 144415
and gold plates 244478 81 letter to emma from missouri
grammar 30154 55 114517 23
as head of daviess county exploratory letter to josiah stowell 244398 400

committee 26246 408417473408 417 473 74
hearing of 26320 in lucy mack smith vision 23364
histories of 93261 65 and magic world view reviews
history of 114439114439 4046140 461 666647065470470 27487 121

73 211109 21 and manchester library 223333 42
history scribes of 114440 60 martyrdom 82211 13 141100141100162162
holograph letter to emma smith 142162 218 213301 306 7

114319 313318320313 318 320 21 32332633121323326331
on holy ghost 26357 204351 2339 11111818 27 3641
hostile remarks attributed to 26325 42424747 63 24178 109 see also
hypocephalus 173259 martyrdom
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smith joseph jr continued persecution of 113276 92 114339
martyrdom according to vilate 346

kimball 192233 personal account of childhood illness
martyrdom according to zina D H 104480 82

jacobs 193292 personal appearance 212176 77 182
marvin S hills views on book review poisoned 114517

301103 7 political endeavors 182180 81
meeting with jesse gause 234488 political motto 53192
meeting with samuele mazzuchelli and politics in ohio 94484 86489

31290 494 95
meeting with solomon chamberlain power as speaker 31220 21

23346 prayer circles 19182
meeting with two scots 27229 presidential campaign 113219 20
method of translation of book of on punishment 182146 47

mormon 30150 56 as a radical book review 301103
metropolitan museum of art sells on reason and revelation 143355

papyri to church 3135 rebaptism in connection with plural
mission of 213302 306 marriage 182231
and missouri 244506 21 recollections about 182143 50
missouri visit 114517 red brick store and endowments
and mobocracy 20171 82 192159n 193363 65
and modem mormonism 29349 regarding scribes 114344
and mormon creed 264125 32 regarding translation and revelation
move to hiram 114342 1143441143444545
and murder of governor boggs relationship to partonopeusPartonopeus de blois

113276 92 53193 202
and music 42108 13 in relation to henry vaughan
myths about book review 82231 36 223280 81284
and nathan smith 173321 relocation 114339
national press reaction to martyrdom of and restoration book review 101011271 127

20171 30
naturalistic motivations of 30325 33 reply to cyrus redding 3366
nauvoo as river town 182258 59 reprimand ofkirtlandofkirtland saints 124385
and nauvoo city land records 23393 and resurrection 182174
nauvoo dam 182247 51 revelation 114334
nauvoo discourses 214529 34 revelations on economic matters
nauvoo expositor 23347 3316 1717293229 32
nauvoo temple work 193362 in richmond court of inquiry 2623
negotiations with daviess county 7 9

26317 riots 20178 82
new england heritage of book review and rockwell 94419

123327 29 and salem massachusetts 1836 visit
new york reputation 103283 314 244499 506

30470 74 scribes of 211103 55109109log
and nineteenth century conversion scriptural corrections 114336

accounts 26484 86 and scriptural perspective on treasure
none other appointed to receive hunting 244515 21

revelation 114339114339040 sealing power 124401
and oliver cowdery 124410 12 sermons of book review 302109 12

only a man 3356 57 sermons recorded by george laub
oral history of 182143 50 182171 76
and origins of book of mormon shortcomings of history in understand-

ing26484 312167 68
and osteomyelitis 173319 and sidney rigdon 2182 1111190190igo 91
palmyra home restoration of 183275 sources of published discourse

76 31219 37
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and spirit world 203288 smith joseph III111 142206 21156 65
steamboat nauvoo sale of to 192167 book review 291128 32

71198 and david hyrum smith 122175 79
stewardship 114340 1881 letter to alexander fyfe 253112
supposedly practicing animal magne-

tism
and kirtland temple suit of 1880

152146 148 253110
and theology of damnation 25385 and succession 213315 337337040
on timetable for second coming smith julia murdock adopted daughter of

3355 66 joseph and emma smith 142220
translated papyrus manuscripts 3135 smith leonard I1 and early mormon
translation of bible 113253 74 see imprints in south africa 204404

also bible smith lucy mack 142200 204
and translation of gospel of matthew 212132 33 148 53

2517 25367 84 account of joseph smith sr dream
and treasure hunting 244398 99412 223259

14450464 70478 81489 546 accounts of banking conflict 123255
trial of 30291 98 100loo100104104 106 and book of mormon in hofmann
trial of accused assassins book review document 224460 61

1644381644380400 brief biography 23352n 31l24n31124n
trial of 18261826122223122223 33 children of 224455
trial of meaning of legal term recogni-

zance
conviction of sons work 224457

30297 98 death date 123318
trial of pearsall and purple notes death of 224457

302101 3 egyptian mummies 1010158158
trial of the charge 30293 95 history of book of 23352
trial of the court 30295 97 in hofmann document 224455 65
trial of the crime 302103 7 on joseph and gold plates 244481 82
trial of the trial 30298 101 john taylor visited with 23352
trip to missouri 144488 89 491 500 in kirtland 202153
visions of moses 114404 5 see letter to mary pierce hofmann

bible new translation document 224455 65
visitations from moroni 103255 58 and lost 116 pages of book of mormon
and warren parrish 124432 manuscript 224457
washington DC trip 28268 marriage of 224455
wasp 224489491224489 491 95 at party for smith family 23377
and william law 22149 54 70 prayer for 23361
and william weeks 193340 recollections of early church history
and women in the church 20140 58 93387 93 399
and women in kirtland 202151 on smith family and treasure hunting
words of 31174 244482
and world government 11171171 73 speaks on family experiences 23317
and zions camp 144406144406410413410 413 spoke about rise of church 31124

416 testimony of book of mormon
smith joseph sr 22133 14171 72 224457

142199142199202207202 207 8 vision concerning william smith as
dream in 18111811223259223259 president of church 23363 68
family of 224455 as witness against joseph smith book
and joseph smith jr trial of 1826 review 6157

122229 30 smith lucy meserve journal excerpts
license of 22197 20146 48
in lucy mack smith vision 23364 smith lyman preached in new york
memory of joseph smiths early 114507

experiences 93402 3 smith martha visitdvisita temple 23379
patriarch to the church 23356 63 smith mary fielding
prayer for 23361 brief biography 23340n
and sampson avard 144425 held party 23340
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smith morton determines authenticity of memory of joseph smiths early
ancient manuscript 223261 62 experiences 93398 401403401 403

smith nathan 212132 54 see also and mormon creed 264125 26
osteomyelitis smith joseph jr not accepted as one of the twelve and

operated on joseph smiths leg patriarch 31123
173319 37 at party at benbowsBenbows 23381

smith pascal B mesmerism 152151 at party for smith family 23377
smith robert F patriarch to LDS church 23354 57

brief biography 31119n 60 62
captain of carthage greys 31119 speech of 23368 83
carthage justice of the peace for study of law 31160

expositor case 23347 sworn writ of treason for president
commander of carthage greys 23347 young 31138

smith samuel 213318 224455458224455 458 smith winston fictional 1984 2419 16
463 23362 smith dorman house 14172

one of first founders of church 23363 smith hughes act 23 130
smith samuel I1 ancestor of joseph smith smith family 14156

14171 72 and treasure hunting 244482244482491491 98
smith samuel H B 1860 letter to george 1860 nauvoo reunion 204351

A smith 204360 61 farm in manchester new york
smith samuel 11II ancestor of joseph 224458

smith 14170 72 house at manchester new york
smith sophronia daughter of lucy mack 93345 48

smith 224455 458458463463 party given by john taylor for 23377
smith sylvester scribe 114449 testimony of early church history
smith T morven son of joseph smiths 93390 91

1813 surgeon describes experiences smithfield sunday school gazette
with osteomyelitis 212144 45 see 212158 see also lula greene
also smith nathan richards

smith william 103313 14 213327 smoking and politics 104493 96
331 32 smollett tobias on english society of

accused brigham young of involvement 1760s 6265 72
in irvine hodge murder 23362 smoot abraham 0 see also smoot

apology to john taylor 23384 abram 0
brief biography 23354n 31123n brief biography 23386n
compared blessings of 31135 39394242 dinner with john taylor 23386
copy blessings of 31136 37 smoot abram 00. and wilford woodruff
corrected by john taylor 23383 84 124383 84
defense of hodges 23360 61 78 smoot reed 14179 98 see also
editor of wasp 224488492224488 492 95 manifesto of 1890 utah
editorial on patriarch 23354 57 66 election and hearings of 3332 33
examined patriarchal blessings of political cartoons of min puck 182504

31144 6508514
held council 31159 smoot william A member of first pioneer
LDS church patriarch 23354 57 party account of raising ensign
letter of on patriarch 23366 68 141110
letter of to brigham young on police snake interpretation of D H lawrence

abuse 23359 60 poem 43243 53 see also
letter of 31155 56 literature
letter to 31126 snell george root hog and die
lucy mack smith vision concerning 18193 94

23363 68 snider john 2713 8
meeting of with nauvoo police nauvoo house association 2339

23312 60 622 snow eliza roxcy 121125 30 142219
at meeting to choose county officers 162251 64 164480 8148381 483

23379 212160 61 245 247 see also
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genealogy nauvoo relief society mens mutual improvement
smith emma hale association 23125

advocate for women 164483 snow willard 182139
auxiliary missionary 17179 82 brief biography 23325n
on child birth at sugar creek 214441 LDS church agent 23325

42 snow william
on illness of lorenzo snow 243269n brief biography 23324n
letter of from missouri 134544 52 high priests quorum presidency 23323
nauvoojoumalnauvoo journal 154391 416 LDS church agent 23324
poetry 27182 86 87 8989100100loo at scene ofoflrvineirvine hodge death 23358
pregnancy of 22188 snsnsusn meaning of in egyptian texts
sketch of my life 121126 27 112164 71
stanza on the presentation of the book social advisory committee 23124 39

of mormon to queen victoria antismokinganti smoking and tobacco campaign
204415 16 23133

tale of emma pushing down stairs auxiliary groups involved 23125
22187 96 beehive house to be used as a home for

snow erastus 2213122131 14134 109 girls 23134
blessing about living in rocky began ward dance instruction 23126

mountains 214405 church social and moral concerns
brief biography 23325n expressed through 23125
LDS church agent 23325 emphasis on juvenile delinquency in
mercantile and mechanical association utah 23130

board 23339 emphasis on social work in utahs
in nauvoo 3116531165717371 73 schools 23127
and sampson avard 144425 emphasis on social work throughout

snow georgie first qualified woman utah 23127 38
lawyer 164481 endorsed southwick bill 23133

snow james C involvement with sex education
brief biography 23390n 23132
mobs bum house of 23390 operated lund home for boys 23133

snow leroi C son of lorenzo snow purpose of 23124
researches for biographies of worked with community to improve
lorenzo and eliza R snow standards of safety and morality
22189 91 23126

snow lorenzo 8195 114538 22191 social christians emphasis of movement
27170 23120 21

biography 243261 64 social efficiency an aim of education
brief biography 23324n 28315 17
family 243262 64 270 social gospel and social advisory
illness of 243268 69 committee 23119 39
japan mission 152189 social hall 42110
journal of 243261 263 64 socialism 12147
LDS church agent 23324 and dostoevsky 3262 63 67 70
letter to relatives in ohio 243272 73 french 3271
picture of 243266 european 3271
published exposition des premiers flemish mormonscormonsMormons 24169 73

principes de la doctrine de 1egliseiegliseleglise socialist internationalism 12146 47
de jesus christ des saints des social order brigham youngs efforts
derniersverniersDerniers jours in italy 31284 86 toward 28337 51

published la voix de joseph in italy social origins in kirtland 30247 66
31284 86 social problems 8199

testimony of joseph smith 31223 24 social scientists 27443
text of journal of 243265 73 role of 8128 32 34
visits to italy 31288 social security act 5276

snow moroni general secretary young reaction of LDS church 5276
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social welfare commission 23127 novelist of provincial period 18197 98
social welfare poor relief 1850 1930 sorenson john L book of mormon geo-

graphical18166 88 see also welfare plan differences with R richard
poor relief hauck 303134

society british cultural geography in book of mormon
and influences on church growth geography 303131

272107124 soul analysis of in psalm of nephi
processes essential to 26177 78 213363 366 369 see also book

society of friends 234487 88 see also of mormon nephi
quakers religion sound and the fury 94458

sociodemographic characteristics of british south africa early mormon imprints in
mormonscormonsMormons 27223 2626131131 204404

sociology south american missions book review
book reviews 134594 97 263122 282119 20 see also missions

24 south bainbridge new york 142199 200
of mormonscormonsMormons 26173 129 southcott joanna millenarianism
and religion 29257 214535

socrates 94441 42 1517 see also southern far east mission 12188 89 see
philosophy also asia mission

life after death 223269 southern hemisphere membership
solomon 234409 10 see also bible statistics 12181

temple southern star
second temple 234484 ends publication 28214

solon character in the bulwark 324332434646 miracles reported in 28212 13

solubility 28432 34 record of southern mormonism 2828
solution chemical 28428 31 32 34 39 response of to anti mormon fervor

41 see also chemistry 28210 11
some of the principal doctrines or belieofbeliefbeileybelieffBeliebellebeile of source ofofldsoflasLDS church news 2829

the church of jesus christ of weekly LDS paper 2825
latter day saints 1853 description southwick bill utah legislation proposed
and reproduction 204404 to support goals of the social

songbird of the ton pseudonym of pro advisory committee 23133
mormon welsh writer 27261 southwick edward 23133

songs of heavenly council 26480 81 soviet union see union of soviet socialist
sonne conway ships in 1860s 271102 3 republics
sons of dan alias destroying angels alias spain and blanco fombona 22177

brothers of gideon 232149 see spangenberg esther and wreck of julia
also danitescanites ann 29212 see also julia ann

sons of god 23375 see also abraham spanish academies 53169 82 see also
book of god art literature

sophicsophie and mantic world views see also spanish fork treaty 143361143361 8811 see also
philosophy native americans

conflict between revelation and science spaulding solomon 21141211414242
31352 56 manuscript 114538

defined 31351 spaulding theory 21141 42
need to critique naturalistic world view special council see general council

31353 55 speculation kirtland land disaster
religion secularized 31356 57 174406 14
spiritual and natural man contrasted speeches of

31351 52 amasa lyman 23312 92
sophism in education 94441944414444 brigham young 23321 26 32324040
sophocles antigone family relationships 50 68 78 79 92 214480

in 194503 see also literature daniel spencer 23332
sorensen virginia see also literature dean rusk 12113121131919

author of the evening and the morning george A smith 2339 10 39 82
222148 50 heber C kimball 23392339121712 17 50
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68858892688588 92 letter to 27263 64
hughbhughhughaB brown 12198 111 on mechanics association committee
isaac morley 23392 23332 33
john taylor 23313 14 22 24 32 36 nominated for mayor 23329

38 4040506850 68 7782853112577 82 85 31125 spender stephen british poet anti-
communist30 1417

lucy mack smith 23317 spilsbury alma P move to colonia
orsonorsonhydehyde 23310 11 juarez 53160 see also mexico
orson pratt 23315 16165050 78 spilsbury lemuel H in mexico 53158
phineas richards 23332 60 see also mexico
theodore turley 23335 spirit of truth promoting self honesty
WwwphelpsWWW phelps 23332 82 through 26161
william smith 23368 83 spirit prison 23372

speer albert see also germany hitler spirit teaching by the 10101141 14 15

adolf spirit world and hyperspace 203290
on german education 28253 spiritual crises 2112 15
on hitlershillersHitlers attitude toward prisoners spiritual gifts among women in kirtland

28259 202157 see also kirtland
on makeupmake up of nazi leadership 28258 spiritual wifeism 514 see also bennett
supporter of hitler 28257 john C polygamy

speirs john spirituality book review 111111081 108 11

brief biography 23323n spori jacob and the prophecy of
nominated as agent to guard against gratianusGrat ianus 25340

anti mormon activity 23323 springvilleSpringville singing school 42111
spencer augustine anti mormon mob spry william book review 123325 27

member 24182 87 see also mob squires radcliffe 26382 84
violence st george utah see also missions utah

spencer catherine curtis died on trail colonization of 183282 83
west 214435 37 type of united order 184542184542343

spencer claudius victor in nauvoo economic development 3320
31171 family and religion in 301116 20
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working in utah 194525194525343 receives endowment 124403

womens auxiliary committee genealogi-
cal

recording of king follett discourse
work of 312126 28 182182 85 193 96

womens christian temperance union and recruiting mormon battalion
social christian prohibition group 214475 85

23121 and reorganization of divisions
womens committee on genealogy 243387

influenced by susa young gates revelation on adoption 143311 12
312127 28 134 sportsman 151113 17

womenswomensexponentexponent 18722121561611872 212156161 and succession 213309 13 315 17
62 165 66 171711 222162222162166166 68 323325323 325
173 woods james W lawyers for mormonmonnon

and emmeline B wells 20151 prisoners of carthage 24188 97
and frontier newspaper verse 25355 woods sashielcashiel

wood william T on feelings of sampson group to exterminate mormonscormons led by
avard and danitescanitesDanites 2628 19 26249

woodhouse john native british mission land ownership in carrollcan oil county
ary 272100 102 26250

woodhull victoria 1872 feminist obtainment of adam ondi ahman by
183419 26251

woodmansee lavinia hawkins hyde woodward george brief biography
polygamous divorce case 22177 23334n
82 woodworth lucian

woodruff asahel hart letter from wilford brief biography 23382n
woodruff 153349 61 replaced as architect on nauvoo house

woodruff emma smith wife of wilford 23382
woodruff letter to 151110 12 woolley edwin D 211109

woodruff phoebe carter letter to her brief biography 23325n
mother poem 192200 andandheberjheber J grant 242131 136 37

woodruff wilford 2184 8866 90 2213122131 139139141149149
133 8195 93357 94502 LDS church agent 23325
114458 141107 153349 61 woolley samuel A and 1861 florence
154500 520 211119 234399 outwittingoutfittingoutfitting 243363 64
372477 27130 70 80 woolman john journal entry on drinking

assisted with history of joseph smith 164622
31227 30 word of god the

association with george Q cannon historical inaccuracies of book review
27198 31369 71
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theological inaccuracies of book american soviet agreement 5158
review 31371 72 costs of 28249 50

word of wisdom 10101919 114347 japan 14121
15138 153318 see also doctrine LDS support opposite sides 30423 24
and covenants health major operations of 5154 62

economic interpretation of 11137137 49 north africa 5152 61
and george romney 113228 poems about 25128 54549292 254161
and heberheberjheberdJ grant 242144 45 war in the pacific 63139
and xanthine abuse 204371 88 worldwide church practical christianity

wordprintwoodprintWordprint studies see also book of 29135
mormonmonnon worrell franklin A see also martyrdom

of alma 30399 103 carthage grey at carthage jail at time
berkeley group refines and verifies of martyrdom 23395 31l19n31119n

30389 108 fires on backenstos 23395 31l19n31119n
control studies 30396 97 105 6 shot and killed by orrin porter
determining author 30391 92 rockwell 23395 31119 ign
early 30392 96 worship remarks on method of 18181101 10
of pejeralistfederalist papers 30392 93 wreck of julia ann 2925 see also julia
of nephi 30399 103 ann
techniques 30390 92 wright alexander
of translations 30397 brief biography 23385n

wordsworth william 94408 10419 manager of john taylor farm 23385
102201 17 164604 617 scottish convert and missionary
223279 285 288 see also 27227
literature wright jonathan C

reference to mormonism 27137 38 brief biography 23325n
41 LDS church agent 23325

work brigham youngs principle of nominated for city councilor 23329
28340 wright silas

work ethic see protestants work ethic brief biography 23338n
work relief LDS response to dole 5267 letter to on repeal of nauvoo charter

84 see also welfare 23337 38
works miriam angeline marriage to writing

brigham young 183313 as hazardous craft 26382 84
works progress administration 5270 in pre columbian central and south

74 75 america 13186 90
world in pre columbian north america

religion 18111 13182 862
religion resemblances between writing materials early greek 223263

164660 81 64
unity in christ 84404 6 writing movement regional 18189 92

world conference on records 12183 written law 213348 50 354 see also
world congress 133291 93 329329367367 70 oral law
world government and joseph smith written word as evidence 213305

1171 73 wroe john millenarianism 214535
worlds without number 83255 69 wu hsing 63124 34
worlds fair chart of symbolic correlations 63133

in 1851 london 234415 34
in 1867 paris 234415 and chinese history 63131 32

world war 1111621 162 63 14179 212135 colors associated with 63125
143 see also united states of and concepts of time 63126 27
america war and japanese childs game 63126

world war 11II 212143 see also germany and marriage compatibility 63128
hitler adolf japan naziism and names of days 63126
united states of america war and naming children in korea 63127

allied strategies 5149 63 28
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wu hsing continued young abigail howe brigham youngs
in practical politics 63127 30 mother 183290 91 304 308
relation of elements 63126 young alphonzo
and seasons 63129 brief biography 23323n

wutheringwitheringWuthering heights by charlotte brontbronte nominated as agent to guard against
7128 39 see also literature anti mormon activity 23323

wycliff john 27114 see also bible young brigham 2213822138 142 145 244
religion 250 52 254 256 8138 82127

wylwylwilhelm22l88wilhelm 22188 3013430 134 114328 14172 74 100
wyman edward and the egyptian 106 111 12 142164 178178273273

mummies and papyri 10158 61 280 86 154501 23 232148
see also egypt papyri 27116 17 25 29 32 2815 7

wyoming poem 73230 15 30261 63 68 69
accused of involvement in irvine hodge

x murder 23362 65
on agency 43255 59

xanthine abuse and coffee cola cocoa and animal magnetism 183307
and tea 204371 88 association with charles penrose

271117 18
Y attack as polygamist 27299 101

ybedyddiwrbedyddiwrY the baptist 27253 54 attended council meeting 31117
57 60 attended meeting 31129

yahweh see god attitudes of 3134 35
yale attitudes towards women 183377

college 212147 150 95

university mormon americana at authorship of journals of 223367 74

103386 88 baptized two indians herring and
yanez jose maria early mexican convert moses 23380

story of mothers conversion began revising history of joseph smith
224451 31248 51

yano mitsuji 63165 biographical sources 102240 42
yaqui indians early missionaries to 223 biography book review 102240 45

293 94 see also mexican mission book reviews 63178 211125 27

native americans young brigham and bookstore 92145 46 149 151

yearsley david D british travelers opinions of 31268
brief biography 23338n 69

party at house 23338 building the kingdom 183328 76
yeats william butler 7161 67 bullock sent to temple for 31138

224469 71477479 bullock went to see 31137
yellowstone country and mormon trek came into office 31130

west 243306 11 see also celestial learningleaming 11176 78

mormon trails centralized organization of church
yerushalmi yosef hayimhayinihanini 315131516565 66

on jewish historiography 30334 see childhood poverty 183305 6
also historiography and child wife relationships 183385

on judaism 312148312148949 165 66 and christopher layton 94515
on nature of jewish memory 30334 commander of first company 31130

yin yang 63124 concerning commencing the kingdom
and names of days 63126 182177 78

and origin and relation of wu hsing and conversion of willard richards
63128 29 see also wu hsing 31242

symbols on japanese lantern at BYU and council of fifty 202175
63137 203268275

yitzhak levi 213343 counselledcounsellercounselled with willard richards about
yoneyama renji church in japan bullocks pay 31149

152201 critical views about 31293
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crossed river to camp 31154 apostles 23334
dedication prayer for seventies hall in hiding from mobs 23350

from nauvoo journal of john home missionaries 17177
taylor 2337 and husband wife relationships

description of 114529 183381
and doctors 28338 and icelandic immigrants 92218 19
economic debt and depression indian policies 183428 52 see also

183347 48 native americans
and economic development 3318 22 and indians in nebraska 243374 75

28 and indians in utah 29423 38
on education 94433 1111170170 74 83 indomitable will of malimaximalfman 3152

164637 39 213263 28341 introduced to count leonetto cipriani
efforts to raise mormon battalion 31292

214481 86 on john taylor 2335
1859 letter to george Q cannon on joseph smith 31221

253106 on joseph smith as merchant 174431
and 1861 florence outwittingoutfittingoutfitting 243345 journal entries 27281 83 88 92

50 justification of polygamy 43266 67
and eleanor pratt 152252 kingdom of god 3154 55
encouraged building of seventies hall laubs account of transfiguration

2337 182166
european immigration 183345 50 and lawyers 28339
express and carrying company lays cornerstone of temple 23349

183356 leading saints through iowa territory
family 183286 327 2144672144674848
family background 183286 331010 letter about 31126
family letters to sons book review letter from william smith on police

153378 80 abuse 23359 60
and family meetings 143298 letter of on repeal of nauvoo charter
family migrating to utah 194477 500 23337 38
farm home in salt lake city letter of on temples 23318 21

restoration of 183276 78 letters to sons book review 153378
and fashion 28344 80
feelings about mountain meadows letters to wife mary ann 183314 27

massacre 183363 65 letter to george catlin 171117 18
film about 2915 letter to LDS church trustees by
friendship with emelio biebuyck 214482

223299 letter to leaders in garden grove
friendship with heber C kimball 214481

183396 409 letter to mary ann 204302 6
gathering of australian saints 27268 letter to state governors on anti
gathering of saints and association with mormon persecutions 23341233414444

george Q cannon 2719827198100100loo letter to william smith on patriarch
102105 23367

and george D watt 18155 58 61 63 and lewis C bidamon 193383 84
and george francis train 183410 27 license of 221102
on gold 2120 23 listened to joseph smiths history
gospel search for 2186 87 23352
government 43264 67 15214 and lucy mack smith vision 23363
governor 92227 65 68
great basin kingdom 183328 76 and lula greene richards 212156
with heber C kimball and john taylor 160 61166

23334 at meeting to choose county officers
and heber J grant 242134242134137137 38 23379

141141242 meeting with architect at nauvoo house
helped prepare private seal for twelve and temple 23382
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young brigham continued and publication of joseph smiths
meeting with william smith 23360 sermons 312931229 30

62 and quest for godly community
men sent to search for 31139 28345 51
and merchants 28339 reaction to kirtland bank 234475 76
mesmerism 152164 see also reaction to utah war 43266

mesmerism rebaptism in connection with plural
and methodism 93356 marriage 182231
and missionaries in mexico 223289 and recreation 28342

93301 relationship with indians 183428
mission of 114515 relations with iowa indians 214510 12
mob action against 23340 religious background of 183286 331010
on mormon battalion 214460 and religious freedom 28350 51
and mormon creed 264128 29 and reorganization of divisions
and mormonscormons in nebraska 243278 243382 88

79281283287290 91 reported discourses of 31132
on moving west 214411 reports to concerning tithing 232185
and music 42107 88110110ilolio return from british mission 124456
native american policies 183428 52 on revolution right of 43264 67

see also native americans in salt lake city 3142
and native americans 143361 363 salt lake city farm home restoration

64370 of 183278 79
on natural rights and slavery 43259 and san bernardinomardinoBe california 29443

64 sermon recorded by george laub
new philosophy on womens roles 182177 78

164479 80 september 5 1840 letter from england
opposition to violence 3152 to nauvoo 183466 75
ordered letter to be sent 31154 and settlement of arizona 223290
order signed by 31156 at seventies hall dedication 23379
original sin 43256 57 shook hands with at temple 31142
at party at benbowsBenbows 23381 45
on perfection 164638 shot by hosea stout 31157
performed marriage of elias smith and and social order 28337 51

lucy brown 23381 sources about 183453 65
and perpetual emigration fund speech of 23368 78 79

183346 speech of at consecration of ground for
planning councils in winter quarters dam across mississippi 23340

243302 20 speech of at high priest quorum on anti
plans for salt lake city 172232 34 mormon persecutions 23324 26
police protection of 23340233405757 speech of at mechanics association
as political campaign manager 3135 23332
politico religious attitudes 3150 53 speech of on antiantl mormonmonnon persecutions
on politics 94485 104488 90 23321 23
poor relief 18168 73 speech of on mob violence 23392
prayed at nauvoo temple 31123 speech of on present prospects of
prayer of at laying of cornerstone of saints 23350

temple 23349 and spirit world 203289
prayer of president of church 23357 spoke about emigration at temple
president of church 3145 31131
on priesthood 104488 90 spoke about thieves in temple 31124
priesthood as ideal government 3153 st george winter home restoration of
priesthood denial to blacks 193394 183275 79 281 85

402 statement on war 221221
priesthood reorganization of 1877 story of gave hope 30134 35

2013 36 and succession 213301213301141
principle of work 28340 succession in journal of joseph
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fielding 192157 young john R and hector mclean
supplies sent to 31147 attempted to murder parley P pratt
talked about letter to major warren 152236

31155 young john brigham youngs father
taught gospel by solomon chamberlain 183291 99 22191 95

23346 young joseph brigham youngs
teachings of 11161 87 grandfather 183291
in temple 31153 young joseph brother of brigham
theocracy 3154 young 2186 2337 234393
theocratic period 3152 27123
threatened assassination 122153 anointed bullock 31137
told brethren to go home 31149 attended council meeting 31117
told bullock to take wife and lucy brief biography 2337n 31l17n31117n

clayton to temple 31144 brought anathemasanathernasanatanathemashernas to temple 31156
travel through iowa 214463 64 and 1861 florence outwittingoutfittingoutfitting 243358
and united order 3150 62
and US constitution 42160 at fourth quorum banquet 23385
and utah war 113304 7 letter for 31150
on waldensiansWaldensians 31286 met with 3311741 174
wanted lucy clayton to return home prayed at nauvoo temple 31151

31133 prayer of at seventies hall dedication
and wealth 28344 23314 15

welfare projects 3151 presides over seventies hall dedica-
tionwife augusta adams cobb 194485 2337 10 12

86 read letter 31155n
wife clara decker 194491 reported minutes at seventies hall
wife emily dow partridge 194480 31161
wife harriet cook 194483 8585493493 spoke at temple 31171
wife julia foster hampton 194499 spoke at temple about abuse 31175

500 at young family meeting 23317
wife lucy bigelow 194488 young lorenzo dow brother of brigham
wife margaret pierce 194496 young 22132 93356 212160
wife mary ann angell 194492 brief biography 23325n
wife mary ann clarkdarkoark powers 194486 brother of brigham young 23325
wife mary jane bigelow 194488 influence on Brigbrighamharn young 183306
and willard richards letter to first LDS church agent 23325

presidency in nauvoo 183466 75 at meeting to choose county officers
and william weeks 193349 57 23379
winter home in st george restoration and methodism 183287 299 300

of 183275 7979281281 85 306
and women 20149 51 young mahonri artist and sculptor
and women in the church 20148 8146 47 82144 46 83308
word of wisdom 1114142441141141 424442 44 46 84424 see alsoalpoaisoalyo art
at young family meeting 23317 young mary ann angell letter from

young brigham jr ordained as apostle brigham young 204302 6
183407 young miriam works first wife of

young cannon trip with marion hanks brigham young 183399 30262
2729 63

young elk and mormonscormons in nebraska young newell K religion classes board
243295 96 380 81 see also member 23133
native americans young brigham young phineas 93356 183397 98

young fanny brigham youngs sister brief biography 23380n
183295 96 298 mission of to indians 23380

young feramorz L early missionary of in nauvoo 31129
mexico 223301 taught gospel by solomon chamberlain

young henry J in nauvoo 31173 23346
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young richard W zenos allegory of olive tree 30377 87
letter from heber J grant 181125 26 zion 22129 30 518518101610 16 17 10101515
letter to heber J grant 181124 25 164486 23382338192119 21 54 63

young sally adoption of 183436 234408429
young susa and meaning of her poetry america as book review 63181

25364 see also gates susa young BYU as part of zion 164487 500
young william brigham youngs great city of 2193

grandfather 183288 89 city of departures from original plot
young zina D H see jacobs zina plan 172228235 36

diantha huntington city of general plan 172224 25
young lion hunter the by zane grey city of plan for 30236 7

184499 500 city of street widths 172227 28
young mens mutual improvement in far west 181119 21

association YMMIA 242147 in july 191918401840 address by joseph
48 smith 193390 94

youth 84398 99402 4 16148 64 preoccupation with founding of
problems 73248 50 214491

yovailnovail dancers 84442 43 seeking to establish 214403 4
yu uchida wrote the mormon sect and succession 213301213301141

232172 watchmen on towers of 23318 84
Y X company brigham young zions camp 2339

183356 57 zions aid society 23133 see also
social advisory committee

z zions camp 124368 69 173352
2636 7 281928191212 13 see also

zakkai yochananyachananYochanan ben 213350 51 missouri smith joseph jr
zanuck darryl F and film brigham 1835 quorum of the twelve apostlesyoung 2917 9 23 25 see also 183399

brigham young journey of 31115
zarahemlaZarahemla city of 23183 political complexities and social
zarahemlaZarahemla stake 182139 see also iowa realities 144406 20

stake and zelph 29231 see also zelph
zarate lino early mexican missionary zions operativecooperativeco mercantile institution

224448 50 establishment of 202173
zechariah haggai book review 284120 zions securities corporation 3330

21 zorach v clauson 273192zejelbejel arabic hispanic poetic form 43232 zoram and plates of brass 27424
zelph 29231 56 see also zions camp

zosimusZosimus narrative of and book of
zeniff defense of nephite authority mormon 223311 32 see also

27416 book of mormon
Zeniffzeniffiteite society degeneration of 31211312 it zuntz guenther 223263 67 269 271 73

12
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